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Ultraviolet light emitted by the first galaxies sparked the last major phase change of matter in

the Universe. The bulk of gas in the Universe went from neutral to ionized, and as galaxies and

quasars continued to replenish this light, the ionizing background settled in the space between these

sources. This radiation background has the potential to impact structure in the Universe on larger

scales than any other non-gravitational, astrophysical process. Because the ionizing background

both affects and is sourced by galaxies and AGN, the properties of the ionizing background are

tied to the history of cosmic star formation and supermassive black hole accretion.

Despite its astrophysical impact, the properties and evolution of the ionizing background are

poorly constrained. This thesis focuses on three different aspects of the ionizing background:

how the ionizing background molds the thermal history of the intergalactic medium, the nature of

the extreme ultraviolet and soft X-ray background, and the impact of fluctuations of the ionizing

background on the clustering of galaxies.
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1

Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

”Physical sciences develop in seemingly chaotic ways, by paths that are at best dimly seen

at the time, and leave traditions that may seems mysterious and even irrational. That is why the

history of ideas is an important part of science, and particularly worth examining in cosmology,

where the subject has evolved over several generations. The choice of where to begin has to be

somewhat arbitrary, since any step in science builds on earlier ones.” -P.J.E. Peebles

We live in a universe that has given us, as beings on Earth, a wealth of photons from the first

0.003 percent of its lifetime until now. As we look out to large distances, back in time, obser-

vational snapshots become more sporadic and leave many unanswered puzzles for astrophysicists

and astronomers. Many of the largest questions in astrophysics rely on filling in these gaps in time

and creating theoretical models for what we cannot learn directly from observations.

When considering baryonic (non-dark) matter in space, most will think first of luminous ob-

jects, such as galaxies, stars, and nebulae; or ”terrestrial” objects, such as planets and moons.

Surprisingly, the majority of baryonic matter in the Universe lies in the space between the dense

and luminous galaxies. The story of how these galaxies formed is dependent on the evolution of the

matter between galaxies and the light that permeates this space. Everything from star formation,

supermassive blackhole (SMBH) formation, and cosmic structure in general is dependent on the

evolution of the network of matter we call the intergalactic medium (IGM).

In the broadest terms, the goal of this thesis is to advance the theoretical framework of the

interaction between light and matter between the luminous objects in the Universe. The following

chapters describe theoretical models



2

1.1 Cosmological framework

1.1.1 ΛCDM

Much of the work presented in this thesis is based on an assumption of a ΛCDM cosmological

model. ΛCDM has been the primary cosmological paradigm since the turn of the 21st century, after

the measurement of the acceleration of the Universe’s expansion in 1998. This acceleration fits into

the Λ component of ΛCDM, where Λ refers to the cosmological constant, possibly from vacuum

energy that dominates the energy density of the Universe at z . 1. ΛCDM has grown to encompass

the idea of inflation, an epoch following the Big Bang when the Universe expanded exponentially

due to a scalar field. Though the modern concept inflation was concocted as a mechanism to

explain the absence of magnetic monopoles in the Universe, it was soon realized that it could also

explain many other cosmological problems. For instance, it can explain why the Universe appears

isotropic and homogenous at scales where there could not have been causal contact and why the

Universe appears to be spatially flat. While neither dark energy nor inflation are the focus of the

following chapters, their effects are not irrelevant to the physics we aim to constrain. For instance,

whether or not inflation was sourced by a single scalar field or multiple fields determines whether

primordial non-Gaussianity can be detected, a possibility we discuss in Chapter 4.

The most important part of this framework that is pertinent to the following work is the idea that

baryonic matter traces an underlying network of dark matter which largely shapes the large-scale

gravitational terrain. Since the mid-1980s, simulations and observations have tended to favor the

cold dark matter (CDM) model where dark matter is collision-less, dissipation-less, and was not at

all relativistic at the epoch of matter-radiation equality (z ∼ 3400). Despite some discrepancies at

small scales, the statistical properties of the large scale structure in the Universe can be reproduced

remarkably well by CDM models. It is upon this dark matter network that the baryonic matter in

the Universe is connected, through galaxies and the intergalactic medium.
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1.1.2 Recombination

Around 400,000 years after the Big Bang (z ∼ 1100), the radiation leftover from the mass anni-

hilations of matter and antimatter decoupled from the Universe’s baryonic matter and created the

cosmic microwave background (CMB). This decoupling was the result of an adiabatically cooling

universe causing the ionized gas particles, mostly free protons and electrons (though also a small

fraction of nuclei from helium and other slightly heavier elements) to combine and form neutral

atoms. This prevented the soon-to-be CMB photons from further interacting with and scattering off

of free electrons. After this epoch, known as recombination, the photons of the CMB free-streamed

through the universe, rarely interacting with matter, allowing us to observe light from a time before

galaxies or stars. This light has now been exceedingly well studied and has been one of the best

observational tools for cosmologists.

The large-scale structure we see around us in our ∼ 14 Gyr-old Universe was seeded by small

perturbations in the density field at very early times, seen as the small anisotropies in the CMB.

These small gravitational instabilities grew and collapsed into small halos, which then collectively

combined to form larger halos that eventually became the galaxies observed today.

1.1.3 Dark ages

The lack of observational information from the span of time between the formation of the cosmic

microwave background and the first galaxies is known as the cosmic dark ages. This nomenclature

can be taken literally at the point when CMB photons redshift out of the optical. During this

time, the universe was mostly filled with neutral, primordial gas that was no longer coupled to

CMB photons. As the Universe expanded during this time, the gas cooled adiabatically, ultimately

leaving this gas at just tens of Kelvin just prior to the onset of the first galaxies. During this time,

dark matter was collapsing into halos, and the gravitational landscape coaxed this gas into the

clumpy and filamentary structure we now know as the intergalactic medium.
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1.2 Reionization and beyond

1.2.1 The intergalactic medium

While the astrophysics involved in galaxy formation and evolution is stochastic and convoluted, for

the most part, the physics governing the low-density IGM is simple and well-understood. Today,

the IGM is ionized, diffuse, mostly primordial gas that traces the underlying dark matter structure.

It is the reserve of baryonic matter from which galaxies get their gas, as well as a network that

connects them. The matter in the low-density IGM interacts with itself and photons through atomic

processes that are well-established and able to be modeled analytically. Note, the physics becomes

more complicated at low redshifts (z . 1), when some of the gas becomes shock heated, or at high

densities, where proximity to galaxies can influence the state of intergalactic gas.

Observing direct emissions from the z < 6 IGM is essentially impossible because its gas is

too diffuse and ionized. Observations instead rely on background sources to illuminate the IGM

via indirect spectroscopic observations (see Section 1.2.5), and eventually, the high redshift IGM

(z & 6) may be revealed through redshifted 21-cm observations (see Section 1.2.7). Because there

is little ambiguity in the physics of the IGM, these observations constrain both cosmology and the

properties of the sources that produce the ionizing background.

1.2.2 The first luminous sources

Before the first luminous sources began to form, the perturbations in the baryonic matter were

nearly linear. Once nonlinear structure and the first stars and galaxies began to form, astrophysics

became influential and the formation of complex structure became harder to describe with analytic

models. Because significant populations of the first stars and galaxies are not directly accessible

with the current generation of telescopes, such as the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), inferences

about this time are often based on numerical studies, analytic estimates, and searches for remnants

of this time in the Milky Way.

The first stars were formed at the densest peaks of the matter distribution where gas was able

to cool efficiently and form molecular hydrogen. While the first stars formed likely around z ∼ 65
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(Naoz et al., 2006), the first galaxies did not become ubiquitous until several million years later.

The first generation of stars (Population III stars) enriched the gas in protohalos, which then formed

the first dwarf galaxies. The stars in these first dwarf galaxies were likely Population II stars, as

the enhanced metal budget allowed lower mass and longer-living stars to form.

Telescopes that are coming online in the next decade will change the game for the study of

early sources, specifically, the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST), which should produce ob-

servations of higher redshift galaxies that have yet to be detected. With JWST, and other upcoming

telescopes, such as WFIRST and LSST, we are entering a new era of study of early source popula-

tions.

1.2.3 Reionization

As the first luminous sources turned on, the epoch of reionization began. These sources began

to emit ultraviolet (UV) photons that started the process of reionizing the neutral hydrogen sur-

rounding them. The earliest ionizing sources, likely isolated groups of Population III stars, were

not effective in ionizing gas out to great distances from their host halos. It wasn’t until a critical

mass of ionizing sources, in the form of early galaxies, tuned on, that reionization started making

headway.

The reionization of hydrogen in the IGM was the last major phase change of the Universe’s

matter. Prior to recombination and after Big Bang nucleosynthesis, the matter in the Universe was

ionized; then recombination became the penultimate phase change. Finally, reionization occurred,

though not instantaneously, as reionization was a patchy, extended process.

As galaxies became more common, growing ionization bubbles surrounding UV-emitting sources

began to overlap and the IGM became a patchwork of different ionization states. Eventually, the

ionized regions expanded to fill the IGM, and reionization completed, leaving the gas indefinitely

ionized. Figure 1.2.3 shows an illustrative simulated example from Zaroubi (2013) of how reion-

ization could have occurred, with the color scale representing the brightness temperature of neutral

hydrogen (see Section 1.2.7), which scales with neutral hydrogen density.

Not only did reionization change the phase of IGM gas, but the temperature also underwent a
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significant shift. As the gas in the IGM was exposed to ionizing radiation in bulk, any excess energy

held by a photon above the ionization potential was carried away by the newly freed electron,

causing the formerly cold IGM to be heated to tens of thousands of degrees Kelvin. This changed

the landscape for subsequent galaxy formation, as hotter gas was more pressure supported and less

likely to be accreted onto a halo. This suppressed the formation of dwarf galaxies.

In recent years, there has been moderate debate about the nature of sources that drove reion-

ization. While the majority of the literature regards early galaxies as the main perpetrators, e.g.

Shapiro et al. 1994; Madau et al. 1999, the possibility of faint AGN being the fundamental contrib-

utors has been raised by some (Madau & Haardt, 2015). Because the quasar luminosity function

drops off steeply at z > 3, an AGN-driven reionization would have to be sourced by faint AGN.

The field’s view of whether necessary populations of these objects at high redshifts exist is con-

tentious, yet many follow up studies have been unable to reproduce quasar luminosity function

with the same slope at high redshift. Certain measurements of the temperature of the IGM (see

Section 1.2.6) also cast doubt on a quasar-driven reionization, as a signature temperature peak

thought to be caused by the ubiquity of quasars can be found at z ∼ 3 (D’Aloisio et al., 2017).

When and how reionization happened is still uncertain. The nature of the sources that drive

reionization, when they turn on, and how photons escape into the IGM are unsettled problems.

Despite these uncertainties, there is ample evidence that reionization was completed around z ∼ 6

from the lack of total absorption at these redshifts of Lyman continuum photons in the spectra of

quasars (Fan et al., 2006; Robertson et al., 2010; Komatsu et al., 2011; Planck Collaboration et al.,

2015).

While the reionization of hydrogen1 is marked by the first mass production of ionizing photons,

likely by the earliest stars and galaxies, the increase of AGN at later times gave rise to a second

reionization event, the reionization of the second electron of helium, henceforth known as He II

reionization. The ionization potential of He II is four times that of hydrogen, and photons of

this energy must come from highly energetic sources, most notably, quasars. Though galaxies do

1as well as the first electron of helium
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Figure 1.1: Theoretical reionization scenario shown with mock 21cm observations from Zaroubi
(2013).

produce photons some at ∼ 4 Ryd, it is likely they will be absorbed before reaching the IGM. The

completion of He II reionization is believed to be at z ≈ 2.8 based on the He II Lyman α forest

(see Section 1.2.5) and IGM temperature (see Section 1.2.6).

1.2.4 The ionizing background

Following reionization, the IGM supported a background of ionizing photons that were continually

replenished by galaxies and quasars. Thus through reionization, the ionizing background was born.

The ionizing background has the potential to impact structure in the Universe on larger scales than

any other non-gravitational, astrophysical process. After reionization, the photons of the ionizing

background can travel considerable fractions of the Hubble distance, and, with their ability to

disassemble neutral hydrogen and alter the cooling rates of ions, they can modulate the properties

of extragalactic sources. Because the ionizing background both affects and is sourced by luminous

structure in the universe, the properties of the ionizing background are inevitably tied to the history

of cosmic star formation and supermassive black hole accretion.

Constraining the properties of the ionizing background relies on empirical understandings of
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its sources and sinks. The difficult nature of studying how many ionizing photons make it out of

galaxies provokes much of the uncertainty in current models. Often, ionizing background models

assume what fraction of ionizing photons make it out of the galaxy and into the IGM (colloquially

known as the escape fraction) that is tuned to match photoionization rates derived from the Lyman

α forest. Both empirically and theoretically, the escape fraction is poorly constrained. Empirically,

observers have found wildly different escape fractions from galaxies at the same redshift. Observ-

ing the very low redshift escape fraction has been unsuccessful (no detections of Lyman continuum

photons at z ∼ 0) and at high redshift, the significantly higher neutral hydrogen opacity makes the

escape fraction impossible to constrain. Theoretically, it is unclear how Lyman continuum pho-

tons from massive stars are attenuated by the ISM and other intervening gas. Until simulations

can confidently capture the physics of the ISM and CGM, escape fractions derived from numerical

simulations must be taken with skepticism.

Much of astrophysics and astronomy relies on ionizing background models. Such models are

used in most all calculations of the ionization state of photoionized gas in the IGM and CGM,

and they are used to set the ionization state of gas in cosmological simulations, which shapes

the rate at which gas in simulations cools. Because they are so frequently used, previous models

of the ionizing background, such as Haardt & Madau (1996), Haardt & Madau (2001), Faucher-

Giguère et al. (2009), and Haardt & Madau (2012), are some of the most cited papers in astronomy.

Figure 1.2.4 shows a frequently-used ionizing background model from Haardt & Madau (2012).

The black curves show the models with contributions from both galaxies and quasars, while the red

curves show “quasar-only” models. The two main spectral features in these models, more notable

at higher redshifts, represent the absorption of He II at 4 Rydbergs and the absorption of H I at 1

Rydberg, respectively.

Though the cross section for ionization sharply decreases above the ionization potential, the

ionizing background refers to the range of photon energies from the ultraviolet, through the X-ray.

This means that empirical constraints of the ionizing background come from a patchwork of dif-

ferent observations from different types of telescopes. While ultraviolet and X-ray observations

of ionizing sources are numerous, directly observing extragalactic sources in the extreme ultravi-
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Figure 1.2: Ionizing background model of Haardt & Madau (2012) between redshifts of 1.1 and
6.9. The black curves are models with contributions from galaxies and quasars and the red curves
are “quasar-only” models.
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olet is nearly impossible. This is because the Galaxy efficiently absorbs extragalactic extreme UV

before it reaches our solar neighborhood. The extreme UV is where many atomic transitions to

ground Rydberg states of ions, and therefore cooling emissions, lie. Thus this piece of the ionizing

background is crucial to the physics of the circumgalactic medium (see Section 1.2.9), the interface

between galaxies and the IGM.

The lack of observations in the extreme UV impedes the ability to infer physical conditions

of diffuse astrophysical gas from observable ionic lines because this part of the background often

guides the important ionic ratios. Because of the uncertainty in this band, models of the ionizing

background are limited by large error bars in the extreme UV until more detailed models of the

sources that contribute, and a better understanding of the H I column density distribution. Chapter

3 presents models of the extreme UV background, their uncertainties, and the individual sources

that contribute to this band.

1.2.5 The Lyman α forest

Because quasars are brighter than the most luminous of (non-active) galaxies, the detection of

high-redshift quasars preceded those of other extragalactic sources. Once the first significantly

redshifted quasars were detected, it was soon theorized that the imprint of the IGM may be found

in the spectra of these distant sources as absorption lines from the residual neutral hydrogen that

was pooled in the more dense intergalactic clouds or filaments (Gunn & Peterson, 1965; Scheuer,

1965). Due to the large cross-section of Lyman α absorption, only a minuscule amount of neutral

hydrogen needs to be present to create this absorption feature. If too much neutral hydrogen were

present (i.e. before reionization is completed), the line would saturate, producing what is known

as a Gunn-Peterson trough that eliminates the detail found in the post-reionization forest. After

reionization, the small fraction of neutral hydrogen remaining in the IGM can produce unsaturated

absorption lines that encode information about the physical state of the intergalactic gas.

As a quasar’s light travels through the IGM, light blueward of the rest-frame hydrogen Lyman α

line (1216Å) redshifts into this resonance and will be absorbed if there is neutral hydrogen present.

This creates a forest of absorption lines that mark the intergalactic structure intersecting the line-
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of-sight between the quasar and telescope. An example of this is shown in the bottom panel of

Figure 1.2.5. The two panels in this figure illustrate the comparison between a quasar spectra with

a conspicuous Lyman α forest (bottom panel) and one without (top panel).

Conditions for observing the Lyman α forest are ideal at redshifts between approximately z ∼ 2

and z ∼ 5, during the matter-dominated phase of the Universe. This represents a post-reionization

era in which the light has traveled a sufficient distance to capture a vast swath of forest and has

redshifted out of the UV and into the optical. Coincidentally, during this phase, the physical

conditions of the IGM such as the ionization state and density are optimal for analyzing gas around

the cosmic mean density.

When high-resolution echelle spectrographs on large telescopes (e.g., HIRES on the Keck,

UVES on the Very Large Telescope) started collecting data more than two decades ago, the re-

solved Lyman α forest became one of the best observational tools to study the IGM. It was ap-

proximately within the same decade that high-resolution CDM simulations began to produce mock

Lyman α forest that agreed remarkably well with the newly resolved observations, affirming mod-

els of large-scale structure and CDM.

Perhaps the most ubiquitously used Lyman α forest statistic is the power spectrum of the line-

of-sight flux. At small scales, the power spectrum can constrain pressure smoothing of the gas from

the thermal state of the IGM, and at the largest scales, the distribution of matter and the cosmology.

The consistency of the Lyman α flux power spectrum with simulations using a ΛCDM framework

have corroborated the basic models of the IGM as well as the concordance of cosmological param-

eters.

1.2.6 The thermal history of the IGM

The statistical properties of the Lyman α forest can reveal temperature information about inter-

galactic gas because the width of absorption lines are tied to thermal properties of the absorbers.

The simplest way to untangle the temperature of the IGM from the Lyman α forest is to assume

that the widths of the narrowest of absorption features are fully determined by thermal broaden-

ing. More statistically rigorous ways of disentangling the temperature involve using flux curvature
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Figure 1.3: Top panel: z ∼ 0.2 smooth quasar spectrum lacking apparent Lyman α forest absorp-
tion. Bottom panel: z ∼ 3.6 quasar with an examplary Lyman α forest. Credit to Bill Keel.
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statistics (Becker et al., 2011; Boera et al., 2014), the power spectrum (Hiss et al., 2017), and

wavelet filters (Lidz et al., 2010; Lidz & Malloy, 2014).

Because reionization modulates the temperature of the IGM by tens of thousands of degrees,

understanding the thermal history of the intergalactic medium can reveal the nature of reionization

and properties of the sources that drove reionization. Chapter 2 explores the impact of different

reionization scenarios on the thermal state of the IGM and uses temperature measurements to

constrain the possible impact of previously neglected heating processes.

1.2.7 21cm observations of neutral hydrogen

When a neutral hydrogen atom undergoes a transition of its electron spin alignment, it emits a

photon with a wavelength of λ ∼ 21 cm. This is a forbidden transition with a transition rate of ap-

proximately 3×10−15 s−1, hence a lifetime of on the order of∼ 107 years. While the abundance of

neutral hydrogen before and during reionization causes the Lyman α forest to saturate, the rareness

of the 21-cm transition prevents the line from a similar fate. While technically more difficult to

observe than the Lyman α forest due to messy foregrounds and incredibly small signal, the 21-cm

line is less restricted by redshift constraints and can illuminate the dark ages and reionization.

Though it has been realized for several decades that neutral hydrogen in the high-redshift Uni-

verse could be mapped via the redshifted 21-cm line, it hasn’t been until the last couple decades

that technology has allowed for the instrumentation to become a reality. In the coming decades,

observations of neutral hydrogen via new low-frequency radio surveys will be crucial in further-

ing direct observations of the epoch of reionization and bringing in the first direct observations of

the dark ages. Detangling the signals from these eras involves challenging foreground modeling

and subtraction, so much effort is going into detailed modeling of these foregrounds with both

theoretical and observational efforts.

The power spectrum of redshifted 21-cm emission from intensity mapping surveys will carry

the imprint of both astrophysics and cosmology. Prior to reionization, this power spectrum should

follow the dark matter power spectrum, but once reionization starts changing the ionization struc-

ture of hydrogen, the power spectrum will show the influence of the astrophysics of the ionizing
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background and ionizing sources. The details of reionization are found in the cross-correlation

of galaxy clustering and ionized structure and auto-correlation of ionized structure (Morales &

Wyithe, 2010) and the size of ionized regions shapes the 21cm power spectrum by washing out

structure at small scales, and moving power to greater scales as ionized regions expand (Furlanetto

et al., 2004). Despite the current challenges of 21cm science, the potential observations would open

up many new avenues of high redshift astrophysics and answer many of the field’s most studied

questions, and hence, there is a great effort by the community to push forward.

1.2.8 Fluctuations in the ionizing background

Many ionizing background models rely on the assumption that the metagalactic ionizing back-

ground settles into a state of approximate spatial uniformity, as the mean free path of ionizing

photons in the IGM greatly increasing after reionization such that every location in the IGM sees a

large number of sources. While this is an adequate assumption for much of astrophysics, we are in

an age of precision cosmology that relies on understanding the properties of large-scale structure

to a sub-percent level. Effects of fluctuations in the ionizing background sourced by galaxies and

quasars could have measurable effects on large scale structure (LSS) and modeling these effects

could constrain the properties of the sources, such as the fraction of the ionizing background that

owes to quasars versus galaxies.

Upcoming 21-cm intensity mapping surveys, Lyman α emitter surveys, and more generally,

galaxy surveys may reveal signatures of background fluctuations. This, unless well-understood,

could hinder the intended precision cosmology with some of these surveys. Chapter 4 presents

calculations that aim to predict the effects that ionizing background fluctuations may have on these

surveys.

1.2.9 The circumgalactic medium

The conception of the circumgalactic medium (CGM) was formulated over several decades, ini-

tially envisioned as a ”galactic corona”. In the middle of the 20th century, observations of hot
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stars in the outskirts of the galactic disk were found to have curious spectral signatures of sodium

and calcium-II (Münch & Zirin, 1961) that indicated the presence of ∼ 106 K gas at these extreme

galactic latitudes (Spitzer, 1956). It was later found that many absorption features in quasar spectra

had signatures of enriched CGM gas, such as damped Lyman α lines and metal lines such as C IV

(Chen et al., 1998; Lanzetta et al., 1995).

It wasn’t until the early 21st century, when larger surveys such as SDSS came online, that

renewed interest in the CGM was born out of the realization that certain properties of galaxies

could not be reconciled with the paradigm of ”closed-box” galaxy formation and evolution. There

seemed to be a dearth of baryonic matter in galaxies compared to theoretical predictions, the metal

budget in galaxies seemed to be lacking, and it was unclear how galaxies sustained or ceased their

star formation. These issues all are linked to how galaxies get their gas, where nearby gas resides,

how gas is recycled, and how gas is expelled. In other words, these are problems related to our

understanding of the CGM.

Not only is the CGM the interface between galaxies and their source of baryonic matter, the

CGM has a comparable amount of matter to the galaxy itself. The physics of the gas of the CGM

is strikingly more complicated than that in the IGM, as it is multiphase and structurally diverse.

The gas in the CGM is often categorized into cold, warm, and hot phases, with varying kinematics

in each phase. Figure 1.2.9 shows a cartoon model of the CGM from Tumlinson et al. (2017),

with a rudimentary representation of the main dynamic features. The physics of the inflows and

outflows of the CGM is the key to understanding galaxy evolution, such as how star formation

is regulated in galaxies and what makes a galaxy quiescent. Because we are not at a point where

simulations can confidently capture the detailed structure of the CGM (and nor do we know exactly

what this structure is), observations of the CGM are crucial for understanding galaxy evolution and

for exposing the gaseous highway in and out of the galaxy.

Like the IGM, the CGM is observationally probed most effectively through quasar spectra.

Absorption lines in the spectra of bright background objects are sensitive down to low column

densities. When the sightline of a quasar intersects a galactic halo, a multitude of lines from metals

and high column densities of hydrogen (NHI & 1015 cm−2) will clue observers into the presence of
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Figure 1.4: Cartoon model of the CGM from Tumlinson et al. (2017), which qualitatively illustrates
the different gas kinematics.

CGM gas. Physical properties of the CGM are derived from ion lines that probe particular phases

of gas dependent on the ionization potential. The energy of these ionization potentials classify

these ions into low (. 40 eV), intermediate (40 . Eion . 100 eV), and high ions (> 100 eV), that

probe cool/dense to hot/diffuse gas respectively. Despite the advantages of quasar absorption line

studies, the CGM is also studied through emission line studies, stacking analyses, and host galaxy

spectroscopy.

The photoionization state of the CGM is intimately tied to the details of the ionizing back-

ground. Specifically, the extreme UV and soft X-ray regime affect the cooling rates of circum-

galactic gas. Chapter 3 discusses how the uncertainty in the ionizing background at energies where

important CGM ionic transitions fall can affect the interpretation of physical properties of the
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CGM.

1.2.10 Outline of the following chapters

Our understanding of how matter in the Universe evolves and forms structure is incomplete without

comprehension of the physics of the the IGM, CGM, and the ionizing background. Importantly,

the astrophysical processes of these three entities are intertwined and dependent on each other.

The following chapters address many of the open questions surrounding the IGM; CGM; ionizing

background and reionization; and by proxy, galaxy formation and evolution.

Specifically, this work aims to answer the following: How and when did reionization happen?

Which sources contribute to the ionizing background? How does the ionizing background affect

physical properties of the CGM? How might the ability to do precision cosmology with surveys be

contaminated by fluctuations in this background?

Chapter 2 describes models of the thermal history of the IGM after reionization. Chapter 3

presents models of the extreme ultraviolet and soft X-ray bands and how these models relate to

properties of the CGM. Chapter 4 investigates the effect of ionizing background fluctuations on

the large-scale clustering of galaxies. Finally, Chapter 5 concludes with a summary of the results

presented and a discussion of future work.
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Chapter 2

THE THERMAL HISTORY OF THE INTERGALACTIC MEDIUM
AFTER REIONIZATION

This article has been accepted for publication in Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical

Society Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of the Royal Astronomical Society (Upton

Sanderbeck et al., 2016).

Recent years have brought more precise temperature measurements of the low-density intergalactic

medium (IGM). These new measurements constrain the processes that heated the IGM, such as

the reionization of H I and of He II. We present a semi-analytical model for the thermal history

of the IGM that follows the photoheating history of primordial gas. Our model adopts a multi-

zone approach that, compared to previous models, more accurately captures the inhomogeneous

heating and cooling of the IGM during patchy reionization. We compare our model with recent

temperature measurements spanning z = 1.6− 4.8, finding that these measurements are consistent

with scenarios in which the He II was reionized at z = 3 − 4 by quasars. Significantly longer

duration or higher redshift He II reionization scenarios are ruled out by the measurements. For

hydrogen reionization, we find that only low redshift and high temperature scenarios are excluded.

For example, a model in which the IGM was heated to 30, 000 K when an ionization front passed,

and with hydrogen reionization occurring over 6 < z < 9, is ruled out. Finally, we place constraints

on how much heating could owe to TeV blazars, cosmic rays, and other nonstandard mechanisms.

We find that by z = 2 a maximum of 1 eV of additional heat could be injected per baryon over

standard photoheating-only models, with this limit becoming . 0.5 eV at z > 3.
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2.1 Introduction

When the ultraviolet photons from the first galaxies reionized the neutral hydrogen in the Uni-

verse, a process that is thought to have occurred over z ∼ 6− 12 (Fan et al., 2006; Komatsu et al.,

2011; Robertson et al., 2010; Planck Collaboration et al., 2015), the intergalactic medium (IGM)

was significantly heated from likely hundreds of degrees to ∼ 104 K by the excess energy above

1 Rydberg from each photoionization. After the reionization of hydrogen and the first electron of

helium, the next and last heating event of unshocked gas is thought to have been the reionization

of the second electron of helium, likely by quasars’ ionizing emissions at z ≈ 3 − 4 (Reimers

et al., 1997; Theuns et al., 2002a; McQuinn et al., 2009). After each reionization event, the evolu-

tion of the IGM temperature is driven by photoionization heating of residual bound electrons, the

expansion of the Universe, and by well-characterized cooling processes of primordial gas (Hui &

Gnedin, 1997; Hui & Haiman, 2003). However, it is possible that other processes contributed to

the thermal evolution of cosmic gas, such as heating from cosmic rays (Samui et al., 2005; Lacki,

2013), from the intergalactic absorption of blazar TeV photons (Chang et al., 2012; Puchwein et al.,

2012), or from broadband intergalactic dust absorption (Inoue & Kamaya, 2008).

Hydrogen Lyα forest absorption in high-resolution, high signal-to-noise quasar spectra is the

primary dataset used for measuring the temperature of the low-density IGM, having been used

to place constraints over a broad range in redshift, 1.5 < z < 4.8 (recently by Lidz et al. 2010;

Becker et al. 2011; Boera et al. 2014). Temperature measurements from the Lyα forest are based

on the Lyα absorption features of a colder IGM having sharper features than those of a warmer

one; the spatial distribution of higher temperature gas is more extended because of higher pres-

sures, and the absorption of hotter gas is additionally smoothed by enhanced thermal broadening.

Many methods to estimate the temperature that exploit these effects have been devised, including

directly fitting for the widths of Lyα forest absorption lines as a function of H I column (e.g.,

Schaye et al. 2000; Ricotti et al. 2000; McDonald et al. 2001; Bolton et al. 2014), measuring the

exponential suppression that owes to temperature at high wavenumbers in the Lyα forest power

spectrum (Zaldarriaga et al., 2001), and convolving Lyα forest spectra with wavelet (and wavelet-
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like) filters that return larger values for sharper features (Lidz et al., 2010; Becker et al., 2011;

Theuns & Zaroubi, 2000; Theuns et al., 2002c; Zaldarriaga, 2002). Regardless of the temperature

estimation method, analyses must mock observe Lyα forest spectra synthesized from cosmological

hydrodynamic simulations to calibrate their temperature estimates.

There was a significant focus on measuring the IGM temperature from the Lyα forest around

the the turn of the century (Schaye et al., 2000; Ricotti et al., 2000; McDonald et al., 2001). The

main conclusion from these earlier measurements was that the temperature at z ∼ 3 was too high

for hydrogen reionization (and a contemporaneous full reionization of helium) to be the most re-

cent heating event and likely implied either (1) He II reionization had occurred around z ∼ 3 (Hui

& Haiman, 2003) or (2) some non-standard heating process was operating (Samui et al., 2005).

The measurements of Schaye et al. (2000) showed evidence for an increase and then decrease in

temperature straddling z ∼ 3, for which the simplest explanation is that it owes to He II reion-

ization (Theuns et al., 2002a). However, this thermal bump was not obviously present in other

contemporaneous measurements (Ricotti et al., 2000; McDonald et al., 2001; Zaldarriaga et al.,

2001). In the last several years, there has been a renewed focus on temperature estimates. Of

particular note, Becker et al. (2011) measured the thermal history over 2 < z < 4.8 at a specific

redshift-dependent density chosen to minimize errors, allowing for a higher precision temperature

estimate. This measurement qualitatively agrees with the earlier result of Schaye et al. (2000) that

showed evidence for He II reionization. The Becker et al. (2011) measurement has been compli-

mented by a subsequent effort by Boera et al. (2014) extending temperature measurements down

to z = 1.5.1 The Becker et al. (2011) measurement has also been confirmed over 2 < z < 3.2

using other techniques (Garzilli et al., 2012; Bolton et al., 2014). Furthermore, in addition to the

measurements of temperature at a single density, the scaling of temperature with density has re-

cently been constrained well at z = 2.4 (Rudie et al., 2012; Bolton et al., 2014), adding to previous

less-certain estimates over a range of redshifts (Ricotti et al., 2000; McDonald et al., 2001; Schaye

1In addition, Bolton et al. (2012) measured the temperature in the proximity region of seven quasars at 5.8 < z <
6.4. The special location of this measurement, likely a region where the hydrogen was reionized early on in the
reionization process (Lidz et al., 2007) and where the He II was reionized by the quasar make this measurement
more difficult to interpret, but see Bolton et al. (2012).
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et al., 2000). Motivated by this recent spate of IGM temperature measurements, this study presents

the most realistic models to date of the thermal history of the IGM in the standard scenario in

which photoionization is the dominant energy source. A byproduct of these studies is bounds on

other heating and cooling processes

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2.2 discusses the temperature measurements that

we use to compare our models. Section 2.3 describes a model for the temperature evolution of the

low-density intergalactic medium after hydrogen reionization. Section 2.4 compares this model

with the highest redshift temperature measurements at z ∼ 4.5 to constrain hydrogen reionization.

Section 2.5 then discusses the thermal evolution at lower redshifts when the heating from He II

reionization is likely to be important. We place constraints on non-standard heating processes in

Section 2.6. All calculations assume a flat ΛCDM Universe with h = 0.7, Ωm = 0.3, Ωb = 0.045,

and YHe = 0.25.

2.2 Temperature Measurements

We primarily compare our models with the temperature measurements of Becker et al. (2011),

spanning 2.1 ≤ zem ≤ 4.8 and of Boera et al. (2014), spanning 1.6 ≤ zem ≤ 2.8. Like other Lyα

forest temperature measurements, these studies used that the width of Lyα absorption features is

sensitive to thermal and pressure broadening, with sharper absorption features arising from lower

temperature gas. Specifically, Becker et al. (2011) and Boera et al. (2014) adopted the “curvature

statistic,” defined as:

κ ≡ F ′′

[1 + (F ′)2]3/2
, (2.1)

where F ′ and F ′′ represent the first and second derivatives of the flux with respect to the velocity

along a sightline. Colder regions have higher 〈|κ|〉 than hotter ones. Like with the closely-related

wavelet method (Theuns & Zaroubi, 2000; Lidz et al., 2010) as well as the power spectrum method

(Zaldarriaga et al., 2001), the curvature method does not require fitting for individual absorption

lines.

The Becker et al. (2011) and Boera et al. (2014) temperature measurements, featured in Fig-
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Figure 2.1: The IGM temperature at the critical densities, ∆?, of Becker et al. (2011) and
Boera et al. (2014). The solid curve corresponds to our model with He II reionization spanning
2.8 < zrei < 4 (see § 2.5). The points with error bars are the measurements of Becker et al. (2011)
and Boera et al. (2014). The corresponding densities of the Becker measurements are ∆? =
5.69, 4.39, 3.35, 2.62, 2.02, 1.64, 1.40, 1.23 at z = 2.05, 2.40, 2.79, 3.16, 3.60, 3.98, 4.37, 4.81. The
densities of the Boera measurements are ∆? = 5.13, 4.55, 4.11, 3.74, 3.39, 3.08, 2.84 at z =
1.63, 1.82, 2.00, 2.18, 2.38, 2.60, 2.80.
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ure 2.1, quote smaller errors than in previous IGM temperature studies. The increased precision

arises from the realization in Becker et al. (2011) of a nearly one-to-one relationship between the

mean curvature, 〈|κ|〉, and the temperature at a critical density of the Lyα forest, ∆∗ (see Fig. 6

of Becker et al. 2011). (Throughout, we denote densities in units of the mean baryonic density as

∆.) This one-to-one relationship allows for scaling the measured curvature, 〈|κ|〉, into a measured

T (∆?). The physical reason for this correspondence is that the Lyα forest lines with optical depth

τLyα ∼ 1 are most sensitive to the IGM temperature, and the critical density that produces τLyα ∼ 1

depends on redshift. Previous studies used other methods to constrain the temperature at ∆ = 1,

T0, and its power-law index, γ − 1, using the parameterization

T (∆) = T0 ∆γ−1. (2.2)

This approach resulted in larger errors because the sensitivities of these methods are often greatest

at densities significantly different from ∆ = 1. However, for this reason, the Becker et al. (2011)

measurement does not directly constrain T0, so a model for γ − 1 is needed in order to extrapolate

from T (∆?) to T0.

Lastly, we note that the Becker et al. (2011) measurements agree with other attempts using

different methodologies. At z ∼ 2.5, the Becker et al. (2011) measurements are consistent with the

results of Garzilli et al. (2012), which used wavelet plus the flux PDF methods, and Bolton et al.

(2014), which used line-fitting methods. The Becker et al. (2011) measurements fall at just slightly

lower temperatures than the earlier study of Schaye et al. (2000), but show similar trends. However,

they appear to be discrepant with the measurements reported in Lidz et al. (2010). Figure 2.2 shows

a compilation of T0 and γ − 1 measurements, alongside our fiducial model with He II reionization

(blue curve) and the same model but where the > 4 Ry background is set to zero such that the

He II is never reionized (red curve). Both models are described in the ensuing sections. To make

the comparison fair, for the Becker et al. (2011), Boera et al. (2014), and Lidz et al. (2010) data

points in the top panel we take the γ− 1 values from our fiducial model. The actual measurements

of T (∆∗) from which the former two studies extrapolate, along with this theoretical model, are
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shown in Figure 2.1.2

2.3 Modeling the temperature of the IGM

2.3.1 The processes that affect the temperature

The temperature evolution of a Lagrangian fluid element is described by the following equation

(Hui & Gnedin, 1997)

dT

dt
= −2HT +

2T

3 ∆

d∆

dt
− T

ntot

dntot

dt
+

2

3kBntot

dQ

dt
, (2.3)

where H is the Hubble parameter and ntot is the total number density of free “baryonic” particles

(electrons and ions). Equation (2.3) does not include the shock heating from structure formation

that heats some low density gas. We will comment on this omission later.

The first term on the right hand side of equation (2.3) accounts for adiabatic cooling due to the

expansion of the Universe. At densities near the cosmic mean – densities where the temperature

is measured – this expansion term tends to be the dominant coolant at z < 6, whereas at higher

redshifts Compton cooling off of CMB photons becomes important for ionized gas.

The second term on the right hand side of equation (2.3) describes the adiabatic evolution due

to collapsing overdensities and expanding voids. We model the density evolution of a gas element

as a Zeldovich pancake (Zel’dovich, 1970) such that

∆(a) = [1− λG(a)]−1 , (2.4)

where G(a) is the growth factor (which over most redshifts considered scales as a) and λ is a

parameter that is tuned to achieve a particular density at a given redshift. While much of the

moderately overdense IGM that concerns us (i.e. 1 ≤ ∆ ≤ ∆∗) is well modeled by this restrictive

form for ∆(a), we note that the actual thermal evolution is weakly sensitive to the history of ∆(a),

as shown explicitly in McQuinn & Upton Sanderbeck (2015). We find that our results do not

change if we assume different functional forms for ∆(a), such as that in spherical collapse (the

approach in Furlanetto & Oh 2009).

2Lidz et al. (2010) also published estimates of T0 that marginalize over γ − 1, resulting in larger error bars.
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Figure 2.2: Measurements of T0 (top panel) and γ − 1 (bottom panel) from Schaye et al. (2000),
Lidz et al. (2010, fixing γ − 1 to that in our model), Garzilli et al. (2012), and Bolton et al. (2014).
Also shown in the top panel is the Becker et al. (2011) and Boera et al. (2014) estimates using the
γ − 1 of the blue model curve to extrapolate from their T̂ (∆∗) to T0. The blue model curve is our
fiducial heating history described in § 2.5 with αQSO = 1.7 and αbkgd = 1.0, whereas the red curve
assumes the same parameters but sets the > 4 Ry background to zero such that the He II is never
reionized.
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The third term on the right hand side of equation (2.3) is relatively unimportant, accounting for

the change in the number of particles in the thermal bath. This term only affects our calculations

during He II reionization. We implement a 4% drop in the temperature when the He II becomes

ionized to account for this term.

The fourth term on the right hand side of equation (2.3) is where all the details of our model

lie, encoding all other heating and cooling processes. In standard models in which photoheating is

the only heating process, the fourth term can be written as

dQ

dt
=

heating︷ ︸︸ ︷∑
X

dQphoto,X

dt
+

cooling︷ ︸︸ ︷
dQCompton

dt
+
∑
i

∑
X

Ri,XnenX , (2.5)

where dQphoto,X/dt is the photoheating rate of ion X , dQCompton/dt is the Compton cooling rate,

and Ri,X is the cooling rate coefficient for ion X and cooling mechanism i, including recombi-

nation cooling, free-free cooling, and collisional cooling. For the cooling terms, our calculations

adopt the rate coefficients in the appendix of Hui & Gnedin (1997) as well as the free-free cooling

rate of Rybicki & Lightman (1979). McQuinn & Upton Sanderbeck (2015) discusses the relative

importance of these processes. For the photoheating term, more modeling is required.

Modeling photoheating

There are two regimes for the photoheating rate, dQphoto/dt: (1) The photoheating when an ion

is being reionized, and (2) the optically thin photoheating that an ion experiences thereafter. The

latter post-reionization rate is given by

dQphoto,X

dt
= nX

∫ ∞
νX

dν

hν
4πJνσX(ν)× [hν − hνX ], (2.6)

≈ h νX
γX − 1 + α

αA,XnX̃ne, (2.7)

where αA,X is the CASE A recombination coefficient associated with the transition XI→ X , X ∈

{ H I , He I , He II} and X̃ ∈ {H, He}, νX is the frequency associated with the ionizing potential

of species X , σX(ν) is the photoionization cross section, and γX is the approximate power-law
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index of σX(ν) for which we take values of {2.8, 1.7, 2.8} for {H I, He I, He II}. Equation (2.7)

results from the approximation of photoionization equilibrium with an ionizing background that

has a power-law specific intensity of the form Jν ∝ ν−α, where Jν is the average specific intensity

[erg s−1 Hz−1 sr−1 cm−2].3

The heating during reionization depends on when reionization processes occurred. It is thought

that the reionization of H I and He I (what we will refer to as “hydrogen reionization”) was driven

by POPII stars. Observations of the Lyα forest suggest that this process ended by z ≈ 6 (Fan et al.,

2006; McGreer et al., 2015), with measurements of the cosmic microwave background suggesting

a mean redshift for this process of z = 8.8+1.7
−1.4 (Planck Collaboration et al., 2015). He II is thought

to have been reionized by quasars, with observations of the He II Lyman-α forest suggesting that

this process completed around z ≈ 2.8 (McQuinn, 2009; Worseck et al., 2011; Shull et al., 2010).4

In the standard picture, the duration of the He II reionization process depended on the emissivity

of quasars, which has been well measured z . 3 and the constraints are improving at higher

redshifts (Hopkins et al., 2007; Willott et al., 2010; Fiore et al., 2012; McGreer et al., 2013).

Models of He II reionization by quasars predict that He II reionization should span a significant

time interval, at least z = 3− 4 (Furlanetto & Oh, 2008; McQuinn et al., 2009; Compostella et al.,

2013), although recent measurements of quasar abundances suggest that an earlier timeline may

be possible (Giallongo et al., 2015; Madau & Haardt, 2015). We constrain the duration of He II

reionization here using its effect on the temperature.

Hydrogen and helium reionization heat the IGM with a higher rate than the optically thin pho-

toheating rate (eqn. 2.7; e.g. Abel & Haehnelt, 1999; Trac et al., 2008; McQuinn et al., 2009).

The amount of heating from these processes has been quantified by previous numerical studies.

McQuinn (2012) showed that the temperature after an HI ionization front passes is unlikely to be

3Equation (2.7) also ignores photoionizations into ionization state X . This approximation is very accurate. For
example, take the case of X =He II. Once the He I is reionized, xHeI ≈ 10−5xHeII assuming photoionization rates
relevant for He I. Thus, He II – which exists in much higher fractions (xHeII ∼ 10−2) – is formed primarily by
recombinations from HeIII and not by photoionizations of He I, as equation (2.7) assumes.

4POPII stars do not produce many photons that can doubly ionize the He II. Even if there existed a non-nuclear
galactic source that did produce these photons, it is unlikely that they would escape the local interstellar medium.
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larger than 30, 000 K, because of collisional cooling inside the ionization front, nor smaller than

20, 000 K, confirming the analytic arguments in Miralda-Escudé & Rees (1994) that it should fall

around 20, 000 K. (The exact temperature depends on the spectrum of the sources and speed of

the ionization fronts.) We use these bounds in our models of hydrogen reionization discussed in

Section 2.4. In contrast, during He II reionization the heating is not localized just to the ionization

front. Instead, much of the heating occurs from a nearly uniform hard, & 200 eV, background

that has a long mean free path to be absorbed (McQuinn et al., 2009). Another difference with

H I reionization is that collisional cooling is not efficient in the He II ionization fronts such that

the ionizing spectrum alone determines the amount of photoheating during He II reionization (Mc-

Quinn et al., 2009). We describe a physically motivated model for the photoheating during He II

reionization in Section 2.5.

2.3.2 Comparing our models with the temperature measurements

This section describes in detail how we compare our model predictions with the Becker et al.

(2011) and Boera et al. (2014) measurements. We warn the reader in advance that this section is

the most technical in the paper. Readers not interested in how we infer the “observed” temperature

from our models can skip to the next section.

The problem this section addresses is that our models predict a distribution of temperatures at

every redshift and density rather than a single temperature. Thus, we must understand how to map

our models to the effective temperature Becker et al. (2011) and Boera et al. (2014) measured. In

addition, even for histories with a single temperature at a given ∆ (as in our models that assume

an instantaneous reionization), the measured temperature would differ from the actual temperature

because the Becker et al. (2011) and Boera et al. (2014) measurement technique is calibrated for a

specific thermal history.5 Handling these effects in full rigor would require running simulations that

mimic the inhomogeneous photoheating rates in our models, generating mock Ly α forest skewers

5The pressure smoothing of the gas affects the measured curvature, and pressure smoothing is sensitive to the
temperature over the previous dynamical time. Indeed the curvature statistic is more affected by pressure broadening
than other Lyα forest temperature diagnostics (Puchwein et al., 2015).
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Figure 2.3: Predicted temperature distribution in a fiducial quasar reionization model described in
§ 2.5 that uses the Hopkins et al. (2007) emissivity history and that takes H I reionization to be
instantaneous at z = 9. The colorbar denotes the logarithmic number of zones that fall in the pixel
such that red areas have approximately two orders of magnitude times more points than dark blue.
Initially almost all points fall on a single T −∆ relation. Gradually as He II reionization proceeds a
distribution of temperatures develops. This development is similar to that seen in radiative transfer
simulations of He II reionization (McQuinn et al., 2009). Section 2.3.2 motivates why a simple
average of T (∆) yields the effective temperature that has been measured.

from the simulations, applying the curvature statistic to them, and comparing directly to the Becker

et al. (2011) and Boera et al. (2014) curvature measurement. Fortunately, running a simulation for

every model that we consider is unnecessary; we show here that the Becker et al. (2011) and Boera

et al. (2014) T (∆?) estimates essentially measure the average T (∆?) of our models.

Let us first focus on the effective temperature that the curvature statistic would measure in our

models, ignoring pressure smoothing for the time being. Generally the spatial temperature fluctu-

ations in our models have δT/T < 1, with the size of fluctuations being smaller with increasing

∆. Figure 2.3 shows the temperature-density distribution in the fiducial model described in § 2.5.

The dispersion in temperature at fixed density owes to different regions being reionized at differ-

ent times. Even though the dispersion looks quite large, the fractional standard deviation at ∆∗
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in this model are only {0.14, 0.13, 0.14, 0.25} at z = {3, 4, 5, 6}. The smallness of the standard

deviation means that any weighted average of the temperature would differ from the actual mean

temperature by a relatively small factor of ∼ T 〈(δT/T )2〉. Indeed, as an example we find that if

we take the mean T (∆) or the exponentiated mean of log T (∆) in our fiducial model at z = 3,

the two values agree with astonishing accuracy, to 0.7%. Thus, the effective temperature that Lyα

forest temperature measurements infer likely can be approximated by the average temperature.

To be more quantitative, we took the relation between 〈|κ|〉 and T (∆?) measured from a suite

of simulations in Becker et al. (2011). We then calculated

〈|κ|〉 =

∫
dT∆∗P (T∆∗) 〈|κ|〉(T∆∗), (2.8)

where P (T∆∗) is the probability distribution of T∆∗ ≡ T (∆?) and 〈|κ|〉(T∆∗) is the mean curvature

in a region with temperature T∆∗ . Thus, 〈|κ|〉 is the temperature-averaged curvature the Becker

et al. (2011) method would infer from our models.6 Then, we used the Becker et al. (2011) relation

between 〈|κ|〉 and T (∆?) to project 〈|κ|〉 back to T (∆?). Remarkably, we find that this agrees with

the average of T (∆?) to better than 1% at z ∼ 3 (when the temperature fluctuations are largest)

in our fiducial model. Thus, the curvature measurements constrain the average of T (∆?) in our

models.

Now let us focus on how to correct the temperature measurements to account for the pressure

smoothing (also known as “Jeans smoothing”) in our models. The biases from not having the

correct pressure smoothing are most significant when the IGM is heated over a time interval much

less than the free-fall timescale (� H−1∆
−1/2
? ), the timescale for a sound wave to travel the Jeans’

scale (the relaxation time), such as from a short He II reionization. The effect of pressure smoothing

on 〈|κ|〉 was investigated in Becker et al. (2011). Becker et al. (2011) calibrated the relation

between T (∆?) − 〈|κ|〉 using a suite of simulations that had relatively constant T (∆?) with time,

much different than the thermal histories in our models. To investigate the potential bias from

these rather artificial temperature histories, Becker et al. (2011) ran two simulations where global

6This assumes that the temperature fluctuations we are modeling are coherent over much larger scales than the
widths of lines in the forest.
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heating was injected in a manner that emulates the heating from He II reionization (one where He II

reionization spanned ∆z ≈ 0.5 and another with ∆z ≈ 1). Then, Becker et al. (2011) compared

the estimated temperature from applying the 〈|κ|〉 estimate and then their T (∆?) − 〈|κ|〉 relation

to the actual temperature in the simulation. They found that this resulted in a moderate bias, that

when projected to ∆ = 0 was ∆T < 3000 K, peaking near the end of He II reionization, with a

smaller bias at other redshifts (see Appendix A).

Because our models have a similar duration to the He II reionization simulatations in Becker

et al. (2011, Appendix A compares these histories), we correct the temperature values measured in

Becker et al. (2011), T̂ (∆?). We multiply T̂ (∆?) by the amount of bias due to “Jeans smoothing”

that they measure, ∆T , by the ratio of the temperature in our fiducial model, Tfid, to their T15slow

simulation with He II reionization, TT15slow (because the Becker et al. 2011 simulations are at a bit

higher temperatures). Namely, we correct the temperature measurements using

T̂ (∆?)corrected = T̂ (∆?) + ∆T (z)
Tfid(∆?)

TT15slow(∆?)
. (2.9)

We use the T15slow He II reionization simulation of Becker et al. (2011) because it falls closest

to our reionization histories (as shown in Appendix A). If we had instead used T15fast (which is

shorter than in all of our models) the T̂ (∆?)corrected increase by a maximum of ≈ 2500 K, with

this bias peaking at z = 3.2. In addition, because the Boera et al. (2014) measurement focuses

on z < 2.8, after He II reionization in our models, the pressure smoothing correction is smaller:

≈ 1500 K at z = 2.8 and decreasing to < 100 K by z = 2.0.

Since we find that comparing the average temperature is accurate at the percent level and our

pressure smoothing corrections are at most a few thousand Kelvin, our approximate way of cor-

recting for these effects should be accurate to much better than the size of these corrections, more

than sufficient for our purposes. The smallness of these corrections also justifies ignoring the cou-

pling of these two effects. Furthermore, T0 – the temperature at mean density – is also a more

intuitive quantity than T (∆?). To calculate T0, we use the γ in our models to extrapolate both the

measurements and the model to ∆ = 0. We fit for γ using the mean temperature and density at

each redshift. This maintains the fractional difference between the measurements and model, and
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we find that in all of our plots it matters little which model we assume (and so we generally take

the fiducial set of parameters). The model would matter if we considered models with and without

a late He II reionization in the same plot, but this is never the case.

2.4 Temperature before He II reionization

Our model of the temperature of the IGM begins at the epoch of hydrogen reionization when the

IGM was likely heated to 20, 000−30, 000 K as an ionization front passed. Before He II was reion-

ized and in the simplistic limit of an instantaneous H I (and He I) reionization, the uncertainties in

the temperature can be parametrized by three numbers: the spectral index of the post-reionization

ionizing background (αbk), the final temperature of the IGM after hydrogen reionization (Trei), and

the redshift of instantaneous hydrogen reionization (zrei). In this section, we first explore these

dependencies and then turn to a more realistic model for an extended and patchy hydrogen reion-

ization.

The top panel in Figure 2.4 shows the effect on the temperature history of the spectral index

of the post-reionization ionizing background, αbk, which affects the equilibrium photoheating rate

after reionization. Ignoring ionizing recombination radiation, this spectral index is set by the intrin-

sic spectral index of the sources, αs, and the logarithmic slope of the column-density distribution

of intergalactic hydrogen absorbers, β, via the formula αbk ≈ αs + 3(β − 1) (valid at z & 3 when

λMFP,HI � cH−1, where λMFP,HI is the physical mean free path of 1 Ry photons). The spectral

index, αs, is measured to be approximately 1.5± 0.2 if quasars dominate the ionizing background

(Telfer et al., 2002; Shull et al., 2012; Lusso et al., 2015), and between 0 and 1.5 at ∼ 1 Ry if it

is stars (Faucher-Giguère et al., 2009; Leitherer et al., 1999; Conroy & Gunn, 2010; Bruzual &

Charlot, 2003). Haardt & Madau (2012) shows a stellar population synthesis spectrum (Figure 15)

where an effective slope of approximately αs = 0.5 appears most compatible with the population

synthesis models over 1-4 Ry. In addition, αs = 1 was assumed in the UV background model

of Faucher-Giguère et al. (2009) based on population synthesis models. However, this slope is

likely hardened by things like stellar binarity (Stanway et al., 2016) and the inevitably frequency-

dependent escape fraction of ionizing photons. The value of β is measured to be approximately
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1.3 ± 0.2 (Songaila & Cowie, 2010), although it varies over the range of interest from steeper to

flatter values (Prochaska et al., 2010; Zheng & Miralda-Escudé, 2002). In addition, direct recom-

bination to the ground state can soften the effective spectral index that appears in the photoheating

rate by ≈ 1 unit (Faucher-Giguère et al., 2009). Motivated by these values, we consider the range

of −0.5 ≤ αbk ≤ 1.5. The top panel in Figure 2.4 shows that T (z) varies only by as much as

∆T ≈ 2000 K when we vary αbk over this large range. The insensitivity of T0 to αbk arises be-

cause the energy per optically thin photoionization is approximately proportional to (2 + αbk)−1,

so that −0.5 ≤ αbk ≤ 1.5 results in a factor of 2.3 variation in the photoheating rate, and at a

maximum the temperature depends on the photoheating rate to the 0.6 power (McQuinn & Upton

Sanderbeck, 2015).

The middle panel in Figure 2.4 investigates how the timing of hydrogen reionization affects

T0(z). The three thin curves assume, simplistically, that hydrogen reionization occurred instanta-

neously at zrei = 6, 8, and 9, heating the IGM to 2× 104 K. Due to Compton cooling, the tempera-

ture of these curves decreases quickly after reionization, erasing all memory of when reionization

occurred by z ∼ 4 for the cases with zrei ≥ 8. Only the zrei = 6 curve results in a significantly dif-

ferent prediction for T0 at z = 4.8 than the highest-redshift Becker et al. 2011 measurement. (We

note that ∆∗ ≈ 1.2 for the z = 4.8 Becker et al. (2011) estimate and so there is little extrapolation

necessary to T0.)

The bottom panel in Figure 2.4 shows temperature histories with different initial tempera-

tures after H I reionization, Trei. The IGM temperatures reached during reionization depend on

the spectra of the sources as well as the speeds of the ionization fronts. These temperatures are

likely bracketed by 18, 000 and 25, 000 K (Miralda-Escudé & Rees, 1994; McQuinn, 2012). One-

dimensional radiative transfer calculations yield minimum temperatures of≈ 18, 000 K for models

in which the sources are much softer than is expected from stellar population synthesis models

(McQuinn, 2012). On the other hand, radiative cooling within the ionization front becomes very

efficient at temperatures & 25, 000 K, making it difficult to achieve temperatures much higher than

this. However, for illustrative purposes we explore a broader range of temperatures in Figure 2.4,

Trei = 10, 000 − 30, 000 K. While unrealistic, the 10, 000 K case is similar to the temperature
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achieved in simulations that use optically thin photoheating rates. The curves show the case of an

instantaneous reionization at zrei = 9.

The curves in Figure 2.5 model the more realistic case of an extended hydrogen reionization

process. To create these extended histories, we average a series of instantaneous reionization calcu-

lations at different times in different locations with reionization spanning 6 < z < 9, 8 < z < 11,

and 6 < z < 13. Indeed, averaging together T (∆) from a series of instantaneous reionization

calculations largely approximates how reionization is thought to have occurred; ionization fronts

sweep over the Universe, ionizing and heating up different regions at different times. Afterwards,

an ionized region cools via the well known physics described previously. To generate the measured

T (∆), we then average the temperature of these different histories for a given global reionization

history, an approach justified in Section 2.3.2.

The top panel of Figure 2.5 shows models with post-reionization temperatures of 20, 000 K and

reionization durations of 6 < zrei < 8, 6 < zrei < 9, and 8 < zrei < 11, where the H II fraction

evolves as a linear function of redshift with xHII = 0 at z = zmax
rei and xHII = 1 at z = zmin

rei . This is

a multi-phase model. The instantaneous heating is associated with ionization, so the fraction that is

heated follows the ionized fraction. We also include a reionization scenario from Robertson et al.

(2015) that spans 6 < zrei < 12. We find that a reionization scenario ending at z = 6, with even

a modest duration of ∆z = 3, is consistent with the measurements. However, these late-ending

reionization models become inconsistent with the measurements when the duration is shorter than

∆z ≈ 2. The bottom panel shows models with different temperatures after reionization. The

dashed curves both span 6 < zrei < 9, but have Trei = 10, 000 and 30, 000 K, respectively. The

solid curve shows a reionization scenario from D’Aloisio et al. (2015) that spans 6 < zrei < 13,

with Trei = 30, 000 K. This model was found to generate the opacity fluctuations seen in the

z ∼ 5.5 Lyα forest (Becker et al., 2015). Though the resulting T0 is dependent on the shape of

the ionization history, in general, as long as reionization is extended, with ∆z & 5, Trei = 30, 000

K is fully consistent with the Becker et al. (2011) temperature measurements at z = 4.8 and

Trei = 20, 000 K is consistent for any history with ∆z & 3.
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Figure 2.4: Average temperature of the IGM at the cosmic mean density in models that omit the
photoheating from He II reionization and use αbk = 1, Trei = 20, 000 K, and zrei = 9, unless
stated otherwise. Top panel: Models that vary the spectral index of the ionizing background over
the range of −0.5 < αbk < 1.5. Middle panel: Models that vary the redshift of instantaneous
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The points with error bars are the two highest redshift temperature estimates of Becker et al. (2011).
The red points have been corrected for pressure smoothing and the black points are uncorrected.
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2.5 Temperature evolution during He II reionization

Quasars are likely responsible for the reionization of helium, with the duration of this process

shaped by their emissivity history. Indeed, the known population of quasars produce roughly the

correct number of He II ionizing photons to reionize the Universe at z ∼ 3 (Furlanetto, 2009),

an epoch when observations of the He II Lyα forest strongly suggest that He II reionization was

ending (McQuinn, 2009; Worseck et al., 2011; Shull et al., 2010). In addition, investigations into

other sources of He II ionizing photons have found that they are unlikely to be sufficient (Furlanetto

2009, although see Miniati et al. 2004). The combinations of quasars having rather hard spectra

and the potentially long mean free path of He II ionizing photons (λMFP,HeII), with

λMFP,HeII ≈ 5 x̄−1
HeII

(
Eγ

100eV

)3(
1 + z

4

)−2

comoving Mpc, (2.10)

where Eγ is the photon energy, results in a different structure for the photoheating that occurs

during He II reionization compared to hydrogen reionization (McQuinn et al., 2009).

We model the photoheating during He II reionization with a multi-zone model that approxi-

mates the heating process found in detailed simulations (McQuinn et al., 2009). First, the lower

energy photons with shorter λMFP,HeII are assumed to be consumed in producing a He III bubble

around quasars, instantaneous heating the ionized gas by, on average,

∆Qinst
X = nX

(∫ Emax

hνX

dE
JE
E

)−1 ∫ Emax

hνX

dE(E − hνX)
JE
E
, (2.11)

where X is the relevant species, JE ∝ E−α is the average specific intensity that ionized the gas,

hνX is the ionization potential of the ion (54.4 eV for He II), and Emax is the maximum energy

photon that is typically absorbed in the process of making the He III bubble (i.e. λMFP less than

the bubble size). Equation (2.11) makes the approximation that all photons between hνX and Emax

are absorbed within the bubble, an approximation motivated by how strongly λMFP depends on

Eγ . The gas temperature then increases by ∆Tinst where 3/2kbntot∆Tinst = ∆Qinst once the He III

ionization front passes. For our fiducial value ofEmax, ∆Tinst is approximately {8100, 8500, 8900}

K at αQSO = {1.7, 1.5, 1.3}. Because these fronts take time to fill intergalactic space, different
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gas parcels experience this temperature increase at different times set by the duration of He II

reionization.

The Eγ > Emax photons stream through the Universe with mean free paths much greater than

the bubble size. While they do not contribute much to the ionization, the photoionizations from

these hard photons heat the IGM in an approximately uniform manner with a rate of

dQhard
HeII

dt
(z) = nHeII(z)

∫ ∞
Emax

dE

E
(E − EHeII)JE(z)σHeII(E). (2.12)

Here the specific intensity of this hard background at redshift z0 is

JE(z0) =
c

4π

∫ ∞
z0

dz

∣∣∣∣ dtdz
∣∣∣∣ (1 + z0)3

(1 + z)3
εE(z)e−τHeII(z0,z,E), (2.13)

where we parameterize the specific emissivity as εE = AE−α [erg s−1cm−3eV−1]. The normaliza-

tion factor A can be solved for by requiring that the total ionizing emissivity of ionizing photons

balances the number of ionizations plus recombinations:∫ ∞
E0

dEεE = n̄He

(
dx̄HeIII

dt
+ CHeIIIαBx̄HeIIIn̄e

)
, (2.14)

where x̄HeIII is the instantaneous mean ionization fraction of He III, and CHeIII is a clumping

factor enhancement in the recombination rate over a homogeneous Universe with T = 104K. Both

x̄HeIII(z) and CHeIII are specified in our model. The specific intensity of this background depends

on optical depth to redshift z of photons emitted at zem:

τHeII(zem, z, E) =∫ zem

z0

c dz

H(z)(1 + z)
σHeII

(
E

1 + z

1 + z0

)
n̄HeII(z). (2.15)

Regions that become ionized by a local quasar will have the photoheating from the hard photon

background terminated, as there are no more He II ions to ionize.

Our implementation of He II reionization is based on applying these two photoheating pro-

cesses to an ensemble of gas parcels. Different gas parcels in the ensemble experience He II

reionization at different times. When the first parcel becomes reionized, the remaining parcels

begin to experience heating from the hard photon background. This is subsequently shut off in a
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parcel as soon as it becomes reionized and experiences instantaneous heating. Allowing individual

regions to heat and subsequently cool separately provides a more realistic scenario than a one-

zone model which implements uniform heating from a UV background (as done in Puchwein et al.

2015). In what follows, the two heating regimes are delineated by an upper limit to short mean

free path photons of Einst
max = 150 eV. We find that our results are negligibly changed by varying

Einst
max over the plausible range of 100 to 200 eV with a maximum temperature variation of ∼ 1500

K, corresponding to λMFP = 5− 40 comoving Mpc at z = 3 (eqn. 2.10).

Figure 2.3 shows the values of T (∆) in a characteristic model at redshifts before and during

He II reionization. The values of T (∆) follow a tight power-law until He II is reionized in the

first regions. These regions are then heated by ∼ 8000 K. As new regions become ionized, the

first He III bubbles cool, introducing spread in the temperature-density relation. In addition, the

hard background progressively builds up and heats the regions in which the He II has yet to be

ionized. The maximum dispersion in the temperature at fixed ∆ in our models is found at z ∼ 3

when He II reionization terminates. Afterwards the IGM cools and unshocked gas is driven to a

single temperature-density relation (Hui & Gnedin, 1997). The distribution in temperatures in our

models is similar to that found in radiative transfer simulations of He II reionization (McQuinn

et al., 2009) and Compostella et al. (2013).

In Figure 2.6 we calculate the temperature at mean density, T0, in a simplistic model in which

the global He III fraction is a linear function of redshift. This means that the He III fraction evolves

as a linear function of redshift with xHeIII = 0 at z = zmax
rei,HeII and xHeIII = 1 at z = zmin

rei,HeII. Unless

otherwise noted, we assume fiducial parameters of αQSO = 1.7 for the spectral index of quasars’

intrinsic emission, αbk = 1.0 for the spectral index of the ionizing background, 2.8 < zrei,HeII < 4

for the duration of He II reionization, and CHeIII = 1.5 for the He II clumping factor (which is

proportional to the recombination rate). The top panel of Figure 2.6 varies the spectral index of

quasars between αQSO = 1.3 and αQSO = 1.7, the middle panel varies the duration of He II

reionization such that reionization spans 2.8 < zrei < 4 and 2.8 < zrei < 5, and the bottom

panel varies the clumping factor of He III gas over 1.5 ≤ CHeIII ≤ 4.5. The range of quasar

spectral indexes is motivated by the range of constraints from the stacking analyses (Telfer et al.,
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2002; Shull et al., 2012; Lusso et al., 2015). The range of He II reionization redshifts is motivated

by the histories found in analytic calculations and simulations (Furlanetto, 2009; McQuinn et al.,

2009). The range of clumping factors CHeIII is motivated by the simulations in McQuinn (2012),

in which intergalactic absorbers were exposed to a wide range of He II ionizing backgrounds. In

each panel, the observational measurements (points with error bars) have been extrapolated to T0

using this fiducial model’s T−∆ relation. Most models are in striking (qualitative) agreement with

the measurements. Figure 2.6 shows that the thermal history of the IGM is mildly affected by the

spectral index of the quasars, and it is insensitive to changes in the clumping factor for a physically

motivated range of values. However, the middle panels shows that the thermal history is very

sensitive to the duration of He II reionization. The measurements of Becker et al. (2011) and Boera

et al. (2014) clearly favor the case with 2.8 < zrei,HeII < 4 over the case with 2.8 < zrei,HeII < 5.7

In Figure 2.7 we adopt a reionization history that uses the fitting formula for the quasar emis-

sivity given in Haardt & Madau (2012). This formula is based on constraints on the Hopkins et al.

(2007) luminosity function. Unlike the previous models that assumed a linear-in-redshift He II

reionization history, we now use this formula to self-consistently solve for the He II fraction also

assuming a clumping factor to determine the recombination rate in He III regions. The top panel

of Figure 2.7 varies the spectral index of the H I ionizing background between αbk = −0.5 and

αbk = 1.5, the middle panel varies the intrinsic spectral index of quasars between αQSO = 1.3 and

αQSO = 1.7, and the bottom panel varies the clumping factor from CHeIII = 1.5 to CHeIII = 4.5.

(Increasing CHeIII over this range delays the end of He II reionization by ∆z ≈ 0.3.) As before, we

assume fiducial parameters of αQSO = 1.7, αbk = 1.0, and CHeIII = 1.5, unless otherwise noted,

and the observational measurements have been extrapolated to T0 using this fiducial model’s T−∆

relation. These models with more empirically motivated He II reionization histories than the previ-

ous linear histories also show qualitative agreement with the measurements. In detail, we find the

7It should be noted that our models’ predicted T0 are slightly lower than in the HeII reionization simulations of
McQuinn et al. (2009). The McQuinn et al. (2009) models predicted that the peak in T0 falls between 16,000 and
20,000K, with the exact value depending on the run specifications (whereas our fiducial model yields a peak of
approximately 15,000K). We attribute these differences to McQuinn et al.’s relatively hard choice of αbk = 0, their
initialization temperature at z=6 being higher than in our models (where we more consistently model the high-
redshift temperature evolution), and their calculations ignoring free-free cooling (which results in a 1K difference).
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Figure 2.6: Average temperature of the IGM at the cosmic mean density for the case in which He II

reionization has a He III fraction that is linear over 2.8 < z < 4.0. Top panel: Models that vary
the spectral index of quasars during He II reionization fixing zmax,HeII = 4.0 and CHeIII = 1.5. The
bottom thin, teal curve corresponds to a thermal history with the fiducial parameters and the hard
background photons turned off. Middle panel: Models that vary the duration of He II reionization
fixing CHeIII = 1.5 and αQSO = 1.7. Bottom panel: The effect of varying the recombination rate,
CHeIII, on the temperature during He II reionization fixing αQSO = 1.7 and zmax,HeII = 4.0. The
points with error bars are the measurements of Becker et al. (2011) and Boera et al. (2014). In the
top panel, the red Becker points have a pressure smoothing corrections and the green Becker points
have no correction. The cyan Boera points have an optical depth adjustment and the magenta points
do not (see Appendix 2.8). All of the plotted models assume that H I reionization instantaneously
heats the IGM to T = 20, 000 K at z = 9, but we show in § 2.4 that our results depend weakly on
this assumption.
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thermal history in this models is most sensitive to αbk: The Becker et al. (2011) and Boera et al.

(2014) measurements across 3 < z . 5 favor the models with the softest spectrum of αbk ≈ 1.5.

On the other hand, the measurements at redshifts z . 3 are somewhat above our fiducial thermal

history (the green solid curve in all panels) and well above the αbk = 1.5 dashed curve in the top

panel. A hardening of the background spectrum as quasars become increasingly dominant with

decreasing redshift could explain some of this trend. In addition, in the next section we address the

possibility that this excess owes to heating mechanisms beyond the photoheating we have so far

considered.

2.6 Non-standard heating processes

Beyond the standard processes already discussed, some have speculated additional heating mecha-

nisms may contribute to the temperature evolution of the IGM, such as heating from cosmic rays8

(Samui et al., 2005; Lacki, 2013), from the intergalactic absorption of blazar TeV photons9 (Brod-

erick et al., 2012; Chang et al., 2012; Puchwein et al., 2012), from broadband intergalactic dust

absorption (Inoue & Kamaya, 2008), or from the byproducts of dark matter annihilations (Cirelli

et al., 2009). Here we constrain how much heating could owe to these processes.

We first consider the excess heating that the temperature measurements allow over a model

with the minimum possible amount of photoheating. In particular, to generate this minimum-

photoheating model, we take our fiducial model (T0 = 20, 000 K and zrei = 9) with quasar and

background spectral indices on the softer side of potential values, αQSO = 1.7 and αbk = 1.0

(see discussion in § 2.4), and with the expected recombination rate also on the low side with

8We note that cosmic rays may be more likely to pressurize rather than heat the IGM depending on their energy
spectrum (Lacki, 2013). Whether they heat the IGM depends on their energy which sets their loss timescale, with
losses occurring most efficiently around ∼ 1MeV (Samui et al., 2005) In the case where they only pressurize the
IGM, they would show up in the pressure-smoothing dependence of Lyα lines but not in their thermal broadening.
Lyα forest temperature measurements are sensitive to both effects, although more sensitive to the latter. Thus,
constraints on the non-thermal pressurization of the IGM from 〈|κ|〉 measurements would likely be much weaker.

9The blazar TeV photons interact with radiation backgrounds, producing e± pairs. The IGM heating is driven
by streaming instabilities between the pair beam and IGM (Broderick et al., 2012). However, see Miniati & Elyiv
(2013) and Sironi & Giannios (2014) for arguments why these instabilities may not occur, although we note that
there is still an active debate (A. Broderick, private communication).
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Figure 2.7: Average temperature of the IGM at the cosmic mean density for the case in which
the He III fraction is determined by the quasar emissivity as calculated from the quasar luminosity
function of Hopkins et al. (2007). Top panel: Models that vary the background spectral index fixing
αQSO = 1.7 and CHeIII = 1.5. The bottom thin, teal curve corresponds to a thermal history with the
fiducial parameters and the hard background photons turned off. Middle panel: Models that vary
the spectral index of quasars fixing αbk = 1.0 and CHeIII = 1.5. Bottom panel: Models that vary
the recombination rate through the clumping factor, fixing αQSO = 1.7 and αbk = 1.0. The points
with error bars are the measurements of Becker et al. (2011) and Boera et al. (2014). The Becker
points have a pressure smoothing corrections and the Boera points have an optical depth adjustment
(See Appendix 2.8). All of the plotted models assume that H I reionization instantaneously heats
the IGM to T = 20, 000 K at z = 9, but we show in § 2.4 that our results depend weakly on this
assumption.
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CHeIII = 1.5. We remind the reader that the data is mostly insensitive to the details of hydrogen

reionization10, for which we assume an instantaneous reionization process with Trei = 20, 000 K at

z = 9. Figure 2.8 shows the excess energy per baryon above this minimum-photoheating model at

the ∆? of the measurements, which are displayed on the top axis. We find that an excess energy of

1 eV per baryon between z = 2 and z = 3 can be accommodated by the Becker et al. (2011) and

Boera et al. (2014) measurements. The allowed excess heating is smaller at higher redshifts.

This constraint does not account for cooling and adiabatic heating. Accounting for cooling

would allow the amount of non-standard heating to be somewhat higher, especially if the heat

injection were extended in time. In what follows, we model the heating as a function of time to

account for cooling.

The proposed non-standard heating mechanisms would inject heat with different temporal

trends and in a manner that differs in which gas densities are heated up more. With regard to

10The exception to this insensitivity is that the thermal history may impact the pressure smoothing at z ∼ 4 − 5,
hence the inferred temperatures.
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density, the intergalactic absorption of blazar TeV photons is the most straightforward, injecting

energy in a volumetric manner (Chang et al., 2012; Puchwein et al., 2012), although with a small

level of spatial fluctuations (Lamberts et al., 2015). Cosmic ray heating (Samui et al., 2005; Lacki,

2013) and heating due to broadband intergalactic dust absorption (Inoue & Kamaya, 2008) are

more likely to scale with density to some power as they are sourced by star forming regions within

galaxies (and the cosmic rays may adjust to achieve equipartition with the gas pressure). With

regard to their temporal scaling, blazar heating likely traces the history of supermassive black hole

accretion, and cosmic rays and dust are more likely to trace the evolution of the star formation

rate density. Conveniently, the quasar emissivity history and the evolution of the star formation

rate density are largely similar, with the star formation rate density falling off more slowly at

higher redshifts (where the IGM is less sensitive to additional heating anyway). Thus, a reasonable

parametrization for a generic excess heating process is that it traces the quasar emissivity history

and that it scales with density as ∆n for n ≥ 0. We consider n = 0 and n = 1 here.

Figure 2.9 adopts this parametrization, showing T (∆?) for different amounts of total heat in-

jected into the IGM that are normalized over the quasar emissivity history such that 1.0 and 3.0

additional electron volts are added per particle at ∆ = 0, with {33%, 62%, 90%} of the heating

occurring by z = {4, 3, 2}. The top panel injects this heating in a mass-weighted manner (scaling

with ∆) and the bottom a volumetric manner (no ∆ dependence so the energy per particle scales

as ∆−1). We use the same functional form for the quasar emissivity as in Figure 2.7, and again we

use the minimal-photoheating parameters αQSO = 1.7, αbk = 1.0, and CHeIII = 1.5. In addition,

Figure 2.10 shows instead T0 for different amounts of total heat injected into the IGM at the cosmic

mean density rather than at ∆?. The heat input is normalized such that 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 addi-

tional electron volts are added per particle over the entire quasar emissivity history. To extrapolate

to T0 from T (∆?), we use the T −∆ relation from the model with no additional heating input.

Previously published models for blazar heating (Chang et al., 2012; Puchwein et al., 2012),

cosmic ray heating (Samui et al., 2005), dust heating (Inoue & Kamaya, 2008), and dark matter

annihilation heating (Cirelli et al., 2009) have forecasted heat injections at ∆? of more than 1 eV

per particle by the lowest considered redshifts. (Blazar heating may be the least constrained by our
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Figure 2.9: Temperature of the IGM at the densities corresponding to the Becker et al. (2011) and
Boera et al. (2014) measurements with minimal photoheating and additional heat injection. This
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per particle at the mean density by z = 0 over the minimal photoheating model in a manner that
traces the quasar emissivity history, a parametrization motivated in the text. The top panel shows
models in which the additional heat injection is mass weighted (the injected energy per particle is
the same at all ∆), and the bottom panel shows models where it is volume weighted (the injected
energy per particle scales as ∆−1).

analysis because it is volumetric, which only in the most extreme models of Puchwein et al. 2012

result in 1 eV per particle at ∆? by z = 2.) Thus, our limits place constraints on the parameter

space of these models. However, there is not a lower bound on the heating predicted for any of

these mechanisms and so our constraints do not rule out these processes contributing at the sub-eV

level.
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Figure 2.10: Average temperature of the IGM at the cosmic mean density in our minimal pho-
toheating model and in models with additional heat injection. This injection is normalized such
that 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 additional electron volts are added per particle by z = 0 over the min-
imal photoheating model in a manner that traces the quasar emissivity history, a parametrization
motivated in the text.

2.7 Conclusions

The standard picture for the thermal history of the IGM is that it is shaped by two major heating

events – the reionization of H I and of He II. We developed a model for the thermal history in this

picture and compared it against recent observations to constrain these and other heating processes.

Regarding H I reionization, we found that, because the temperature after reionization quickly

cools to an asymptotic value, even the highest redshift temperature measurements (at z = 4.8) are

consistent with most possible H I reionization scenarios. However, we showed that the temperature

measurements do rule out extreme reionization scenarios in which 1) the reionization process has

a short duration with ∆z . 3 and ends at z ∼ 6 and 2) a passing ionization front heats the gas

to temperatures on the hotter side of the expected range, Trei ≈ 30, 000 K. On the other hand, we

found that an extended reionization spanning z = 6 − 9+ with Trei = 20, 000 K – the most likely

value – is not ruled out by the high-redshift temperature measurements.
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In addition, we found that our models of He II reionization that follow the cannonical quasar

emissivity history (e.g. Hopkins et al. 2007) are consistent with the temperature measurements.

These models result in the bulk of He II reionization occurring over z = 3− 4. The measurements

are not consistent with He II reionization scenarios where He II reionization started ∆z > 0.5

earlier than z = 4. For example, we found a scenario with a linear ionization history between

z = 3 − 5 produced temperatures at z > 4 that are well in excess of measurements. At a lower

confidence level, our models are most consistent with the z = 3.5 − 4.8 temperature constraints

if the H I-ionizing background is on the softer side of estimates (αbkgd ≥ 1). By lower redshifts,

temperature measurements favor the ionizing background to harden or, instead, for there to be

additional heating processes.

Finally, we placed upper bounds on additional heating mechanisms such as blazar heating, heat-

ing from cosmic rays, broadband intergalactic dust absorption, and other mechanisms. At z > 3.5,

we found that the Becker et al. (2011) measurements allow little room for additional mechanisms

(� 1 eV per baryon). On the other hand, towards lower redshifts we found an increasing excess en-

ergy per baryon beyond our minimum photoheating model, reaching a maximum excess of≈ 1 eV

per baryon at ∆∗ by z = 2.

Previous analytic studies of the IGM temperature have been based on a one-zone approach in

which reionization is modeled to be a homogeneous process. These one-zone models have been

used to constrain the reionization process when compared with IGM temperature measurements

(Haehnelt & Steinmetz, 1998). The one-zone models of Theuns et al. (2002b) and Hui & Haiman

(2003) were used to show that the temperature measurements prefer either reionization to occur

after z ∼ 10 or a z ∼ 3 − 4 reionization of He II. More recently, Raskutti et al. (2012) used

the redshift z ∼ 6 temperature measurements from Bolton et al. (2012) to constrain reionization

in the biased regions around quasars to have occurred between z = 6 and z = 12. This redshift

range is consistent with what we determine for the general IGM. In addition, Puchwein et al.

(2015) modeled both hydrogen reionization and He II reionization. Puchwein et al. (2015) used

the photoheating rates from the Haardt & Madau (2012) ionizing background model, supplemented

with a non-equilibrium photoheating implementation for during He II reionization. The Puchwein
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et al. (2015) approach has the advantage that they could run cosmological simulations with these

heating rates and, hence, directly compare the curvature measurements of Becker et al. (2011)

and Boera et al. (2014) to those from mocks constructed using the simulations. However, their

approach has the disadvantage that one-zone models do not capture how intergalactic gas is heated

and cooled during and after reionization processes. We also expanded upon their work by using a

range of models (e.g. instead of assuming the rigid Haardt & Madau 2012 form) to explore how

uncertain inputs (such as the timing of reionization processes) affect the thermal history. Perhaps

because of the more physical implementation, our models perform better at describing the Becker

et al. (2011) than those in Puchwein et al. (2015) as well as earlier one-zone models.

Future improvements in the understanding of the high-redshift IGM could come from sev-

eral fronts. Firstly, temperature measurements at higher redshifts would better constrain hydrogen

reionization processes (Lidz & Malloy, 2014; D’Aloisio et al., 2015). Additionally, the pressure

smoothing of the IGM may be measurable with close pairs of quasar sightlines (Rorai et al., 2013).

Finally, the He II Lyα forest may be able to better constrain the duration of He II reionization

(Worseck et al., 2014). The agreement between some recent temperatures measurements and the

models presented here suggests that we are zeroing in on a concordance model for the IGM thermal

history.

We would like to thank E. Boera for useful conversations and we would also like to thank

G. Becker for useful comments on the text.

2.8 Apendix: Corrections to the measurements

This appendix addresses in more detail two correction factors discussed and used in Chapter 2. The

first is the way we account for the pressure smoothing in our temperature histories. The second is

the adjustment to the densities of the Boera et al. (2014) measurements.
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2.8.1 A. Accounting for pressure smoothing

Because pressure smoothing extends the spatial distribution of hotter gas, with the smoothing de-

pending on how far sound waves can travel, the line widths of the Lyα forest spectra are sensitive to

the temperature history and not just the instantaneous temperature that thermal broadening probes.

This makes the measured “temperature” sensitive to the thermal history assumed. In Becker et al.

(2011) (Section 4.5), two models that mimic He II reionization (T15fast and T15slow) were used

to demonstrate the bias of pressure smoothing on the inferred simulation. In particular, the bias

between the curvature-method recovered temperatures (which was calibrated on artificial temper-

ature histories) from the T15fast and T15slow runs and the actual T15fast and T15slow simulation

temperatures demonstrate the degree to which pressure smoothing skews the measurements for

these particular histories. Because our model with a linear reionization over 2.8 < z < 4.0 is

similar in shape to the T15slow model, we use the T15slow pressure smoothing corrections to also

correct our measurements as described in § 3.2.

Figure 2.11 shows the ionization histories Becker et al. (2011) used to calibrate their curvature

measurements, their Models A15-E15, as well as their T15fast and T15slow runs. We also show

our models with a linear ionization history over 2.8 < z < 4.0 (characteristic of most of the He II

reionizaiton calculations), and with αQSO = 1.7, C = 1.5, and αbkgd = 1.0. The duration of this

model is most similar to T15slow, motivating our correction method (see § 3.2). We also show our

most extended He II reionization history with the same parameters except 2.8 < z < 5.0, which

has a longer duration that T15slow. The corrections for this case will be smaller than used in the

text. In Section 2.3.2, we provide quantitative assessments of these corrections.

2.8.2 B. Optical depth adjustments to the Boera measurements

In the main body, in addition to the original Boera et al. (2014) measurements, we show a set of

measurements with corresponding adjusted ∆∗ that have been recalibrated to use the same evolu-

tion of mean optical depth as in Becker et al. (2011) (Boera, private communication), rather than

the internal mean optical depth estimated in Boera et al. (2014). This adjustment affects the ex-
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trapolation of the Boera et al. (2014) measurement to T0, and it makes the Becker et al. (2011) and

Boera et al. (2014) T0 more consistent at overlapping redshifts. The mean optical depth in Becker

et al. (2011) is estimated using a larger data set and agreed well with previous measurements

(Faucher-Giguère et al., 2008), motivating this correction.
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Chapter 3

THE SOURCES OF EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET AND SOFT X-RAY
BACKGROUNDS

Material from this chapter was done in collaboration with Matthew McQuinn, Anson D’Aloisio,

and Jessica Werk.

Radiation in the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and soft X-ray holds clues to the location of the

missing baryons, the energetics in stellar feedback processes, and the cosmic enrichment history.

Additionally, EUV and soft X-ray photons help determine the ionization state of most intergalactic

and circumgalactic metals, shaping the rate at which cosmic gas cools. Unfortunately, this band

is extremely difficult to probe observationally due to absorption from the Galaxy. In this paper,

we model the contributions of various sources to the cosmic EUV and soft X-ray backgrounds.

We bracket the contribution from (1) quasars, (2) X-ray binaries, (3) super-soft sources, (4) hot

interstellar gas, (5) circumgalactic gas, and (6) virialized gas, developing models that extrapolate

into these bands using both empirical and theoretical inputs. While quasars are traditionally as-

sumed to dominate these backgrounds, we discuss the substantial uncertainty in their contribution.

Furthermore, we find that hot intrahalo gases likely emit an O(1) fraction of this radiation at low

redshifts, and that interstellar and circumgalactic emission potentially contribute tens of percent

to these backgrounds at all redshifts. We estimate that uncertainties in the angular-averaged back-

ground intensity impact the ionization corrections for common circumgalactic and intergalactic

metal absorption lines by ≈ 0.3 − 1 dex, and we show that local emissions are comparable to the

cosmic background only at rprox = 10− 100 kpc from Milky Way-like galaxies.
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3.1 Introduction

The extreme ultraviolet (EUV) through soft X-ray represent a slice of the electromagnetic spectrum

that is difficult to observe in astronomical spectra. Not only must it be observed from above

Earth’s atmosphere, but for extragalactic sources much of this slice is absorbed by the Galaxy.

Yet, because most transitions to ground Rydberg states of ions fall in this band and, hence, most

cooling emissions, the EUV/soft X-ray extragalactic background holds clues into the location of the

missing baryons, the energetics in stellar feedback processes, and the cosmic enrichment history.

The lack of observations in this band complicates inferences from observable ionic transitions

because these backgrounds often shape the ionic ratios of diffuse astrophysical gases.

AGN, or more specifically the brightest of these, quasars, are thought to be the dominate ex-

tragalactic source for radiation in the EUV and soft X-ray, especially at z . 3 (Meiksin & Madau,

1993; Madau et al., 1999; Faucher-Giguère et al., 2008; Haardt & Madau, 2012).1 However,

quasars’ spectral energy distributions (SEDs) have only been measured at frequencies redward of

∼ 25 eV (e.g. Telfer et al., 2002), and current theoretical models are likely not successful enough

to motivate extrapolations to the soft X-ray. Thus, models for quasar spectra extrapolate with a

single power-law between the EUV and soft X-ray, even though the quasar SED is certainly more

complex (Bechtold et al., 1987; Laor et al., 1997; Done et al., 2012).

Quasars are not the only source that may contribute substantially to this critical waveband: X-

ray binaries (XRBs), cooling gases (104-107 K) in the interstellar medium of galaxies (ISM) and the

circumgalactic medium (CGM) that surrounds them, and virialized halo gas may also substantially

contribute. Indeed, XRBs tend to dominate galactic X-ray emissions at & 1 keV, while at lower

energies radiative cooling from the hot ISM in galaxies is thought to become important (Grimes

et al., 2005; Tüllmann et al., 2006; Owen & Warwick, 2009; Mineo et al., 2012b; Lehmer et al.,

2015). This hot gas is the result of feedback from supernovae, massive star winds, and radiation

pressure (McKee & Ostriker, 1977; Chevalier & Clegg, 1985; Strickland et al., 2000). A significant

1Starlight is an important contribution at 1−4Ry in some models (and dominant at lower energies), with its relative
importance depending on how efficiently these photons can escape from galaxies.
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fraction of this feedback could also be radiated in the surrounding CGM in addition to the hot ISM

(e.g., McQuinn & Werk, 2017). Similarly, intrahalo gas that has been shocked by virialization can

also be important, especially with decreasing redshift as more massive and, hence, hotter systems

form.

Many fields of study are reliant on models for the metagalactic ionizing background. Such

models are used in essentially all calculations of the ionization state of photoionized gas in the

intergalactic medium (IGM) and CGM (for a recent review see McQuinn, 2016; Tumlinson et al.,

2017), and they are used to set the ionization state of gas in cosmological simulations (and, hence,

shape the rate at which simulated gas cools). However, previous ionizing background models only

considered the contribution of quasars in the EUV and soft X-ray, making the typical simplifying

assumptions to extrapolate from observed bands (Haardt & Madau, 1996; Faucher-Giguère et al.,

2009; Haardt & Madau, 2012). Even if the background is dominated by quasars, these models

may not apply near galaxies (where they are most used), since many UV and X-ray sources are

(circum)galactic in nature (Cantalupo, 2010; Gnedin & Hollon, 2012).

This paper estimates the contribution of all source classes that we are aware of that may emit

substantially in the EUV and soft X-ray, in the process estimating the plausible range of z ∼ 0 and

z ∼ 2 ultraviolet background angular-averaged specific intensities, Jν . Section 3.2 estimates the

emissivities of various EUV and soft X-ray sources. Using these estimates, we model the relative

contribution of these sources to the ionizing background in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 discusses the

impact of the uncertainties in the background on the ionization of highly ionized metals. Finally,

for galactic sources, we estimate the size of the local enhancement expected around each galaxy in

Section 3.5.

3.2 Modeling the sources

This section describes all the known sources that emit substantially in the UV and soft X-ray,

developing models for their specific emissivity across redshift. These calculations are then fed into

calculations of the background Jν in Section 3.3.
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3.2.1 Active galactic nuclei (AGN)

Quasars – highly luminous AGN – are likely the most emissive sources in the EUV and soft X-ray.

Yet, their emissivity in this band is highly uncertain. Ultraviolet observations of quasar emissions

can only be used to reliably estimate the mean SED to wavelengths as short as several hundred

Angstroms (e.g. Telfer et al., 2002). A break is observed in the mean SED at λ ∼ 1000 Å,

with the spectrum softening blueward of this break. This break is commonly attributed to the

innermost temperature of the quasar’s accretion disk (‘the Big Blue Bump’; Shakura & Sunyaev

1973) and the transition of quasar spectra to Compton up-scattered radiation from a coronae (e.g.

Czerny & Elvis, 1987). However, thin accretion disk plus corona models have limited success at

describing quasar spectra in the UV (Laor et al., 1997; Davis et al., 2007), which may be partly

cured by invoking inhomogeneous temperatures (Dexter & Agol, 2011) and opacity effects (Czerny

& Elvis, 1987). Additional tuning must be added to achieve power law-like emission into the soft

X-ray as is observed (Bechtold et al., 1987; Laor et al., 1997): The disk emission almost certainly

needs to be Compton up-scattered by material distinct from the traditional coronae. This could be

accomplished by an optically thick region around the disk interior at temperatures of ∼ 0.2 keV

(Done et al., 2012).

Because of these open issues, UV background models have used, rather than theoretically-

motivated templates, simple power-laws estimated from quasar stacks to extrapolate to shorter

wavelengths. These power-laws fit stacked spectra blueward of the break at∼ 1000 Å and redward

of the highest energy where the SED can be reliably estimated (∼ 500Å). There is limited dynamic

range over which the power-law is fit. The Lusso et al. (2015) stacked SED is the solid turquoise

curve in Figure 3.1, with the cyan region highlighting the estimated 1-σ errors. We have normalized

the SED to the z = 0 specific emissivity at 1 Ry as described below.

The effective power-law index of the quasar stacks, αQSO (see Equation 3.1), that analyses

estimate varies significantly, with Telfer et al. (2002) finding αQSO = 1.57 ± 0.17 for their radio

quiet sample, Shull et al. (2012) and Stevans et al. (2014) finding αQSO = 1.4±0.2, and Lusso et al.

(2015) finding αQSO = 1.7 ± 0.6, with their larger error owing to analysis differences described
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below. These observations show rough consistency (although they are discrepant with the lower

luminosity sample of Scott et al. (2004), which finds αQSO = −0.6± 0.4). Lastly, photoionization

calculations for the broad UV lines in these spectra favor somewhat softer spectra with αQSO ≈ 2

(Baskin et al., 2014; Lusso et al., 2015).

Lusso et al. (2015) pointed to several factors that result in differences in the estimated αQSO

from stacking. Especially for quasars at z ≥ 1, estimates for the stacked SED must correct for

H I absorption from the IGM (with the Lyman series affecting λ < 1216 Å and Lyman-continuum

λ < 912 Å). The differences in how this correction is done lead to some of the discrepancies in

the reported values and their uncertainties. In addition, where the ∼ 1000Å break wavelength is

placed affects the final slope, and many samples do not have much spectral coverage of this break.

Finally, broad line features are present in the stacks and so different choices are made for how to

fit the continuum underneath the lines.

A justification often given for extrapolating with a single power-law into the soft X-ray is that

the spectral indices of Type 1 AGN required in the EUV is similar to the spectral index needed

to extrapolate to soft X-ray band, as well as the power-law index found in the soft X-ray (Laor

et al., 1997). However, both in the UV and soft X-ray, individual systems show broad dispersion

in their allowed index (although individual system inferences are difficult in the UV owing to IGM

absorption). In addition, within the range of allowed mean spectral indices, there is no reason why

there cannot be a softening followed by a hardening (indeed a soft spectrum followed by a hotter

coronae spectra is seen in models such as Done et al. 2012) or vice versa (in the stacked SED,

some quasars should harder and, hence, become more dominant at bluer wavelengths, hardening

the spectrum).

Figure 3.1 shows the empirical estimates and extrapolation of quasar emissivity at z ∼ 0.

For our calculation, we use quasar emissivities reported at 1 Ry from Khaire & Srianand (2015),

an update to the model of Haardt & Madau (2012) that reconciles the photon underproduction

crisis (Kollmeier et al., 2014) and, hence, is consistent with the mean Lyα forest transmission

(Fumagalli et al., 2017). These emissivities are extrapolated from the g-band luminosity function

with the relation log εg = log ε912 + 0.487 (Khaire & Srianand, 2015; Haardt & Madau, 2012;
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Boyle et al., 2000; Croom et al., 2004), and since the mean SED is much better known between

these wavelengths – and the normalization is essentially calibrated to match robust constraints at

1 Ry from the Lyα forest – this extrapolation should not contribute significantly uncertainty.

We extrapolate from this emissivity at 1Ry with a power-law spectrum parametrized as

J(ν) = J0

(
ν

ν1Ry

)−αQSO

. (3.1)

We vary αQSO between 1.1 and 2.3, the 1σ error bar of Lusso et al. (2015), a range shown by the

dashed curves in Figure 3.1. However, one cannot extrapolate all the way to ≈ 1 keV with this

spectrum unless it has αQSO ≈ 1.7 (Laor et al., 1997) to be compatible with soft X-ray background

measurements discussed in § 3.3. We taper our spectrum starting at 100 eV so that it converges

to the same point at 800 eV as if αQSO = 1.7. While our choices here are somewhat arbitrary,

we believe it provides a reasonable guess for the allowed range of quasar specific emissivities

(motivated both by the error on UV extrapolations and the large theoretical uncertainty in the

spectral form).

Above 800 eV, we assume the spectrum scales with a spectral index of α = 0.5. While 800 eV is

on the lower side of the observations for where the harder coronal emission dominates, finding 1−

2 keV (Laor et al., 1997), this spectral index is characteristic of the coronae of radio loud quasars,

and somewhat harder than that found for radio quiet ones (although H I absorption additionally

acts to harden their spectrum; Laor et al. 1997). The selected slope of α = 0.5 is a good fit to

the slope found in the more detailed models for this component in Haardt & Madau (2012) and

also to z = 0 soft X-ray background measurements. However, our tapering to a single curve at

> 800 eV, which is done to match the background intensity measurements in the soft X-ray, should

underestimate the uncertainty in εν(z) at these energies. We justify not attempting to quantify the

uncertainty > 800 eV because these higher energies are less important for this study.

3.2.2 X-ray binaries (XRBs)

The X-ray emission from galaxies is thought to be dominated by XRBs at > 1 keV. The galactic

XRB emission from high mass XRBs should trace the star formation rate – as their formation lags
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Figure 3.1: Observations and stacks of the quasar specific emissivities. The jagged turquoise solid
curve shows the stacked quasar SED of Lusso et al. (2015), normalized to match the Khaire &
Srianand (2015) specific emissivity at 1 Ry. Filled regions represent the range of allowed values.
The solid line at 13.6− 800 eV is the fiducial power-law model with αQSO = 1.7. The Lusso et al.
(2015) 1σ upper and lower limits on αQSO are shown by the blue and red dashed lines. The inner
pink shaded region represents the range of viable specific, which are tapered to 800eV to match
soft X-ray observations. The harder component above 800eV owes to coronal emission.
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star formation episodes by just tens of megayears – and low mass XRBs should trace stellar mass

– as theirs can lag star formation by many gigayears. These correlations have been confirmed

observationally (Ranalli et al., 2003; Grimm et al., 2003; Gilfanov et al., 2004; Hornschemeier

et al., 2005; Lehmer et al., 2010; Boroson et al., 2011; Mineo et al., 2012a; Zhang et al., 2012).

We use these correlations to relate the cosmic XRB emissivity with redshift to the observed star

formation rate density and stellar mass density. We approach the XRB contribution to the EUV/soft

X-ray from both a theoretical and an empirical standpoint, considering two models:

Empirical Model In this model, all X-ray emission traces either the star formation rate or the

stellar mass (Lehmer et al., 2010). Low-mass XRBs are likely as important as their high-mass

counterpart in the average galaxy at z ∼ 0, though at z & 1 and in star forming galaxies, high-mass

XRBs dominate the X-ray emission from XRBs. We allow the relationship between star formation

rate and X-ray emission to account for temporal trends that result from such things as increasing

cosmic metallicity.2 For high-mass XRBs (HMXBs), we use the redshift-dependent relation con-

strained in Dijkstra et al. (2012), parametrized as LX,0.5−8/SFR = [LX,0.5−8/SFR]z=0(1 + z)b,

where LX,0.5−8 is the 0.5 − 8 keV X-ray luminosity. Dijkstra et al. (2012) finds 0 ≤ b ≤ 1.3, an-

choring to the Mineo et al. (2012a) best fit of [LX,0.5−8/SFR]z=0 = 2.6×1039 erg s−1 (M� yr−1)−1.

For the cosmic star formation rate density, we use the fit in Haardt & Madau (2012) derived from

rest-frame optical and UV observations. 3 For low-mass XRBs (LMXBs), we use a correlation

between total stellar mass and X-ray luminosity, LX,0.5−8/M? ∼ 9× 1028 erg s−1 (Gilfanov et al.,

2004; Lehmer et al., 2010). We use Wilkins et al. (2008) for the cosmic stellar mass density as a

function of redshift.

This model’s second ingredient is the XRB SED. Above 300 eV the SED of galactic X-ray

emission has been constrained observationally. For the SED, we stack the spectrum of four star-

2Increasing metallicity is expected to decrease the number of XRBs because metallicity increases mass loss from
stellar winds, affecting binary separations, and because higher metallicity stars have larger radii, which increases
Roche lobe overflow (Linden et al., 2010). There is also observational evidence for X-ray flux scaling inversely with
metallicity (Brorby et al., 2016).

3The total SFR density that is often estimated is likely less appropriate because star formation enshrouded behind
gas and dust is unlikely to produce EUV and soft X-ray photons that can escape.
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forming galaxy SEDs observed from 0.3−3 keV with Chandra/XMM-Newton (Lehmer et al., 2015;

Wik et al., 2014; Yukita et al., 2016). The stack is computed by averaging the specific luminosity

per unit star formation rate (SFR) of each galaxy, LX(ν)/SFR. However, the spectrum of XRBs is

not constrained below 300 eV. To extrapolate, we model the XRB spectrum as a simple power law

in specific luminosity with αempirical = 0.7 (using the same conventions as with αQSO in eqn. 3.1).

This slope is based on the scaling of stacked X-ray emission – not just the four we use for our

empirical spectrum (Rephaeli et al., 1995; Swartz et al., 2004).

The thick solid curves in Figure 3.2 (and later Fig. 3.3) show the resulting specific emissivity

at z = 0 for the stacked SED and αempirical = 0.7 models. Even among the four stacked galaxy

spectra there is ∼ 1 dex scatter in LX(ν)/SFR, owing largely to scatter in the number of ultra-

luminous X-ray sources. An extremely crude estimate of the error on the mean stack is shown by

the highlighted regions in Figure 3.2, which is the standard deviation of the four spectra divided by√
Ngal − 1.

We note that much of the emission below 1 keV is likely from hot gas in the ISM and not

XRBs. Most XRB’s emission is found to decline below 1 keV rather than have a flat power-law as

our extrapolation assumes (because of their intrinsic spectrum and H I absorption), and the< 1 keV

appears to owe to more diffuse sources as discussed in Section 3.2.4. Thus, our αempirical = 0.7

model may be better conceived as an amalgam of XRB and hot ISM emission, where hot ISM

takes over at lower energies and has a power law-like spectrum. We discuss the realism of this

power-law extrapolation for ISM emission in Section 3.2.4. In addition, the bounds we place on

super soft sources in § 3.2.3 also are relevant to potential soft emissions from LMXBs.

Fragos++(2013) Model We use the XRB population synthesis model of Fragos et al. (2013). It

uses the XRB population synthesis simulations StarTrack (Belczynski et al., 2008), which are

calibrated to observations of XRBs at low redshift, and the semi-analytic galaxy catalog of Guo

et al. (2011), which models the star formation and stellar metallicity histories. The assumed SED

is based on samples of observations of both neutron star and black hole XRBs. The overall shape

of their XRB SED does not change significantly with redshift, despite accounting for trends in
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Figure 3.2: Soft X-ray models and bounds for the z = 0 specific emissivities of XRBs and SSSs.
The solid purple and red curves represent respectively the empirical models described in the text
assuming the power-law SED and the stacked four star-forming galaxies. The blue dashed curve
represents the theoretical model of Fragos et al. (2013). The highlighted bands around the red solid
and blue dashed curves are, respectively, the standard deviation estimated from the four stacked
galaxies and the quoted uncertainties in Fragos et al. (2013). The light green and yellow shaded
areas represent the allowed emissivity for SSSs with blackbody temperatures of 2 × 105 K and
5 × 105 K respectively, using the bound derived from elliptical galaxies Hα emission. The darker
shaded regions in these allowed emissivities represent absorption by H I columns of 1020 cm−2 for
the 2× 105 K model and 1020 cm−2 and 1021 cm−2 for the 5× 105 K model.

metallicity and the fraction of LMXBs to HMXBs. Emissivities at high redshift will be slightly

enhanced relative to star formation rate density due to the lower metallicity of the stars in binary

systems. This reduces stellar winds and increases Roche lobe overflow, increasing the number of

XRBs, especially HMXBs. The spectrum falls off rapidly at energies lower than a few hundred

electron volts, due both to the XRB SED and interstellar/circumstellar absorption associated with

most XRBs. The dashed blue curve in Figure 3.2 shows this model, with the fainter blue band

signifying their estimated uncertainties.
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3.2.3 Super soft X-ray sources

Super soft X-ray sources (SSSs) are observed systems with blackbody spectra that peak in the soft

X-ray and that are theorized to be compact binary systems with a white dwarf accreting from either

a main sequence star or a red giant and this accretion igniting on the surface (Kahabka & van den

Heuvel, 1997; Greiner, 2000). Accretion onto white dwarfs should be generic and such accretion

is necessary in a major progenitor scenario of Type 1a supernovae. Models find that the accretion

should be thermally stable with rates of Ṁ ∼ 10−7M� yr−1 (Nomoto et al., 2007). With such

Ṁ , accreting white dwafs should emit substantially in the 0.1− 0.7 keV band. SSS could increase

ISM photoheating rates enough to explain the higher temperatures inferred from photoionized ISM

observations compared to models (Woods & Gilfanov, 2013).

However, the number of SSSs that have been detected is 1-2 orders of magnitude below expec-

tations from population synthesis models (Chen et al., 2014, 2015). The lack of sources could be

because of obscuring H I columns around these sources (although see Nielsen & Gilfanov 2015),

if dynamically unstable mass loss for giant stars occurs differently from in current models (Chen

et al., 2015), or if the nature of accretion onto these systems is different (Cassisi et al., 1998). Ob-

servations are sensitive to SSSs with a more massive white dwarf primary, so the smaller primaries

(which are more important at lower energies) could still be present at forecast abundances.

Here we assume that stable accretion onto undetected (i.e. less massive) white dwarfs is oc-

curring, and we attempt to place an upper bound on the total ionizing emissions. We assume that

the spectrum of these objects follows a blackbody with an effective temperature ranging between

2 × 105 and 5 × 105 K, characteristic of the lower mass primaries that would go undetected in

previous soft X-ray searches (Greiner, 2000).

The luminosity of SSSs is expected to roughly trace stellar mass and, hence, their ionizing

emissions should be most dominant in elliptical galaxies – the galaxies with the lowest specific star

formation rates. Thus, we can place an upper limit on the SSS contribution by assuming that any

Hα emission from elliptical galaxies owes to recombinations sourced by SSSs’ ionizing emissions.

(This approach is similar to that in Woods & Gilfanov 2016, who calculated the expected Hα due
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to SSSs in the Large Magellanic Cloud. Our constraint from ellipticals is∼ 30× stronger.)4 Yan &

Blanton (2012) gives a relation between the Hα luminosity of the brighter (in Hα) half of sample of

passive red galaxies and redshift, showing the average stellar continuum–corrected Hα luminosity

of the sample to be ∼ 3× 1038 erg s−1 at z ∼ 0.5 We assuming that this Hα is the result of Case B

recombinations for∼ 104 K gas (e.g. Osterbrock & Ferland, 2006). We then divide this luminosity

by the average stellar mass of the sample, 7.5× 1010 M�, and multiply by the cosmic stellar mass

of Wilkins et al. (2008) to estimate the global emissivity.

The resulting bound on the ionizing luminosity of SSSs assumes that the ionizing photons

are absorbed by ambient gas within elliptical galaxies. We estimate the H I column densities in

elliptical galaxies to be NHI ∼ 1019 − 1022 cm−2 from 21cm observations of Serra et al. (2008),

with a median of ∼ 1020. Also note that for NHI ∼ 1020cm−2, 98% and 73% of the ionizing

photons are absorbed for T = 2 × 105K and T = 5 × 105K source temperatures, respectively.

For a measly column of NHI ∼ 1019cm−2, these become 76% and 34% (such diminutive columns

are found even in the CGM around many ellipticals Tumlinson et al. 2013). Dust could also be a

source of absorption. While dust extinction in ellipticals is found to be similar to that of the Milky

Way (Patil et al., 2007; Kulkarni et al., 2014), since dust is more likely to absorb ionizing photons

than Hα, its effect would be to strengthening our bounds.

If SSS source photons likely do not escape ellipticals, is it even plausible that they contribute

to the ionizing background? There is still some wiggle room here. Even if most of their photons

are absorbed in the host galaxy, as long as NHI � 1021cm−2 (as may be the case in elliptical,

dwarf galaxies, or the outskirts of spirals), they are relatively unobscured at ∼ 200eV and so can

contribute to the metagalactic background there. Furthermore, a substantial fraction likely reside

in halo globular clusters (∼ 40 percent of LMXBs in elliptical galaxies are found in globular

4The assumption that all Hα emission comes from SSS is likely extreme. In elliptical galaxies, Hα emission is
more often associated with the ionizing flux from AGN or post-AGB stars, and in fact, models of post AGB stars in
ellipticals have been able to reproduce equivalent widths of Hα in early type galaxies (Byler et al., in prep).

5There is 0.5 dex scatter around this luminosity. Our bound would be tighter if we took the lowest luminosity
observed. However, it is unclear how much of this scatter owes to observational uncertainty, unseen AGN, or other
highly stochastic sources of emission.
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clusters, Kundu et al. 2007), for which emissions likely suffer little H I absorption. For our most

conservative bound, we take all of the ionizing luminosity (i.e. summed over all SSSs) to escape.

We also show models that experience absorption from a 1020 and 1021 column.

Figure 3.2 shows the allowed emissivity of SSSs. The green and yellow shaded areas represent

the allowed emissivity for SSSs with blackbody temperatures of 2× 105 K and 5× 105 K respec-

tively. The darker shaded regions within these models represent models attenuated by a 1020 cm−2

column for the 2×105 K model and 1020 cm−2 and 1021 cm−2 for the 5×105 K model. Our bound

on SSSs allows for an excess of softer X-ray emission at . 300 eV, with a potential contribution

that is as much as an order of magnitude above our empirical XRB model. For the emissivity of

SSSs to compete with quasars at z ∼ 0, our bound would have to be nearly saturated. However, we

find in § 3.3 that, because they trace stellar mass which decreases with increasing redshift, SSSs

are always subdominant to quasars in their contribution to the background intensity. These bounds,

modulo spectral assumptions, are relevant for any ∼ 100 eV source of ionizing photons that traces

stellar mass.

3.2.4 Warm–Hot gas in the ISM and CGM

The ISM is a mix of different gas phases, with this multiphase structure driven largely by stellar

wind bubbles and supernovae blastwaves (McKee & Ostriker, 1977). The spectrum of radiation

emitted by these bubbles and blastwaves depends on the resulting temperatures and ionization

states of associated gases. Some of this emission escapes into intergalactic space, with the amount

depending on the H I columns out of the host galaxy. Furthermore, some of the gas driven by these

feedback processes vents from galaxies, potentially heating the CGM and leading to additional

cooling emission that has less difficulty escaping from the galactic environs.

Radiation from warm-hot gas in the ISM can in principle be observed directly at > 300 eV.

However, there is no robust determination of this ISM X-ray emissivity because no straightforward

method exists for disentangling the ISM contribution from the XRB one. Mineo et al. (2012b)

attempted to disentangle the ISM contribution by subtracting off flux from X-ray point sources,

which are likely XRBs, finding that most of the observed flux remains at the lowest energies ob-
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served, with little above 1 keV. Using the remaining flux as an estimate for the ISM contribution,

they measured the relation between ISM emission and SFR:

LX,0.5−2/SFR ≈ 8.3× 1038 erg s−1 (M� yr−1)−1, (3.2)

where LX,0.5−2 is the 0.5− 2 keV ISM luminosity.

Observationally the shape of the average ISM SED is essentially unconstrained at < 300eV,

and the more diffuse emission from the CGM is unconstrained at all wavelengths. To model the

spectral shape, we use the spectrum of gas cooling from some maximum temperature to a much

lower temperature. The specific emissivity of a population of objects with this spectrum is then

given by

εν(Tmax) = ρ̇SFR × [Lbol/SFR]×
∫ Tmax

Tmin

dT ε−1
T,bol εT (ν), (3.3)

where εT,bol =
∫
dνεT (ν), ρ̇SFR is the UV star formation rate, and [Lbol/SFR] sets the normal-

ization (which we develop models for shortly). We compute εT (ν) using CLOUDY (Ferland et al.,

2013) and assuming collisional ionization equilibrium6. We choose Tmin = 104K, although our

calculations are not sensitive to this choice. In addition, our calculations assume a single metal-

licity of Z = 0.3Z� for Tmax = 106K and Z = Z� for Tmax = 3 × 106K. However, since metal

emission lines dominate the bolometric emission – what we normalize to – metallicity has little

effect on the resulting spectrum.

We choose Tmax to have values of 1×106 K or 3×106 K. The motivation for this spectral form

is that gas tends to be shock heated to these temperatures by 102−103 km s−1 flows before cooling.

At these temperatures, cooling times tend to be short and so there is not often a heating process to

halt cooling from running away. (Since we assume a single maximum temperature, our calculation

misses that decelerating blastwaves tend to shock gases to a range of temperatures.) In the CGM,

our simple model has the additional motivation that gas may be cooling from the∼ 106K virialized

phase characteristic of star forming galaxies.

6To understand the effect of ionizing backgrounds on our predictions, we have computed the ionization state with
the Haardt and Madau 1996 model and nT = 10K cm−3 and nT = 100K cm−3, thermal pressures justified
in McQuinn & Werk (2017). We find there is a negligible difference in the spectra and thus the photoionization
background does not have a significant effect on the resulting SED of the hot gas.
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Figure 3.3: Estimates for the z = 0 ISM and CGM emissivities using the models discussed in
§ 3.2.4. The turquoise band is our fiducial, theoretically-calculated ISM emissivity that uses equa-
tion (3.4) with Tmax = 3 × 106 K and fescfrad = 0.01 − 0.1. The green band is our CGM/ISM
emissivity that also uses Equation 3.4, but with Tmax = 106 K and fescfrad = 0.1 − 0.5. The
red curve represents the stack of four star-forming galaxies (the empirical model in § 3.2.2). The
various blue dashed curves represent the amount of H I + He I absorption for hydrogen column
densities increasing from 1018cm−2 to 1022cm−2.

This model assumes collisional ionization equilibrium (CIE) cooling, which is likely not a good

approximation for ISM cooling. McQuinn (2012) used Allen et al. (2008) models for unmagne-

tized supernovae shocks to compute the spectrum of a supernovae blastwave as it decelerates in

a constant density medium of density 1 cm−3. This calculation includes the non-equilibrium ion

abundances and consistently models the self-ionization of the shock They found a spectrum that

on average scales as α = 1.7, between 10 eV before a cutoff at ∼ 1 keV. Such a spectral index

between 102 − 103eV falls in between the effective scaling of our two considered Tmax models.

Our normalization of the ISM and CGM emissivities uses that the radiated energy is likely a

significant fraction of the total feedback energy. We consider supernova feedback, although stellar

winds can be comparable energetically (Leitherer et al., 1999). The bolometric luminosity per unit
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SFR – what sets the emissivity normalization in our models (eqn. 3.3) – is

[Lbol/SFR] = fescfradfSNESN, (3.4)

where fSN is the approximate fraction of stars expected to go supernova that we take to be 10−2,

ESN is the approximate energy output per supernova that we take to be 1051erg s−1, frad is the

fraction of the feedback energy that is radiated, and fesc is the fraction that escapes the galaxy.

Calculations find that frad ≈ 0.9 in the local ISM surrounding supernovae if they are unclustered

(Thornton et al., 1998), and that for clustered supernovae this fraction can go down to frad ≈ 0.5

(Sharma et al., 2014). Much of the energy which is not radiated in the ISM (or, if radiated, that

is re-absorbed) is likely radiated in the CGM where fesc ≈ 1: McQuinn & Werk (2017) argued

that the large OVI columns require frad > 0.1 in the CGM, and large frad appear to be born

out in numerical simulations of the CGM (Fielding et al., 2017; van de Voort & Schaye, 2013).

Observations further suggest that the characteristic scale for the CGM emission extends many tens

of kiloparsecs outside of the galaxy (Werk et al., 2014), and so this diffuse emission would likely

go undetected in soft X-ray images even if the gas reached sufficiently high temperatures to be

seen in the soft X-ray. We note that this energetics-motivated model for CGM emission is similar

to that of Miniati et al. (2004, except they assume emission at Tvir), as are our conclusions for the

potential impact on Jν .

In our model of the CGM emission (though it can also be colder, less obscured ISM emission),

we take the possible range for escaping emission to be fescfrad = 0.1− 0.5 and Tmax = 106K. This

‘CGM/ISM’ model is shown by the green band in Figure 3.3. This spectrum peaks at hundreds of

eV, and falls off below the X-ray measurements at > 300eV. However, we again note that falling

below the X-ray measurements is not required as this emission could be too diffuse to detect.

For hotter ISM gas with Tmax ≈ 3×106 K, we tune the normalization to meet the observations,

finding fescfrad = 0.01− 1. This ‘ISM’ model is shown by the turquoise band in Figure 3.3. Much

of the ISM radiation is likely absorbed in the galaxy to produce such low fescfrad: the blue dotted

lines represent the H I + He I transmissions for H I column densities ranging from 1018cm−2

to 1022cm−2. Large H I columns of ∼ 1022cm−2 are necessary to obscure the X-ray emission.
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Additionally, lower columns would obscure ISM models with smaller Tmax.

For both the ISM and CGM models, we assume the same range of fescfrad holds with redshift

to compute Jν in § 3.3. As the properties of galaxies change, and it is thought that the escape of

ionizing photons goes up with redshift, this might underestimate temporal trends, especially for Jν

at higher redshifts.

3.2.5 Virialized hot halo gas

This section considers the emission from virialized gas in massive halos. We distinguish this

scenario from the diffuse CGM gas previously considered in that, as cooling times get longer in

larger systems, a roughly single temperature hydrostatic virialized region forms, whereas the CGM

emission owes to cooling gas and likely a range of temperatures. A second distinctions is that the

CGM emission is sourced by halos where most star formation occurs in the Universe, ∼ 1012M�

halos, whereas we will see that hot halo emission owes to systems at least an order of magnitude

larger (and is powered by virialization and quasar feedback).

The hot gas scenario should be thought of as being essentially the same as warm hot intergalac-

tic medium emission that has been discussed extensively by prior studies as a source of the soft

X-ray background (Cen & Ostriker, 1999; Davé et al., 2001; Croft et al., 2001). While some of

the diffuse emission likely comes from filamentary gas, most is likely to come from gas associated

with halos as modeled in Pen (1999). There is 25% (15%) of dark matter in > 1013M� halos at

z = 0 (0.5), and 10% (5%) of dark matter in > 1014M� halos. Filamentary gas is too diffuse (and,

possibly, too unenriched) to compete with virialized regions even though it constitutes a somewhat

larger mass fraction. The amplitude of this emission is more sensitive to how the associated gas is

distributed around halos, which we discuss below.

Group and cluster virialized gas emits in the EUV and soft X-ray of massive halos via free-free

and atomic line emissions, with the latter becoming more prominent in lower temperature halos.

The X-ray emission from virialized gas that has been measured for & 1013M� halos can be directly

observed (Jeltema et al., 2008; Holden et al., 2002; Markevitch, 1998; Helsdon & Ponman, 2000;

Mulchaey et al., 2003; Della Ceca et al., 2000; Arnaud & Evrard, 1999; Borgani et al., 2001; Pratt
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et al., 2009), and we design our models to latch onto these observations. In particular, we use

the models of Sharma et al. (2012) based on timescale considerations, which are able to fit the

observed X-ray luminosity – temperature relation (LX-TX). In particular, McCourt et al. (2012)

and Sharma et al. (2012) find (using simulations of a gravitationally stratified atmosphere in which

cooling is initially in balance with heating) that in order for a halo to not be locally thermally

unstable, leading to condensation and driving star formation rates larger than observed, the cooling

time must be at least ten times the dynamical time. This bound on the density of gas in halos has

been confirmed in simulations with more realistic feedback prescriptions (Gaspari et al., 2013). It

also is consistent with observations (Sharma et al., 2012; Voit & Donahue, 2015; Voit et al., 2017a).

We use the Sharma et al. (2012) fiducial model which uses a cooling time to dynamical time

ratio of 10 (an upper limit on the core density and therefore on LX) as an upper limit to our

calculation and their lowest luminosity model with a cooling time to dynamical time ratio of 100

as a lower limit. These models, which produce LSharma
X , generously bracket the spread in LX-TX

values seen in observations (see Figure 3 of Sharma et al. 2012). Indeed, a more detailed analysis

likely could shave off factors of two in the uncertainty at both sides. Both of these models use

an asymptotic gas density slope of -2.25 to solve a differential equation for the gas density profile

(see Sharma et al. 2012). We identify TX with Tvir(Mhalo), the virial temperature of a halo of mass

Mhalo, calculated assuming an isothermal sphere (Barkana & Loeb, 2001).7

For the spectral form of this emission, `(ν) ≡ Lν/
∫
dνLν , we use a composite CLOUDY

spectrum that is made up of a series of CLOUDY “coronal equilibrium” models with several discrete

temperatures. These CLOUDY models assume collisional ionization equilibrium (Ferland et al.,

2013) and a hydrogen density of 10−4 cm−3 – the virial density of halos in spherical collapse at

z = 0.2. We use Solar abundance ratios of Grevesse et al. (2010) with an overall metallicity

of Z = 0.3Z�, in accord with the typical metallicity in intracluster and circumgalactic media

measurements (Prochaska et al., 2017; Mantz et al., 2017). Changing to Z = 0 (or, to a lesser

7We note that the Sharma models are computed for just free-free cooling, which could lead to differences at the
lowest temperatures we consider where atomic cooling becomes important. However, the CGM models become
more applicable in this limit.
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extent, turning on an ionizing background or decreasing the density we assume) results in the

emission lines disappearing in the spectra, but do not significantly change our results.

The temperatures of these models are computed over a large range of virial temperatures. The

models in the composite spectrum are then weighted in accordance to the Sheth-Tormen halo mass

function (Sheth & Tormen, 1999), dn
dM

, at a given redshift such that

εν =

∫ ∞
Mmin

dM
dn

dM
LM(ν), (3.5)

where LM(ν) is the frequency-dependent luminosity of the halo gas of a given halo mass, set equal

to LSharma
X × `cloudy(ν). We set Mmin = 1013M� here, but smaller values would not change our

results for εν and Jν (as discussed below) at z = 0.

Our fiducial model, shown as the red band in Figure 3.4, is this calculation for the z = 0

emissivity of halo gas, with the band bracketing the two TX − LX models of Sharma et al. (2012)

described above. The cyan band and gold band show this calculation above higher minimum

masses as discussed in the following paragraph. If we treat the observed spread as an indication of

measurement error (or, e.g., biases owing to missing the most diffuse components), then the band

indicates the level of uncertainty. Interestingly, these estimates for virialized gas emission exceed

our lower bounds for quasar emission between several tens and a few hundred eV. In contrast to

the z = 0 emissivity, the observed background comes from a range of redshifts, and when this

is considered we find in Section 3.3 that quasars are still likely the dominant source due to the

declining abundance of massive halos at increasing redshift.

Most of the z = 0 emission from virialized gas comes from small clusters. Figure 3.4 also

shows calculations that only allow for emission above halos with masses of 1014M� (cyan band)

and 1015M� (gold band), respectively. We find that the EUV and soft X-ray emission from this gas

is dominated by M & 1013M� at z = 0.8

Lower mass halos cool very efficiently and so have lower gas densities. In the Sharma et al.

(2012) models, the gas in the most massive halos essentially traces the dark matter, but becomes

8Because the virial scale is an arc-minute for a M = 1013M� halo at z = 0.5, these sources of emission would not
be included in X-ray point source catalogues. Nearly every sightline on the sky intersects a 1013M� halo (McQuinn,
2014).
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Figure 3.4: Specific emissivity of z = 0 virialized halo gas following the calculation described in
§ 3.2.5. The lower (upper) limit uses the models in Sharma et al. (2012) to relate the halo virial
temperature and luminosity, assuming a cooling timescale to dynamical timescale ratio of 100 (10).
These values are chosen to bracket observations. The red band is our fiducial model and represents
a minimum halo mass of 1013M�. The cyan and gold bands correspond to minimum masses of
1014M� and 1015M� respectively.

cored at lower masses with a large fraction does not fitting within in the virial radius for M .

1013M�. We caution that at M . 1013M�, representing the cooling emission with a virialized

atmosphere may be fraught and the CGM calculations described previously likely hold more bear-

ing.

3.3 the contribution of different sources to Jν

The summary of the emissivity calculations described in Section 3.2 is shown in Figure 3.5. We

plot each of the sources’ specific emissivities at z = 0.1, 2.0, and 4.0. We use the quasar calcu-

lations described in Section 3.2.1, the XRB calculation of Section 3.2.2, the SSS calculation of

Section 3.2.3, the ISM and CGM calculations as described in Section 3.2.4, the empirical galactic
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model with a power-law SED discussed in Section 3.2.2, and virialized halo gas calculation as de-

scribed in Section 3.2.5. The band encapsulating each model reflects the range of possible values

that we motivated.

Both the peak of the quasar emissivity and cosmic star formation rate (to which the XRB and

CGM emissivity are tied) occur at z = 2− 3, prompting a similar peak in each sources’ emissivity

near these redshifts. In contrast, the amount of free-free emission from virialized halo gas drops

off rapidly with increasing redshift due to the abundance of & 1013M� halos decreasing quickly

with redshift. While virialized gas likely is the most important source at most of the considered

wavelengths at z = 0, quasars become the most important at z = 2 − 4. At higher redshifts

than shown, models suggest that XRBs and perhaps hot ISM gas become the dominant source at

100− 1000 eV (Mirabel et al., 2011; Pacucci et al., 2014; Madau & Fragos, 2017). At z ∼ 0 SSSs

appear that they could most important galactic source at energies ∼ 100 eV, although the upper

limit that we estimate for their emissivity is likely extreme as discussed in Section 3.2.3.

The solution to the cosmological radiative transfer equation gives the background angular-

averaged specific intensity at a particular energy as observed at z0,

Jν(z0) =
c

4π

∫ ∞
z0

dz

∣∣∣∣ dtdz
∣∣∣∣ (1 + z0)3

(1 + z)3
εν(z)e−τ̄(z0,z,ν), (3.6)

where εν is the proper volume emissivity – what we modeled in Section 3.2 for various sources –,

|dt/dz| = [H(z)(1 + z)]−1, and τ̄ is the effective optical depth between z0 and z in a nonuniform

IGM, and given by

τ̄(E0, z0, z) =

∫ z

z0

dz′
∫ ∞

0

dNHIf(NHI, z
′)
(
1− e−τν(NHI))

)
, (3.7)

for randomly distributed absorbers, where f(NHI, z
′) is the H I column density distribution and

τν(NHI) is the optical depth at a particular energy through an absorber,

τν = NHIσHI(ν) +NHeIIσHeII(ν), (3.8)

where σX is the photoionization cross section of speciesX , and the He II column of a systemNHeII

must be modeled in terms of NHI. We use Equation A10 in Fardal et al. (1998) for the relationship
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Figure 3.5: Estimated specific emissivities of the sources using the models described in Section 3.2.
The purple shaded region shows quasar emissivity estimates from extrapolating into the EUV/soft
X-ray with the range of mean power-law slopes that are estimated. The ISM/CGM are represented
in the green and yellow bands, with Tmax = 3× 106 K and Tmax = 1× 106 respectively, with their
spectra set to a resolution of 15 to smooth out lines. The cyan band represents the virialized hot halo
gas described in Section 3.2.5. The dark blue SED represents the Fragos et al. (2013) XRB model.
The red spectrum represents the empirical XRB model from stacked spectra, the light pink band
the power-law extrapolation of galactic soft X-ray emission (whose width increases with redshift
according to the allowed range of evolution in XRB emissions), and the dark green shaded area
represents our upper bound on the unattenuated allowed emissivity of super soft X-ray sources.
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between NHeII, NHI, ΓHI for a single temperature and density slab. We assume 104K and a density

set by the model in Schaye (2001) in which absorbers column and density are related by assuming

the size of absorbers is the Jeans length and photoionization equilibrium. The Schaye (2001) model

agrees well with simulations (McQuinn et al., 2011b; Altay et al., 2011). Our calculations neglect

He I continuum absorption and resonant lines, which contribute relatively small features in Jν

compared the the H I and He II continuum absorption that we include.9

For f(NHI, z), our calculations use the piecewise-in-NHI fits of Prochaska et al. (2014), which

use a parametrization of the form f(NHI, z) = AN−βHI (1 + z)γ . While the error bars over the range

of columns probed are generally quoted at the tens of percent level, there are some factor of two

discrepancies around 1016cm−2 (Prochaska et al., 2014). However, for the z ∼ 0 background, the

dilution from expansion and redshifting (which is perfectly captured) is more important than the

continuum absorption of hydrogen. At� 1Ry, where we focus, this is true not just at z ∼ 0 but

also at higher redshifts. Therefore, discrepancies in the column density distributions may indicate

there is room for as much as a factor of two difference from mean free path effects, but then likely

only at the lowest energies considered and moderate redshifts. Even a factor of two is smaller than

the possible amplitude ranges in all of our source models. Thus, our modeling of absorption is not

the dominant source of uncertainty.

Figure 3.6 shows Jν at z = 0 for each of the sources shown in Figure 3.5. We also include

two observational constraints from ROSAT: The constraint of Warwick & Roberts (1998) using the

lowest energies where the extragalactic background can be estimated is represented by the error bar

at 250 eV, and the ROSAT PSPC data constraint of Georgantopoulos et al. (1996) is shown as the

red bowtie starting at∼500 eV. By construction, both of these observational bounds are reasonably

matched by the full range of quasar emissivity models.

Our calculations show that, even accounting for our estimated range of specific emissivities,

quasars are the dominant contributor to the EUV/soft X-ray background at energies .100 eV. If

9Because the mapping of NHI to NHeII depends on Jν , we must solve for Jν iteratively. Additionally, we use
the rates for our fiducial quasar model when calculating the generally subdominant contribution to Jν from other
sources models.
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the value of αQSO is on the softer side as observations may suggest, then the emission of hot halo

gas in massive halos could be the more important contributor to the EUV background at energies

upwards of a couple hundred electron volts. Figure 3.6 suggests that galactic sources may be

of secondary importance to these two sources where E ≥ 100 eV, but the ISM and CGM may

be second only to quasars at lower energies. Even though they are not the dominant sources of

emission of the extragalactic background, they can dominate within the halos of galaxies (§ 3.5)

and their contribution.

Potential background sources can be isolated using unresolved X-ray background measure-

ments. In particular, the 1 − 2 keV, resolved fraction of X-ray background is 80% of the total

in the Chandra deep fields (a total of 0.06 sq. deg.), and similar constraints have been found in

larger fields (Hickox & Markevitch, 2006). Thus, only ≈ 20% of the X-ray background owes to

diffuse sources like virialized halo gas. This bound suggests that the maximum virialized halo gas

emission is a factor of ∼ 2 below our maximum estimates. However, at 1 − 2 keV, the signal is

dominated by rare > 1014M� halos (Fig. 3.4), which may not fall in the Chandra field of view. A

more detailed analysis is necessary to understand this constraint.

Figure 3.7 shows Jν for the same sources at z = 2. Here quasars are undisputedly the dom-

inating source of the EUV/soft X-ray background. No other source is likely to produce enough

> 54eV photons to doubly ionize the He II if it is ionized at z ∼ 3 as observations suggest (Mc-

Quinn, 2016). The number of M > 1013M� halos steeply declines with increasing redshift, and

thus the contribution of virialized hot halo gas at z = 2 is negligible in comparison to the contri-

bution of both quasars and galactic sources. The overall increase in the background intensity from

z = 0 to z = 2 follows from the rise of both the cosmic star formation rate and quasar luminosity

function.

3.4 the effect of the extragalactic background on IGM and CGM absorption line inferences

Photoionization models are used to infer the density and metallicities of intergalactic and circum-

galactic absorption systems (e.g. McQuinn, 2016; Tumlinson et al., 2017). As ions have electronic

binding energies in the EUV and soft X-ray, their abundances are shaped by these radiation back-
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Figure 3.6: Angle-averaged z = 0 specific intensity, Jν , of sources described in Section 3.2 and
shown in Figure 3.5. The errorbar at E = 250 eV is the soft X-ray background intensity ROSAT
measurement by Warwick & Roberts (1998). The red bowtie is ROSAT PSPC observations from
Georgantopoulos et al. (1996). Despite observations suggesting that αQSO may be on the softer end,
quasars likely dominate the background at energies . 100 eV. Between one and several hundred
electron volts, virialized hot halo gas may can become as important as quasars. Galactic sources
such as XRBs, the ISM, and especially the CGM, can contribute at the tens of percent level.
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Figure 3.7: Angle-averaged z = 2 specific intensity, Jν , of sources described in Section 3.2 and
shown in Figure 3.5. At this redshift, quasars dominate the background at throughout the EUV
and soft X-ray. Virialized hot halo gas is much less important than at z = 0 due to the declining
abundance of M > 1013M� halos.
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Figure 3.8: Error bars show estimates of column densities of several observationally relevant ions
for the upper and lower limits of the Jν range allowed, normalized to estimates using Haardt &
Madau (2012) background model and ordered by ionization energy of the least bound electron.
The top panel shows an ionization parameter, U , of 10−1, the middle 10−2, and the bottom panel
shows U = 10−3, which approximately correspond to n = 10−5cm−3, 10−4cm−3 and 10−3cm−3

for the Haardt & Madau (2012) model. The green dashed errors compare the differences at fixed
U , and the cyan errors normalize the larger of our background models to a different U in a manner
that matches at the H I photoionization rate of the smaller background model.
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grounds. We have shown that the uncertainty in the spectrum of the background at these energies

is considerable, suggesting commensurate uncertainties in the density and metallicity inferences.

In this section, we apply our models to quantify the sensitivity of the most observable ions to the

assumed ionizing background.

Previous attempts to make metallicity and density inferences from ionic absorption measure-

ments use a metagalactic ionizing background model, such as Haardt & Madau (2012). When er-

rors are quoted pertaining to the ionizing background choice, they are computed as the differences

between historical models for these backgrounds, such as comparing how a calculation changes if

it uses the Haardt & Madau (1996) rather than the Haardt & Madau (2012). The major differences

between various historical models for the ionizing background is in improved constraints on IGM

absorption and for the 1Ry emissivity of quasars, and not improved modeling of the spectrum of

the sources. In contrast, our models allow for us to quantify the principle source of uncertainty.

We use CLOUDY to compute the equilibrium column densities of several common metal ions in

the UV, with our Jν models as the input ionizing spectrum and assuming temperature equilibrium.

We only consider the range of Jν in our quasar models, using the lower and upper envelopes of

the quasar intensity. We then compare the resulting columns to the columns with the Haardt &

Madau (2012) Jν . These models implicitly assume that photoionization is dominant for all ionic

species as the equilibrium temperature is ∼ 104K. (Collisional ionization is included, but since

our calculations use the equilibrium temperature these effects are generally small.) We vary the

dimensionless ionization parameter, U , the ratio between the ionizing photon flux and the volume

density of the gas. We choose log10 U = −1,−2, and −3, which approximately bracket the mean

of values of U allowed by the data in Werk et al. (2014). For Haardt & Madau (2012), these

correspond to densities of 8 × 10−6 − 8 × 10−4cm−3, with larger log10 U corresponding to lower

densities. However the precise density depends on the background model.

The dispersion from the range of models in select ions’ column densities is shown in Figure 3.8.

Here we show the difference between the CLOUDY column densities computed with the lower and

upper limits of our quasar Jν band and those of our CLOUDY calculations using the Haardt &

Madau (2012) background model. (By only using the lower and upper parts of our band, we may
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underestimate range of expected columns if there are complex trends with Jν in the ionic column.)

The green bars represent the range of JνQSO
in relation to the Haardt & Madau (2012) background

model, logNX,QSO − logNX,HM12. The reason the midpoint of our errors is not centered at zero,

the Haardt & Madau (2012) values, likely owes to our soft X-ray normalization being slightly

lower than theirs. The larger logU are more applicable for the higher ionization state metal lines

(e.g. NeVIII), and the smaller logU are more applicable for the low ionization state metal lines

(e.g. SiIV). We set NHI = 1015 cm−2 and the metallicity to Z = 0.3Z� in these calculations, but

note that these are easily rescaled at fixed U to higher column or more metal-rich systems. For

the model with the Haardt & Madau (2012) ionizing background, we find that with LogU = −1,

the logarithmic column densities are {10.0, 13.8, 14.0, 14.9, 15.1, 14.4, 14.0} for [SiIV, CIV, NV,

OV, OVI, NeVII, NeVIII], for Log U = −3 they are {12.1, 13.7, 13.1, 14.0, 13.3, 11.5, 10.4}, and

for Log U = −3, the column densities are {11.7, 11.9, 10.2, 11.2, 9.5, 6.7, 4.9}. The dispersion

in possible Jν results in up to an order of magnitude in the uncertainty in the calculated column

densities for the highest ions (Fig. 3.8).

While normalizing to a fixed U is standard practice in this field, normalizing to a fixed H I

photoionization rate would better encapsulate the uncertainty in the ionization correction, as this

fixes the background to the most constrained location, as Lyα forest measurements nail down the

H I photoionization rate. While the green errors in Figure 3.8 compare the differences at fixed U ,

the cyan errors normalize the model that traces our upper envelope for the quasar Jν to a different

U such that it matches the H I photoionization rate of the lower envelope of Jν model. Because this

normalization fixes the background at a lower energy (near 13.6eV) compared to normalizing in U ,

this more physical normalization can sometimes result in more uncertainty, especially for the low

ions. Indeed, most of the low ions show ≈ 0.3 dex variation. When fixing the H I photoionization

rate, we find factors of 3 − 10 errors in the ionization correction for all considered ions, which in

turn reflects factor of ∼ 3 − 10 uncertainties in density and metallicity inferences from IGM and

CGM absorbers.
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3.5 Proximity effects

The uncertainties in derived metal ion column densities in the previous section neglect the possi-

bility that the ionization state of circumgalactic gas could be affected by the ionizing flux of the

host galaxy. Within some radius, local galactic sources will dominate the cosmic EUV/soft X-

ray background in ionizing photon flux. The low to mid ionization states of metals tend to arise in

104K gas, with their ionization states set predominantly by the photoionizing radiation background.

Thus, knowledge of the UV background is critical for estimating the densities and metallicities of

the clouds that these lower ions trace. For example, the inferred densities for these clouds using

standard ionizing background models is an order of magnitude smaller than predicted by pressure

equilibrium with the virialized phase (Werk et al., 2014, 2016; McQuinn & Werk, 2017). Modi-

fications to the UV background have been hypothesized as a potential solution, likely requiring a

1− 2 order of magnitude enhancement from unknown sources at ∼ 100eV (Werk et al., 2016). In

addition, because highly-ionized metals are major coolants of gas in the CGM, order unity changes

in their ionization fractions from local emissions translate to order unity changes in their cooling

rates when the major coolants are predominantly photoionized, potentially impacting the rate at

which galaxies are fed gas.

We compare the angular-averaged intensity from local galactic sources ( i.e. ISM, XRBs, and

SSSs) to that from the global background to determine the “proximity radius:” the distance from

a galaxy where local and background sources contribute equally to the radiation. The proximity

radius for a galaxy is given by

rν,prox = 103 kpc

[
([νLν ]/[1039erg s−1])

([νJν ]/[10−8erg s−1cm2])

]1/2

(3.9)

where Lν is the local galactic specific luminosity. We have evaluated the equation at a Jν charac-

teristic of our ionizing background calculations, and for an Lν at the maximum of what we find

in our galactic source models. Thus, we conclude that the proximity region is unlikely to extend

beyond ∼ 100 kpc, a smaller extent then inferred for many absorbers in the CGM and especially
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Figure 3.9: The proximity region radius for a galaxy with a SFR of 1 M� yr−1 at z = 0.2 for our
galactic and circumgalactic source models, defined as the radius where the background Jν is equal
to the local contribution from galactic EUV and X-ray sources. The fainter ISM band represents
the ISM model attenuated by a column of 1020 cm−2. The two SSSs curves show the conservative
upper limit of an unattenuated model as well as a model attenuated by a column of 1020 cm−2.
These SSS models scale with stellar mass rather than SFR, thus for these two models the y-axis
becomes rν,prox/

√
M?. We have scaled them to a Milky Way stellar mass of ∼ 6 × 1010 M�. In

Section 3.2.3 we state that the upper limits of SSS emissivity are likely extreme and thus these SSS
curves probably drastically overestimate their proximity radii.

the O VI (Tumlinson et al., 2011; Prochaska et al., 2011; Johnson et al., 2015; Werk et al., 2016).10

We note that this expression treats sources as if they are residing at r < rν,prox; this will generally

overestimate the proximity radius in the case of emission extending beyond this radius (which may

happen in the CGM).

Figure 3.9 shows our full calculations for the proximity radii in our models for z = 0.2, a

redshift chosen to match COS-Halos L* galaxy CGM survey (Tumlinson et al., 2013). We show

the galactic emission models described in Section 3.2.4, Section 3.2.3, and Section 3.2.2 for the

10See the appendix in McQuinn & Werk (2017) for generic arguments that the proximity region must have extent
less than . 100 kpc.
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specific luminosities, Lν,local/SFR, excluding the SSS upper limits for which we give Lν,local/M?

with a Milky Way stellar mass of ∼ 6 × 1010 M�. For the extragalactic background, we use our

fiducial quasar model with a power-law index of α = 1.7. In our source models, the proximity

radius for a star-forming galaxy with a SFR of ∼ 1M� yr−1 varies between 10 and 100 kpc.

Taking the median of our bands or the observed X-ray luminosities would suggest ∼ 10− 30 kpc,

a small fraction of the total CGM, but scaling as (SFR)1/2. Thus, proximity radiation changes

the nature of cooling gas that resides fairly close to galaxies but does not affect the bulk of the

halo gas with extent ∼ 100 kpc. Thus, local sources are unlikely to be dominant for the vast

majority of absorbers in many CGM samples, such as in Tumlinson et al. (2011) and Stocke et al.

(2013), whose absorbers mainly reside at 30− 150 kpc. That being said, proximity emission does

substantially effect gas ionization near galaxies. This likely does not directly translate over to

cooling in these smaller radii, as the denser cooling gas in interior of halo is more likely to be in

collisional ionization equilibrium.

This conclusion is consistent with the geometric arguments of McQuinn & Werk (2017) that

showed that rprox . 100 kpc, assuming that the proximity region sources are also the dominant

source of the background. Our calculations add the likely-dominant background from quasar emis-

sions, which reduces this radius further beyond the McQuinn & Werk (2017) estimates.

3.6 Conclusions

We have modeled the sources of the extragalactic background in the EUV and soft X-ray. In ad-

dition to the contribution from quasars, we included emissions that have so far been neglected

in widely-used background models: X-ray binaries, the warm-hot interstellar and circumgalactic

gas of star-forming galaxies, and virialized halo gas from groups and clusters. Our models are

calibrated against the latest observational measurements to bracket the possible range of contribu-

tion from each of these sources. Note that these estimated ranges should be thought of as rough

guidelines rather than rigorous bounds.

In agreement with previous studies, we find that quasars are likely the most important contrib-
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utor to the ionizing background11. However, we also show that their contribution to the observa-

tionally elusive 20− 500 eV band can vary by up to a factor of 10 for plausible extrapolations into

this band using power-laws derived in the far UV and soft X-ray. Furthermore, the evidence that

the quasar SED is a single power-law, as assumed in previous background studies, is weak.

If quasars contribute at the lower envelope of our estimated Jν range, we find that emissions

from the galactic ISM/CGM, from virialized halo gas in groups/clusters, and possibly from super

soft sources may contribute significantly to the background.

• The ISM contribution originates from cooling gas within stellar wind bubbles and super-

novae blastwaves. While a large fraction of the ISM emission is absorbed by H I within the

galaxy, a significant amount of stellar feedback energy is likely dumped as lower temperature

gas and further away from obscuring H I in the ISM, venting into the CGM, where it is more

easily radiated away. If most of the energy in stellar feedback is converted into background

radiation, we find that the combined ISM/CGM contribution is roughly equal to the lower

bound on quasars in the energy range 20− 50 eV.

• We also find that, at z = 0, emissions from hot, virialized gas in groups/clusters can be as

important as quasars at energies of∼ 100−1000 eV. This contribution falls off in importance

at higher redshifts owing to the decreasing abundance of groups and clusters, and to the

increasing number density of quasars.

• Super soft sources have are often invoked as a huge unknown contribution at ∼ 100 eV,

although there is little evidence for such a population. By deriving a much more stringent

bound than previously bounds (from assuming that SSSs drive the Hα luminosity of elliptical

galaxies), we show that unseen super soft sources could contribute tens of percent to the

background at ∼ 100 eV.

11With the caveat that stellar emissions – which we do not model here – are likely to be important at < 50eV, with
many models suggesting that they contribute up to a the factor of 2 level and are possibly dominant at z & 4 (e.g.,
Haardt & Madau, 2012).
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Disentangling the physics of circumgalactic gas with absorption line spectra requires accurate

modeling of the EUV and soft X-ray backgrounds. Previous studies have estimated the effect

of uncertainties in these backgrounds by comparing inferences obtained from different historical

background models – for example, the Haardt & Madau (1996) and Haardt & Madau (2012) mod-

els. As an application of our work, we have used our range of Jν models to quantify this uncertainty

more rigorously. We bracketed the effect of the ionizing background on the inferred column den-

sities of ions commonly identified in UV absorption line studies of the CGM. We showed that

uncertainties in the average quasar spectrum alone are sizable, enough to introduce a few tenths of

dex differences in the abundances of the most observationally important ions and up to 1 dex in the

inferred column densities for the highest observationally-relevant ionization states. These differ-

enes likely translate into comparable uncertainties in the densities and metallicities constrained by

these ions.

The uncertainties in metal ionization corrections are even larger if local sources – e.g. XRBs

and warm-hot ISM/CGM gases– contribute significantly. We estimated the EUV/soft X-ray prox-

imity radius of a star-forming galaxy – the radius at which local emissions become equal to the

extragalactic background. We found that this proximity radius is between rprox ≈ 10 kpc and

100 kpc, assuming a star formation rate of 1 M� yr−1, with rprox ≈ 100 kpc for choices that maxi-

mize the potential galactic luminosity (and only at E < 100 eV). Thus, local emission is unlikely

to be the dominant source of ionization for the absorbers in most extragalactic CGM samples.

Future observations and theoretical work has the potential to further constrain emission process

that contribute sizably to the EUV and soft X-ray backgrounds. With a factor of 2 − 3 improved

sensitivity, diffuse soft X-ray background measurements would reach most of our model space for

hot halo emission. In analogy to the γ-ray, where angular anisotropy analyses have constrained

the blazar, millisecond pulsar, and galactic contributions (Ackermann et al., 2012), a future soft X-

ray space telescope could measure the angular anisotropy to constrain source models: Low redshift

clusters and groups are rare and have large arc-minute extents, whereas (abundant) galactic sources

will contribute a smoother signal in angle. Finally, future CGM observations and modeling has the

potential to better constrain the density and thermal structure of this medium and, hence, its cooling
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emissions.

PRUS thanks Nell Byler for helpful discussion.
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Chapter 4

ESTIMATES FOR THE IMPACT OF ULTRAVIOLET BACKGROUND
FLUCTUATIONS ON GALAXY CLUSTERING MEASUREMENTS

Material from this chapter was done in collaboration with Vid Iršič and Matthew McQuinn.

Spatial fluctuations in ultraviolet backgrounds can subtly modulate the distribution of extra-

galactic sources, a potential signal and systematic for large-scale structure surveys. While this

modulation has been shown to be significant for 3D Lyα forest surveys, its relevance for other LSS

probes has not been explored despite being the only astrophysical process that can affect clustering

measurements on scales of & 1 Mpc. We estimate that background fluctuations have a fractional

effect of∼ 0.1(k/[10−2pMpc−1])−1 on the power spectrum of z ∼ 1−2 21cm intensity maps. We

find a similar fractional effect for Hα and Lyα intensity mapping surveys (as a significant fraction

of recombination radiation owes to absorptions from the ionizing background), but a much smaller

effect for a traditional galaxy survey that correlates individual Hα or Lyα emitters. We also provide

a rough estimate for the effect of backgrounds on low-redshift galaxy surveys in general, estimat-

ing a maximum fractional effect on the power of ∼ 0.03(k/[10−2pMpc−1])−1 at z = 1 (based on

fluctuations in ionizing background modulating the cooling of halo gas). In all cases, the effect of

ionizing backgrounds likely increases with redshift. The sizes of these imprints tend to be smaller

than cosmological parameter benchmarks for the next generation of LSS surveys; we focus in par-

ticular on squeezed triangle non-Gaussianity, finding that ionizing backgrounds could results in a

bias of ∆fNL ∼ 0.3 for power spectrum measurements with for a SPHEREx-like galaxy survey.
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4.1 Introduction

Radiation backgrounds, especially of the ionizing sort, have the potential to impact structure in

the Universe on larger scales than any other non-gravitational, astrophysical process. The pho-

tons in these backgrounds can travel significant fractions of the Hubble length (Meiksin & Madau,

1993; Haardt & Madau, 1996, 2012), and, with their ability to ionize neutral hydrogen and alter

the cooling rates of ions, they can modulate the properties of extragalactic sources (Benson et al.,

2002; Hambrick et al., 2009). Despite this large-scale impact, the effect of background fluctuations

on various large-scale tracers has not been investigated. This paper estimates how ionizing back-

ground fluctuations impact post-reionization 21cm intensity mapping surveys, Lyα and Hα emitter

surveys, and galaxy surveys in general.

Detecting the imprint of these fluctuations on large scale structure (LSS) surveys would con-

strain the properties of the sources, such as fraction of the ionizing background that owes to quasars

versus galactic emissions (e.g., Madau & Haardt, 2015). In addition, an imprint from background

fluctuations in LSS surveys could complicate cosmological parameter constraints on, e.g., neutrino

masses, the scalar spectral tilt plus its running, or primordial non-Gaussianity – meeting motivated

benchmarks for all of these requires sub-percent precision on clustering measurements. Ionizing

backgrounds have already been shown to be an important systematic for extracting cosmological

parameters from 3D Lyα forest observations (Pontzen, 2014; Gontcho et al., 2014). We investigate

here whether ionizing background fluctuations could also be relevant for other LSS measurements.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes how the ionizing background affects

linear scales in LSS measurements, and Section 4.3 outlines the formalism used to calculate the

spectrum of ionizing background fluctuations and presents a few models for the ionizing back-

ground power spectrum. In Section 4.4, we estimate the impact of background fluctuations on

post-reionization 21cm intensity mapping surveys. Section 4.5 presents similar estimates but for

surveys that view galaxies by either their Lyα or Hα emission. Section 4.6 considers the effects

of ionizing background inhomogeneities on galaxy surveys in general. Finally, Section 4.7 com-

pares to the requirements for constraining targeted cosmological parameters to benchmarks values,
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a particularly interesting one being squeezed triangle non-Gaussianity to ∆fnl = 1.

4.2 The impact of intensity fluctuations on galaxy clustering

Metagalactic intensity fluctuations have a component that traces the density fluctuations with trans-

fer function TJ(k, wν) and a stochastic (or ‘shot’) component nJ(k, wν)
−1, where wν indicates

some frequency-weighting of the radiation background. Thus, the linear power spectrum of inten-

sity fluctuations is given by

PJ(k) = TJ(k, wν)
2PδL(k) + nJ(k, wν)

−1, (4.1)

where PδL(k) is the linear matter power spectrum. In Section 4.3 we discuss how TJ and nJ are

computed. For larger wavenumbers than the mean free path, T 2
J and n−1

J decrease as k−2, resulting

in the impact of ionizing backgrounds being largest at low wavenumbers.

Our concentration is not the nature of fluctuations, PJ itself, which was investigated in detail in

Meiksin & McQuinn (2018) and whose calculation we briefly summarize below. Instead, our focus

is the imprint that J fluctuations have on LSS surveys. When including intensity fluctuations, the

standard expression for the linear power spectrum of some galaxy population is extended to

Pg(k) =
(
bg + bJTJ + fµ2

)2
PδL + b2

Jn
−1
J , (4.2)

where µ ≡ n̂ · k, n̂ is the line-of-sight unit vector, f ≈ Ωm(z)0.6 and the associated term arises

from redshift space distortions (Kaiser, 1987), and bg (bJ ) are the linear density bias (intensity

bias) of the particular galaxy population. (We have ignored that the bJ coefficient could be differ-

ent between the Poissonian and density-tracing terms, a distinction discussed below.) Equation 4.2

omits the shot noise from the surveyed galaxies themselves. Since bJ sets the magnitude of inten-

sity fluctuations, much of the focus of this study is on estimating this bias for different types of

galaxy survey. Our estimates of bJ from Sections 4.4- 4.6 are shown in Table 4.1 in addition to our

estimates of fractional changes in power from intensity fluctuations.

1The estimated intensity bias for galaxy surveys is far less certain than H I or recombination line surveys because
we do not have a predictive model that connects the ionizing background to galactic properties. This bJ estimates is
for L? galaxies and assumes that the cooling of the circumgalactic medium is tied to star formation (see § 4.6).
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Table 4.1: The impact of J fluctuations on different surveys, where bJ is our estimated response of
the survey to a fluctuation in Γ.

survey redshifts bJ fractional change in power from J-fluctuations

21cm intensity mapping 1, 2 0.2− 0.25 ∼ [0.03, 0.1](k/[10−2pMpc−1])−1

Hα or Lyα intensity mapping 1, 3 0.1 ∼ [0.005, 0.1](k/[10−2pMpc−1])−1

Galaxy surveys 0.5, 2 ∼ 0.051 ∼ [0.002, 0.02](k/[10−2pMpc−1])−1

4.3 The linear theory of ionizing radiation backgrounds

On megaparsec scales and greater, fluctuations in the z . 5 ionizing background are small and,

hence, well suited for perturbation theory. While the fluctuations are small, they may still be

a relevant driver of inhomogeneity for large-scale structure (LSS) surveys. Aside from the Lyα

forest, this source of inhomogeneity has not been previously considered. This section discusses

our calculation of the linear power spectrum of intensity fluctuations, with our approach following

the spirit of the calculations for intensity fluctuations of earlier studies (Meiksin & White, 2004;

Croft, 2004; McDonald et al., 2005; McQuinn et al., 2011a; Pontzen, 2014; Gontcho et al., 2014;

Pontzen et al., 2014), based on the formalism presented in Meiksin & McQuinn (2018). Future

sections use these calculations to estimate the imprint on various LSS surveys.

To proceed, we linearize and then solve the cosmological radiative transfer equation, given by

∂Iν0
∂t

+ 2
ȧ

a
Iν0 + a−1 n̂ · ∇Iν0 = −κνIν0 + jν0 , (4.3)

where ν0 ≡ ν/(1 + z), Iν is the specific photon number intensity [photons Hz−1s−1cm−2sr−1], a

the cosmic scale factor, κν and jν the absorption and emission coefficients, and we have set c = 1

for simplicity.

Linearizing this equation in the intensity fluctuation δIν0 ≡ Iν0− Īν0 and going to Fourier space
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yields

˙̃
δIν0 −ia−1n̂ · k δ̃Iν0 + (κ̄ν0 + 2H) δ̃Iν0

= β̃0 + βδ δ̃ + βΓδ̃Γ; (4.4)

βδ(ν, t) ≡ j̄ν bj,δ − κ̄ν Īνbκ,δ,

βΓ(ν, t) ≡ j̄νbj,Γ − κ̄ν Īνbκ,Γ,

where tildes indicate the field’s Fourier dual and we have also expanded the absorption and emis-

sion coefficients to linear order in their overdensities in the density and in the photoionization

rate, namely κν = κ̄ν (1 + bκ,δδ + bκ,ΓδΓ) and jν = j̄ν (1 + bj,δδS + bj,ΓδΓ), plus a stochastic field

β0(x) from uncorrelated small-scale structure. The H I photoionization rate is most relevant for

most of the modulating effects of the ionizing background (as essentially it modulates the opacity

and recombination emission), justifying only expanding the background in terms of δΓ rather than

the more general expansion in δJν . While formally (in addition to t, ν) the βX can depend on angle

if there is anisotropic emission from sources, we will assume isotropy. Anisotropy enters into the

stochastic contribution to fluctuations n−1
J (Suarez & Pontzen, 2017), which we find is generally

subdominant to the density tracing terms.

We further assume that quasars dominate the ultraviolet background, consistent with the find-

ings of most background models at z . 3 (Meiksin & Madau, 1993; Haardt & Madau, 2012;

McQuinn & Worseck, 2014; Upton Sanderbeck et al., 2017), although a dominant galactic contri-

bution would only have anO(1) effect on our estimates.2 To model quasars, we use the 1 Ry quasar

emissivity of Haardt & Madau (2012), and we assume that their spectral index in specific intensity

is αQ = −1.7. For the quasar bias, we linearly interpolate between bj,δ = {0.5, 1.1, 1.5, 1.8, 2.2}

at z = {1.4, 1.8, 2.1, 2.6, 3.0}, numbers based on quasar SDSS clustering measurements (Ross

et al., 2009; Laurent et al., 2017). We further assume that bj,δ ∝ a to extrapolate to higher red-

shifts. While these bias measurements are for the > L∗ quasars observable with BOSS, we note

2In the general case of both galaxies and quasars, the amplitude would instead be set by the bias of both populations
weighted by their fractional contribution (because we find the density tracing term is dominant over the Poissonian,
even for rare quasars).
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that in many models for quasar clustering the luminosity dependence is weak (Lidz et al., 2006).

We further take the shot noise to be dominated by quasars for which the effective number den-

sity n̄ ≡ [
∫
dLφ(L)L]2/[

∫
dLφ(L)L2], where φ(L) is the full redshift evolution quasar luminosity

function of Hopkins et al. (2007).3

For the opacity coefficient, we use κν = 0.027[(1 + z)/5]−5.4(ν/ν1Ry)−1.5 physical Mpc−1,

for which the coefficient is the fit of Worseck et al. (2014) to z = 2.3 − 5.5 for ν = ν1Ry and

we have assumed the expected scaling with ν for an H I column density distribution with slope of

β = −1.5. At lower redshifts than z ≈ 2, opacity effects become unimportant as the propagation

of radiation backgrounds becomes limited by the Horizon and so we use this fit even beyond its

intended redshift range. We take the response of the opacity to the ionizing background to be

bκ,Γ = 0.5. This value is consistent with an anlytic models based on Miralda-Escudé et al. (2000)

for β = −1.5 and what is directly measured from simulations at z ∼ 2 − 4 (McQuinn et al.,

2011a).4

The remaining bias coefficients bκ,δ and bj,Γ, are set to zero. Setting bκ,δ to zero is justified

because the sources are more biased than the absorbers. The limit bj,Γ = 0 is applicable if the

photoionization rate does not have a significant effect on modulating the emission: models find

associated recombinations contribute at the 10 − 20% level to the ionizing background (Faucher-

Giguère et al., 2009).

To solve for δΓ, we can average Equation 4.4 over frequency with weighting wν = σν , where

σν is the frequency-dependent photoionization cross section, and angle, using that the average

background scales as Īν ≈ ν−αbk where αbk = αQ − (3β − 3). This scaling is most rele-

vant when κ � H , which holds at z & 2. This choice will result in an underestimate of

the intensity power at lower redshifts. We indicate σν–averaged coefficients with a subscript σ.

3See Meiksin & McQuinn (2018) for a discussion of observational uncertainties in n̄, who finds that it is rela-
tively well constrained at the redshifts of interest (unless the bright-end is fit with a power-law and extrapolated to
unphysically high luminosities).

4The parameter bκ,Γ enhances the amplitude of fluctuations by (1 − bκ,Γ)−1 on scales larger than the mean free
path when opacity matters (z > 2), leading to at most a factor of 2 enhancement for the cases we consider. We note
that Pontzen (2014) used a value of bκ,Γ = 0.9 that is inapplicable to the IGM at considered redshifts, which results
in a much more significant enhancement.
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Noting that the angular-averaged Green’s function for the right hand side of the resulting equa-

tion is j0(kηt,t′) exp[−
∫ t
t′
dt′′κ̄eff,σ(t′′)], where ηt,t′ =

∫ t
t′
dt′′/a′′ and κ̄eff,σ ≡ (2 + αbk)H +

Γ−1
∫
dνσν Īν κ̄ν , and ignoring fluctuations in the spectral index of the background on δΓ, the so-

lution to the spatial Fourier transform of this equation can be written in terms of the following

transcendental equation

δ̃Γ(t) =
∫ t

0
dt′j0 (kηt,t′) exp[−

∫ t
t′
dt′′κ̄eff,σ(t′′)] (4.5)

×
[
β̃0,σ + βδ,σ δ̃ + βJ,σ δ̃J

]
.

This equation can be solved for δΓ by discretizing the first integral in Equation 4.5 and some matrix

algebra (Meiksin & McQuinn, 2018). Symbolically,

δ̃J,i = Miq δ̃S,q, (4.6)

where i indexes time, Miq describes how the ionizing background at time i is sensitive to emission

at time q, and there is summation over repeated indices. We have grouped the stochastic and δ-

tracing components of the sources into this one source overdensity, δS . The power spectrum of Γ

fluctuations PJ = |δ̃J |2 follows as

PJ(k|ti, tq) = MilPS(k|tl, tm)MT
mq, (4.7)

where the power spectrum of the ionizing sources is given by

PS(k|tl, tm) = bj,δ(tl)bj,δ(tm)Pδ(k, tl, tm) + n̄−1L(tl − tm), (4.8)

where Pδ(k|tl, tm) is the linear matter power at times tl and tm, and L is the convolution of the

source light curve with itself. For simplicity, we assume quasars sources with top hat light curves

with widths of 10, 100, and∞Myr. The former two values reflect the range of estimates based on

direct and indirect probes (Martini & Weinberg, 2001).

For all of our calculations we will weight the specific photon number intensity by the pho-

toionization cross section, wν = σ(ν), such that we can use the above directly and not also solve

for additional weightings. Often the photoionization weighting makes the most physical sense.
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However, we do consider a case when it does not, for metal line cooling (where we should weight

energies near the ionic binding energies of the prominent ions), and will address the applicability

of our models

Figure 4.1 shows the results of the power spectrum of photoionization rate overdensity, δΓ,

fluctuations at z = 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 for the different lifetime models. The solid black curves

are the density power spectrum, whose value (to order-unity density bias factors) indicates the

level of fluctuations in LSS surveys. The dashed blue curves are the density tracing component

of the model (which do not differ between lifetime models). The dotted curve is the cross power

between the density tracing (clustered) component and the the density, the ionizing background

term that often makes the largest imprint galaxy clustering. The amplitude of fluctuations in the

radiation background increases with redshift. Even at low redshifts, the fluctuations can be larger

than the density fluctuations for the horizon-scale modes that are of much interest for primordial

non-gaussianity searches.5 The importance of ionizing background fluctuations for LSS surveys

depends on the bias with which these surveys trace the background fluctuations, bJ . The ensuing

sections estimate bJ for several surveys.

4.4 21cm intensity mapping surveys

Many efforts are coming online to detect post-reionization redshifted 21cm emission from the

residual H I gas that is trapped in and around galaxies. Namely, the CHIME and HIRAX experi-

ments are targeting diffuse 21cm emission from z = 0.8 − 2.5 (Bandura et al., 2014; Newburgh

et al., 2016b), and MEERKAT is targeting z = 0.4 − 1.4. BINGO and FAST could extend the

range of redshifts probed to z = 0 (Battye et al., 2012; Bigot-Sazy et al., 2016), and mapping

all the way to reionization is also possible. The capstone project is the Square Kilometer Array

(Carilli & Rawlings, 2004; Kovetz et al., 2017).

Fluctuations in the ionizing background will modulate the distribution of H I: Regions with

5The effect of radiation background for modes with k . H−1 should be calculated in full General Relativity for
(gauge independent) observables (as has been done for galaxy surveys; Yoo et al. 2009), which has not been done
here. However, we do not expect predictions for the size of effects to be altered (see Pontzen 2014).
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Figure 4.1: Models for the power spectrum of the photoionization rate overdensity, PΓ, at the
specified redshifts. The colored curves show the shot noise contribution to PΓ for different quasar
lifetime models. The dashed blue is the clustered component of PΓ, which does not depend on
the quasar lifetime. For reference, the solid black curve is the matter overdensity power spectrum.
The dotted curve is the cross power between the density tracing (clustered) component and the the
density, the ionizing background term that often makes the largest imprint galaxy clustering.
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a larger ionizing background self-shield at higher densities and, hence, retain less H I. Cosmo-

logical simulations post-processed with ionizing radiative transfer have been found to successfully

reproduce the H I column density distribution (Altay et al., 2011; McQuinn et al., 2011a; Rahmati

et al., 2013). Such simulations can be used to estimate the response of H I to the background by

post-processing simulations with different backgrounds and observing the change in H I. We can

in-effect do such a calculation by using the physically-motivated fitting formulae in Rahmati et al.

(2013) that describe the density dependence of the H I fraction in their radiative transfer simula-

tions. Using these formulae, we find a factor of x� 1 fractional change in the background results

in a factor of −0.25x change in the global amount of neutral hydrogen (at z = 3). This estimated

response does not depend on redshift to good approximation (being invariant to the extent that the

column density distribution is invariant). The details of the Rahmati et al. (2013) formula and this

calculation are presented in Appendix A. This response translates to the intensity bias, bJ = −0.25

(see eqn. 4.2).

In addition to deriving bJ from the relations in Rahmati et al. (2013), we have two other methods

for estimating bJ for 21cm intensity mapping surveys that result in similar values. Each of these

methods make different assumptions. In one, we perform radiative transfer on a slab of a given H I

column with width corresponding to the Jeans scale at a specified density, assuming a temperature

of 104 K (see Appendix 4.9.2). This Jeans-scale ansatz is motivated by the arguments in Schaye

et al. (2000) and by the densities of absorbers in cosmological simuations (Altay et al., 2011;

McQuinn et al., 2011b), and it results in a one-to-one relation between H I column density and

density. The motivation for this slab calculation is that it more explicitly tracks the ionization

physics that is hidden in the Rahmati et al. (2013) fitting formulae (at the expense of the simplified

geometry). We find that a factor of x fractional change in the ionizing background results in a

factor of −0.20x change in the global amount of neutral hydrogen, consistent with our previous

estimate. Finally, one can do a simple estimate assuming that all absorbers have the same power-

law profile and self shield at a critical density (Miralda-Escudé et al. 2000; McQuinn et al. 2011b;

see Appendix 4.9.3). This model has been found to have some success at reproducing the shape

of the observed column density distribution (Zheng & Miralda-Escudé, 2002). For a power-law
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index that results in an H I column density distribution with β = 1.3(1.5) in the optically thin

limit, this model results in a response of −0.45 (−0.75) – again suggesting a large response. The

estimated value of bJ is redshift independent in the latter two estimates (and this holds to a good

approximation in the first estimate based off Rahmati et al. 2013).

In addition to the intensity bias, bJ , to compute the amplitude of fluctuations also requires an

estimate of the H I density bias, bg. At z = 0.8, the Switzer et al. (2013) 21cm-galaxy cross-

correlation measurement of ΩHIbg = [0.62+0.23
−0.15] × 10−3 combined with the quasar absorption line

measurements of ΩHI = 0.5×10−3 yields bg = 1±0.3. At z = 2.1, DLA clustering measurements

find bg = 2.0 ± 0.1 (Font-Ribera et al., 2012; Pérez-Ràfols et al., 2018). There are currently no

measurements of bg at higher redshifts, thus for our calculations at z = 3, we assume bg = 2.

Figure 4.2 shows the expected 21-cm flux power spectrum at z = 1 and z = 2 with ionizing

background fluctuations for models with quasar lifetimes of tQ = 100 Myr and tQ = ∞. We

use our most detailed intensity bias based on Rahmati et al. (2013), which yields bJ = −0.25.

The solid curves are the total contribution to the galaxy clustering power spectrum from intensity

fluctuations, whereas the dashed curves are the contribution excluding shot noise (which depends

on quasar lifetimes). The residual power spectrum of the models that exclude shot noise scale

as approximately k−1 as these background fluctuations are tracing density and so the 2TJPδ term

dominates where TJ ∼ k−1 at k � κ̄eff,σ. This clustering component is comparable to the shot

noise at the lowest and highest wavenumbers shown, most notably for the z ∼ 3 case. The lowest

wavenumbershown are difficuult to measure by 21cm efforts due to foreground removal; fore-

ground removal limits HIRAX to measurements at k & 0.03−1 where the contribution is less than

10−3, 10−2 and 0.05 at z = 1, 2 and 3 (Newburgh et al., 2016a).

4.5 recombination line surveys

Most recombination-line emissions originate from recombinations in the ISM of galaxies that result

from ionizing photons from nearby stars. However, at 1 . z . 3 Type I AGN produce about 10%

of all ionizing photons, with stars producing the rest (e.g. Haardt & Madau, 2012). Because most

if not all of Type I AGN photons escape their host galaxies, but those of stellar origin likely do
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Figure 4.2: Predictions for the fractional impact of ionizing background fluctuations on the
angularly-averaged power spectrum of the diffuse 21cm intensity, computed using bJ = −0.25.
The solid curves are the negative of the total fractional contribution to the power from intensity
fluctuations, and the dashed are the same but excluding the shot noise contribution to background
fluctuations. The shot noise component becomes increasingly important with increasing redshift
and increasing quasar lifetime. Note, foreground removal in 21cm experiments will likely prevent
measurements at k . 0.03 Mpc−1 (Newburgh et al., 2016a).
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not, this suggests that ∼10% of recombinations are tied to the ionizing background in the steady

state limit in which recombinations are in global balance with emissions (which holds at z & 3).

Large-scale structure surveys that probe recombination lines, such as H I Hα and H I Lyα, could

then trace the ionizing background at the 10% level.

There are several upcoming Lyα and Hα surveys whose cosmological determinations could

be biased by these fluctuation-tracing recombinations. HETDEX aims to constrain the Cosmology

from the clustering of Lyα emitters at 1.9 < z < 3.5 (Hill et al., 2008), and SPHEREx – a proposed

NASA Medium-class explorer satellite that is funded for concept studies – aims to detect Hα

emission from galaxies with from much of the Cosmic Volume (Doré et al., 2016). HETDEX and

SPHEREx will undertake both ‘traditional’ galaxy surveys and intensity mapping campaigns (with

the latter defined as surveys that map all the emissions and do not locate individual sources). The

effect of ionizing backgrounds is largest for intensity mapping surveys as traditional galaxy surveys

likely exclude much of the (diffuse) background-sourced recombination radiation (see below).

Both Lyα and Hα emission signals owe mainly to recombinations. To estimate the size of the

background-tracing emissions in these lines, let us decompose emissions into an internal compo-

nent – driven by ionizing photons absorbed before they escape their host ISM and the subsequent

recombination – and an external component – driven by ionizing photons in the extragalactic ion-

izing background,

jrec = jrec,int + jrec,ext, (4.9)

= j̄rec,int(1 + δg) + j̄rec,int(1 + δg + bΓδΓ),

In the first line, jrec,int and jrec,ext are the internal emission coefficient and external (background-

sourced) emission coefficient for the desired recombination line. The seconds line expands the two

emission sources into an overdensity that traces the sample galaxies, δg ≡ (bg + fµ2)δ and, for

the external coefficient, an overdensity that traces the ionizing background δΓ with bias bΓ. To the

extent that the cross sections of absorbers are unchanged by the ionizing background, bΓ = 1 – the

value we adopt for our calculations.

The internal emission coefficient is proportional to the rate of ionizing photons produced that
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are absorbed in the ISM (likely close to 100%) and the background sourced proportional to the

number of absorptions and reemissions of extragalatic ionizing photons that are picked up by the

survey:6

j̄rec,int = fκ,gκ̄σΓ̄.

The parameter fκ,g is the fraction of the fraction of opacity for metagalactic ionizing photons

that arises from regions within the survey aperture and not from other systems (see below). This

parameter equals unity for intensity mapping surveys.

From Equation 4.9, we can compute the galaxy power spectrum for a luminosity-weighted

galaxy clustering measurement and also an intensity mapping survey:

Prec(k) =
[
(bg + fµ2) + fextbΓTJ

]2
PδL(k)

+ f 2
extb

2
ΓnJ(k, ν)−1. (4.10)

where, to connect to our previous notation (c.f. eqn. 4.2), bJ = fextbΓ and we have defined fext ≡

j̄rec,ext/j̄rec,int. We note that at z & 3, when photons that make it into the background are quickly

absorbed and, thus, sourcing recombinations, fext is given by the fraction of ionizing photons

that escape galaxies (including ones hosting AGN) times the fraction of these recombinations the

survey picks up fκ,g. We use the quasar emissivity function of (Khaire & Srianand, 2015) and the

UV-only star formation rate from Haardt & Madau (2012) to calculate fext, making the assumption

that all ionizing photons escape from quasars, and approximately none make it out of galaxies. We

find fext = [0.06, 0.07, 0.04] at z = [1, 2, 3].

Figure 4.3 shows our estimates for the recombination-line flux power spectrum at z = 1, z = 2,

and z = 3 for ionizing background fluctuation models with quasar lifetimes of tQ = 100 Myr

and tQ = ∞. These estimates are for the intensity mapping mode in which fκ,g = 1 so that

all recombination photons contribute to the survey. This applies, for example, to the intensity

mapping surveys of SPHEREx in Hα and HETDEX in Lyα. For these calculations, we use the

6In detail both coefficients are also multiplied by the fraction of recombinations that cascade through the desired
transition, but this overall coefficient cancels out in our calculations (since it is essentially independent of the prop-
erties of the absorbing gas).
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Lyα intensity bias bg of [1.16, 1.19, 1.40] for z = [1, 2, 3] as reported in Pullen et al. (2014), and

the same bias applies for Hα. We further assume that the sizes of absorbers is not affected by Γ

so that bΓ = 1, and we use the previously-described calculation that finds bJ = [0.06, 0.07, 0.04]

at z = [1, 2, 3]. The solid curves are the total contribution to the power spectrum from intensity

fluctuations, and the dashed curves show the contribution without shot noise. Note that the intensity

bias for recombination radiation is positive, in contrast to our 21cm intensity bias, so the shot

noise now has an additive effect. However, the clustered component dominates the power, even

somewhat more so than for 21cm surveys because bJ is a bit smaller for recombination surveys.

We find that the fractional contribution to the power of intensity fluctuations scales as k−1 with

normalization ranging from 0.005 to 0.1 at k = 10−2Mpc−1.

The fluctuations are smaller for a traditional galaxy survey compared to one in intensity map-

ping mode, as only a fraction of the recombinations associated with background ionizations occur

in the aperture used to measure the light from surveyed galaxies. In this case,

fκ,g ∼
σinsng
κ̄eff,σ

, (4.11)

where σins is the aperture of the instrument and ng is the number density of surveyed galaxies. For

HETDEX, using σins = 1.8 arcsec2, we find a very small value of fκ,g ∼ 1 × 10−4 for z = 2,

λ̄MFP = 240 pMpc and a Lyα emitter density of ng = 9× 10−5 Mpc−3. For the SPHEREx galaxy

survey, with σins = 38 arcsec2, for z = 1, 2, λ̄MFP = 650, 240 pMpc, and ng = 1.5× 10−3 Mpc−3,

we estimate fκ,g ∼ 0.02, 0.03. Because fκ,g is so small, for the galaxy-selecting campaigns of

HETDEX and SPHEREx the component of the clustering that traces the background computed in

this section will be irrelevant. The imprint from ionizing fluctuations that could be more relevant

to these campaigns is discussed in the following section.

4.6 Other galaxy surveys

The ionizing background fluctuations may affect the properties of galaxies in general (and not just

their H I fractions and the rate of recombinations, as considered in previous sections). Galaxy prop-

erties may be modulated by ultraviolet backgrounds, as the 13.6 − 200eV background ionizes the
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gas, affecting the rate at which it can cool, and the ≈ 11eV Lyman-Werner background dissociates

molecular hydrogen. The former affect has been observed in cosmological simulations (Efstathiou,

1992; Benson et al., 2002; Hambrick et al., 2009, 2011), though the effect is most significant in

. 1010M� halos. While for the larger galactic halos catalogued in large-scale structure (LSS) sur-

veys the modulating effects from background fluctuations is likely small, a rough estimate for their

magnitude is important as we target increasingly subtle cosmological imprints with LSS surveys.

Most properties by which galaxies are selected for LSS surveys are related to the galactic star

formation rate or the galactic stellar mass. To estimate the effect of the ionizing background on

the star formation rate, we start with the ansatz that the observability of a galaxy is proportional

to the cooling time of its halo gas. This ansatz is motivated by the idea that star formation is tied

to cooling and condensation in the halo (e.g. Sharma et al., 2012; Voit et al., 2017b; McQuinn &

Werk, 2017; Tumlinson et al., 2017). We investigate the cases of galaxies with virial temperatures

of 5 × 105, ∼ 106 and 5 × 106K. Such temperatures correspond to z ∼ 0 halos of approximately

1011.5 − 1013M�, which abundance matching techniques find host stellar masses of ∼ 1010 − 1011

M� (Behroozi et al. 2010; Li & White 2009) – typical galaxy masses. To calculate cooling rates,

we use that halo-scale gas is likely to have densities near the halo ‘virial density’ or mean halo

gas density (ρ̄halo = 200ρ̄). However, this is just a fiducial density. Many of the models that halo

gas cooling to star formation find that the density of gas out to the virial radius could be a tenth

of the virial density in T ∼ 106K halos (Sharma et al., 2012), although numerical simulations and

cirucmgalactic medium observaitons suggest that more gas is around (Fielding et al., 2017; Werk

et al., 2014). In addition, the gas that actually cools and condenses, sourcing star formation, might

be denser gas that lies closer to galaxies. Thus, we discuss a range of densities centered around the

virial density.

We have run a grid of CLOUDY models for virialized halo gas. The cooling rate of gas depends

on its temperature T and ionization parameter, U , where U = Φ/nHc. In these estimates, nH is

the density of hydrogen nuclei, and Φ is the ionizing photon flux, which is proportional to the

photoionization rate, Γ. We use the rates from the Haardt & Madau (2012) model. Because we are

concerned with a fractional change in cooling and because metals dominate the cooling rate at these
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temperatures for both collisionally and photoionized gas, variations in metallicity do not change

the results (although we take Z = 0.3Z�, consistente with cirucmglalactic medium measurements;

Prochaska et al. 2017). For the fiducial ionizing background model, we assume Φ = 4.8 × 104

cm−2 s−1 at z = 0.2 based on Haardt & Madau (2001), and a spectral shape based on Haardt &

Madau (2012).

Figure 4.4 shows how the cooling rate changes as a function of ionization parameter based on

the CLOUDY-computed rates. The curves represent the specified gas temperatures. The shaded

band represents the range of ionization parameters if the halo gas is within a factor of three of

the mean halo density, where the mean halo density is roughly defined as ρ̄halo = 200ρ̄. This

same shaded band applies over all considered redshifts z = 0.5 − 2, as the mean halo density

changes inversely with photoionization rate at these redshifts such that Φ/nH is surprisingly flat.

The fractional change in the cooling rate of the virial temperature curves in this allowed band range

between ∼ 10−3 and 10−1. (The fractional change is generally small because the ionization state

of the gas will be set by collisions and, hence, less shaped by the ionizing background.)

Like the two previous sections, Equation 4.2 describes the power spectrum of galaxies where

the crucial piece we aim to calculate is the intensity bias, bJ . Under our assumption that the ob-

servability of a galaxy is proportional to the cooling time of its halo gas, then bJ = d log Γ/d logU ,

the quantity calculated in Figure 4.4. While the exact bJ in this model is dependent on gas temper-

ature and strongly on ionization parameter, let us consider a fiducial model with gas temperature

of 106 K and an ionization parameter representing gas just around and below the virialized density

at z = 0.5 − 2, logU = −1.3, such that bJ = 0.05. Depending on galaxy properties, bJ could be

a factor of several larger or smaller than this value, and our results for the fractional impact on the

power spectrum depend linearly on bJ . The clustering bias, bg is calculated using a Sheth-Tormen

halo mass function (Sheth et al., 2001), where bg is [1.24, 1.47, 2.12] for z = [0.5, 1.0, 2.0] at a

virial temperature of 106 K corresponding to halo masses of [1.5 × 1012, 1.1 × 1012, 6.2 × 1011]

M�7

7For 5×105 K gas, bg = [1.06, 1.23, 1.72] at z = [0.5, 1.0, 2.0], corresponding to halo masses of [5.2×1011, 3.6×
1011, 2.1× 1011] M�.
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Figure 4.4: The fractional change in the cooling rate with respect to a fractional change in the
ionization parameter, which is equal to our intensity bias parameter bJ . The purple, green, and
blue curves show this change for gas temperatures of 5× 105, 106 and 5× 106K, respectively. The
grey band brackets the ionization parameters, corresponding to a factor of three less and more than
the mean halo gas density of z = 0.5− 2 halos (logU ≈ −1.5 for the mean halo gas density at all
of these redshifts).
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Figure 4.5 shows the effect of fluctuations on the galaxy flux power spectrum under these

choices for bg and bJ . Because the intensity bias is small, the effect of fluctuations is no more than

a couple percent at k < 10−2 Mpc−1. However, precision measurements in future surveys (such as

searches for primordial non-Gaussianity at the sub-percent level) may still be biased by this small

modulation. We estimate the magnitude this contamination could bias cosmology constraints in

the following section.

There are a couple caveats with these estimates. First, these estimates are for galaxy selec-

tion that is sensitive to star formation rate. If the selection is more sensitive to stellar mass,

the background that shapes the cooling is more weighted towards the past, when the fluctuations

were larger. Also, in the past, background fluctuations could have a larger effect on cooling be-

cause of the lower virial temperatures of the progenitor system. (One could also imagine that if

the background were larger in a region, then there would be less cooling at earlier times lead-

ing to larger densities and more cooling at later times, altering the response we have estimated.)

Second, a galaxy’s star formation rate could also be modulated by metagalactic Lyman-Werner

(∼ 11eV) backgrounds, which can dissociate molecular hydrogen and hence prevent star forma-

tion. The effective mean free path of such backgrounds is smaller than this for ionizing back-

grounds (∼ 0.1H−1 compared to ∼ H−1) so that fluctuations in the Lyman-Werner background

are larger. However, the Lyman-Werner background inside a molecular cloud is likely to be dom-

inated by galactic star formation (Gnedin, 2010), unlike the background that sets the ionization

of the much more extended circumgalactic medium. Thus, the modulation of galactic star forma-

tion rates from Lyman-Werner backgrounds is likely to be substantially smaller than from ionizing

backgrounds.

4.7 Cosmological parameter biases

Finally, we investigate the robustness of certain cosmological parameter constraints from the galaxy

power spectrum with contamination from background fluctuations. We compare the effects of

generic models of neutrinos, the spectral index of density fluctuations (ns), and most notably, pri-

mordial non-Gaussianity (fNL) to the impact of fluctuations on the galaxy power spectrum.
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Figure 4.5: Predictions for the fractional change from ionizing background fluctuations on the
z = 0.5, z = 1 and z = 2 galaxy power spectrum for bJ = 0.05. Unlike in the previous plots,
these estimates apply to galaxy surveys of ‘typical’ galaxies with Tvir ∼ 106K and not just to
intensity mapping surveys. However, the values are more uncertain as these calculations require
assumptions for how galaxy formation is affected by ionizing backgrounds. Our model that con-
nects observability to halo cooling suggests bJ = [2× 10−3 − 0.2]; the amplitude of the fractional
change in the power spectrum scales linearly with bJ . The solid curves are the total contribution to
the power spectrum from intensity fluctuations, and the dashed is the contribution excluding shot
noise.
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Because inflation causes quantum fluctuations to expand beyond the horizon scale, the am-

plitude of curvature fluctuations becomes nearly scale-free. Curvature fluctuations scale to den-

sity fluctuations as kns , where ns = 1 if completely scale-independent. Because inflation is a

finite phase, and the number of e-foldings is finite, ns must deviate from unity, though CMB mea-

surements indicate that this deviation is small. Currently, Planck provides the tightest bounds of

ns = 0.9649± 0.0042 (Planck Collaboration, 2018).

The free-streaming of neutrinos contributes to a damping of perturbation growth. This damping

was confirmed when it was determined by neutrino oscillations that neutrinos have a non-zero

mass. The total neutrino mass, or sum of all flavors, has been recently constrained by the CMB

to be < 0.12 eV (Planck Collaboration, 2018). In this section, we use linear theory predictions of

the fractional effect on the total matter power spectrum due to different total neutrino masses from

Wagner et al. (2012). We select a model with normal hierarchy and total neutrino mass (a sum over

the masses of the flavor eigenstates) of 0.1 eV.

Like ns, the non-Gaussianity of primordial density perturbations, fNL, also reveals the nature

inflation. The value of fNL, the deviation from linearity, should distinguish between single- and

multi-field inflationary models. If primordial non-Gaussianity is detected, the single-field model

is ruled out. We model fNL at the critical sensitivity, fNL ∼ 1, which is established by the non-

Gaussianity of second-order perturbations. The scale-dependent correction to the linear density

bias is (Matarrese & Verde, 2008; Slosar et al., 2008; Dalal et al., 2008; Desjacques & Seljak,

2010; de Putter & Doré, 2017)

b = bg + 2fNL(bg − 1)δc

(
3ΩmH

2
0

2k2T (k)D(z)

)
, (4.12)

where δc = 1.686 and is the threshold density for spherical collapse,8 H0 is the Hubble constant,

and D(z) is the linear growth function normalized to (1 + z)−1 when the Universe is matter-

dominated.

Figure 4.6 shows the galaxy power spectrum residuals at z = 1 of three models of these cos-

mological effects: neutrinos with a mass of 0.1 eV, ∆ns ± 0.01, and fNL = 1. We compare these

8Formally in a matter dominated universe, but still largely holds for ΛCDM to z = 0.
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residuals with the residuals of the fluctuation models from the previous section, with clustering

and shot components and clustering component only. The quasar fluctuations are sourced from our

tQ = ∞ model. The shape of the residuals from neutrinos and ∆ns are not degenerate with fluc-

tuations, and thus the effect of fluctuations are easier to disentangle, though would still introduce

bias if not modeled. This is not entirely the case for fNL, where the change in the shape dependent

bias is degenerate with fluctuations.

4.8 Conclusions

Motivated by the principle that the ionizing background is the only non-gravitational astrophysical

process that can affect > 1Mpc large-scale structure (LSS) correlations, this paper made estimates

for the impact of ultraviolet background fluctuations on various large-scale clustering measure-

ments. In particular, we have focused on efforts that map the diffuse post-reionization 21cm inten-

sity, that select millions of Lyα and Hα emitters, and that survey of the order of Milky Way mass

galaxies.

For the diffuse 21cm radiation from all galaxies, a larger ionizing background results in less

H I, as the metagalactic background is able to penetrate further into galaxies. While most H I

is in damped Lyman-α systems that are self shielded to the ionizing background (and, hence,

seemingly well protected from fluctuations), we developed three different estimates that suggest

that the response of the H Ibackground is not insignificant, with our two most realistic estimates

finding a 0.25δΓ/Γ change in the amount of H I, where δΓ is the infinitesimal change in the

background photoionization rate. We further find that this response is relatively constant with

redshift.

For surveys whose emission is dominated by recombinations (e.g. Lyα and Hα), a larger ioniz-

ing background results in an increase in recombination emission, as the number of recombinations

is tied to the number of photoionizations. When intensity mapping so that all such photons are de-

tected, the intensity bias is roughly the ratio of ionizing photons that make it into the background to

those that are produced in total. For z = [1, 3], we find a factional response of [0.06, 0.04]× δΓ/Γ,

resulting in a fractional change in power of∼ [0.005, 0.1](k/[10−2pMpc−1])−1 at z = [1, 3]. How-
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Figure 4.6: Residuals of different cosmological effects on the galaxy power spectrum at z = 1.
The purple curve shows the residuals of our model from Section 4.6 with background fluctuations
sourced by quasars with infinite lifetimes. The light blue dashed curve shows the same model,
excluding shot noise. The fractional effect on power from neutrinos with a total mass over all
flavor eigenstates of 0.1 eV is shown in darker blue, ∆ns = 0.01 is shown as the green band, and
fNL = 1 is shown in orange.
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ever, for the campaigns that correlate individual galaxy positions (rather than intensity mapping the

diffuse background), we find that the fraction of fluctuation-tracing recombinations that will occur

within the aperture of the instrument will be too small to detect. Our estimates are relevant for

HETDEX and SPHEREx, which aim to both pursue traditional galaxy survey as well as intensity

mapping surveys.

Finally, we considered how a standard galaxy survey that selects its galaxies based on a prop-

erty related to their star formation rate (or possible stellar mass) could be modulated by ionizing

backgrounds. Following work that connects the cooling rate in galactic halos to the star formation

rate, we adopted the ansatz that the star formation rate is proportional to the cooling rate of halo

gas. Considering motivated ranges for the density of gas in halos (centered around 200 times the

mean density), we found a fractional response in the star formation rate of ∼ 0.01 − 0.1δΓ/Γ

for gas at 106 K, and a resulting fractional change in the galaxy clustering power spectrum of

∼ [10−3, 10−2](k/[10−2pMpc−1])−1. Somewhat smaller virial temperatures result in a larger effect

and larger result in a smaller, and the fractional impact increases with redshift owing to the ionizing

background fluctuations being larger. Because these calculations relied on the simple ansatz that

galaxy observability scales with the cooling of halo gas (whose properties are also uncertain), this

estimate is far more uncertain than our estimates for 21cm and recombination radiation surveys.

For typical responses, the modulation from ionizing backgrounds is generally dominated by the

cross correlation between the traditional galaxy clustering signal and the density-tracing compo-

nent of intensity fluctuations, resulting in a contribution that typical scales as k−1 on wavenumbers

larger than the inverse of the photon mean free path. We also considered the stochastic contribution

to intensity fluctuations from the rareness of the sources. We found that the stochastic term can

matter if (1) if bJ & 0.1 resulting in a large coupling to intensity fluctuations and (2) quasars with

> 100 Myr lifetimes are the dominant contributor to the ionizing background. Our estimates sug-

gest that the coupling may only be large enough for the stochastic term to matter for 21cm intensity

mapping surveys and if quasars dominate the background.

The effect of ionizing backgrounds is the only astrophysical contaminant of cosmological cor-
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relations on & 1pMpc scales (as winds from galaxies only travel a limited distance).9 We com-

pared the size of the predicted effects to benchmark cosmological parameter constraints targeted by

forthcoming large-scale structure surveys, finding that neutrino mass and scalar spectral index, ns,

are not degenerate with the effect of fluctuations. Searches for primordial non-Gaussianity from

scale-dependent bias in the galaxy power spectrum could be biased by fluctuations in the ionizing

background at the level of ∆fNL ∼ −0.3.

We would like to thank Anson D’Aloisio for helpful discussions.

4.9 A. Models for the response of H I to a change in the ionizing background

In this appendix, we outline our three methods for computing the response of H I to a change in

the ionizing background. These methods are used in § 4.4.

4.9.1 Model based on results of Rahmati et al. (2013)

This method uses the H I column density distribution from cosmological simulations post-processed

with ionizing radiative transfer in Rahmati et al. (2013). Because their simulations capture the

LSS, detailed properties of halo gas, feedback processes, as well as detailed radiative transfer with

complicated geometries, their fitting formulae capture physics that cannot be accounted for in sim-

plified models. Rahmati et al. (2013) calculated how the H I in these simulations attenuates the

ionizing background, finding that the photoionization rate as a function of density is given by the

fitting formula

ΓnH

Γbk

= 0.98

[
1 +

(
nH

nH,SS

)1.64
]−2.28

+ 0.02

[
1 +

(
nH

nH,SS

)]−0.84

, (4.13)

where Γbk is the background photoionization rate incident upon the absorber, ΓnH
is the photoion-

ization rate which it self shields to, and nH,SS is the density of the IGM that starts to self-shield.

9Galactic feedback can affect low wavenumbers in the galaxy power spectrum, but this is from the large-scale
manifestation of small-scale behavior that is captured by the coefficients in the effective perturbation theory of
large-scale structure (Lewandowski et al., 2015).
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This density threshold is given by setting τHI = 1 and using the following relation from Schaye

(2001):

NHI ∼ 2.3× 1013cm−2
( nH

10−5cm−3

)3/2
(

T

104K

)−0.26(
Γ

10−12s−1

)−1(
fg

0.16

)1/2

, (4.14)

which is derived by relating the size and density of absorbers by assuming they are the Jeans length.

Evaluating for NHI = 4× 1017, this gives

nH,SS = 6.7× 10−3 σeff

2.49× 10−18 cm−2
T 0.17

4 Γ
2/3
12 cm−3. (4.15)

Thus, given a density for an absorber, one can calculate how the absorber self-shields in response

to a given ionizing background.

Finally,Rahmati et al. (2013) presents a distribution of systems in simulations that are optically

thin. Conveniently, the column density distribution at these columns does not change substantially

with redshift (Prochaska et al., 2010) though simulations suggest a steepening mildly at very high

redshifts. Note that self-shielding changes this scaling, but an optically thin simulation shows a

similar power-law through all columns. To calculate the self-shielded neutral fraction, XHI,SS, we

utilize Equation 4.13 to calculate the photoionization rate. Using the ratio of the shelf-shielded

to the optically thin neutral fraction, we determine how changes in the background alter the self-

shielding threshold and, subsequently, how changes in the photoionization rate affect the neutral

fraction. Figure 4.7 shows an optically thin column density distribution function from Rahmati

et al. (2013) at z = 3 (dotted curve) and our calculation for the self-shielding column density

distribution function using the Rahmati et al. (2013) fitting formulae (red curve). The green curve

shows how the column density distribution function changes when the global photoionization rate

is doubled.

Using the optically thin column density distribution in Rahmati et al. (2013), a gas temperature

of 104 K, and ionizing background photoionization rate of Γ = 10−12 s−1, we calculate the bias

as the change in mean cosmic number density of H I dictated by the magnitude of the ionizing

background as a function of the photoionization rate and redshift,
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bJ =
d

dΓ

(∫
dNNSS

HI fNSS(NHI)NHI(N
NSS
HI |Γ, z)

)
(4.16)

where fNSS is the column density distribution with no self-shielding.

4.9.2 Photoionized slab model

Our second method to calculate the H I intensity bias models absorbers as semi-infinite slabs. This

method does not incorporate the complex 3D geometry of self-shielding systems that is encoded

into the Rahmati et al. (2013) fitting formulae, but is an intuitive and simpler physical model. These

slabs are modeled as infinite in extent and their width is set by the Jeans length. We set the density

nH as given by Equation 4.14 for a given column and temperature to be T = 104K. We perform

1D radiative transfer calculations with the incident radiation oriented perpendicular to the slab,

with one ray incident from both sides and the two rays summing to a total incident photoionization

rate of Γbk. The incident background spectrum is modeled as a simple power law of the form

Jν ∝ (ν/ν0)−α, where α = 1 with a cutoff at 4 Ry, motivated by the shape of ionizing background

models above 1 Ry (Haardt & Madau, 2012; Upton Sanderbeck et al., 2016). The radiative transfer

divides the slab into cells, attenuating the rays as they traverse cells by their neutral fraction during

the previous iteration, casting one ray after the other. In each cell, we assume the gas within the cell

is in photoionization equilibrium to calculate the neutral fraction that will be used for subsequent

iterations. This calculation is then iterated until the neutral fraction of the slab has converged.

This calculation yields a mapping between our initial “no self-shielding” NNSS
HI and NSS

HI , just

as in our calculation based on Rahmati et al. (2013). Again using the optically thin column den-

sity distribution of Rahmati et al. (2013) we can then transform to the optically thick using this

calculation, and estimate the response of the H I abundance. The final results of this slab model

calculation yields approximately a 20% change in the amount of H I when the photoionization rate

is increased by a factor of 2.

This model and that in § 4.9.1 assumed the size of the absorber is the Jeans length (Schaye et al.,

2000). The Jeans length is only an approximate scale and so, even to the extent this assumption
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holds, it should only hold to an order unity factor. To estimate the sensitivity of our models to this

ansatz, we vary the size of absorbers and find that the H I bias changes negligibly (∼ 1%) when

varying the sizes of absorbers within a factor of two.

4.9.3 Model based on a critical density for self shielding and power-law profiles

Finally, a rough estimate for the impact of ionizing background fluctuations on the amount of H I

can be obtained from modeling the self-shielding absorbers as having a single power-law profile

and a specific density ∆SS above which the gas self shields (Miralda-Escudé et al., 2000; Furlanetto

& Oh, 2005; McQuinn et al., 2011b). Unlike the previous two approaches, this method does

not rely on numerical simulations or the Schaye et al. (2000) model for the density of absorbers.

In addition, the approximation that self-shielding occurs at a critical density reasonably agrees

with what is found in simulations (McQuinn et al., 2011b), and this power-law model has some

success at reproducing the column density distribution of Lyman-limit systems and DLAs (Zheng

& Miralda-Escudé, 2002).

In this model, the photoionization rate sets the value of ∆SS via the relation Γ ∝ ∆
(7−γ)/3
SS ,

where γ is the power-law index of the gas density distribution P (∆) at ∆ � 1, where ∆ is in

units of the cosmic mean density (see McQuinn et al., 2011b). The mass in HI is proportional

to
∫∞

∆SS
d∆P (∆) ∼ ∆1−γ

SS ∼ Γ
3(1−γ)
7−γ ∼ Γ−3/2(1−β), where β is the spectral index of the column

density distribution at optically thin columns (γ and β are easily related in this model). Thus,

the overdensity in H I is related to the overdensity in Γ via δHI = −3/2(1 − β)δΓ meaning that

bJ = 3/2(1− β) in equation (4.2). For β = {1.3, 1.5, 1.7}, the range consistent with observations

at NHI ∼ 1017cm−2, we find {−0.45,−0.75,−1.05}. This response is qualitative agreement with

the−[0.2−0.3] yielded by our other methods, again suggesting the response is large. The response

is likely somewhat weaker than this model predicts because this model does not capture the self-

shielding transition well, showing a more abrupt break in the column density distribution (Zheng

& Miralda-Escudé, 2002).
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Chapter 5

CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Summary

While at first glance, the three previous chapters have three seemingly independent stories, they are

enfolded in the same collection of questions pertaining to the evolution of matter in the Universe.

How and when was the ionizing background born? How did it affect the evolution of the IGM,

galaxies, and AGN? What is the nature of these sources of ionizing photons?

In Chapter 2, we modeled the temperature of the intergalactic medium after reionization. We

presented a semi-analytical model with a multi-zone approach that more accurately captures the

inhomogeneous thermal processes of the IGM during patchy reionization than previous models.

We found that recent temperature measurements over z = 1.6−4.8 are consistent with our models

where He II reionization occured at z = 3−4 and was sourced by quasars. We found He II reioniza-

tion scenarios with a significantly more extended duration are inconsistent with the measurements.

We found that the models of hydrogen reionization that were ruled out by the measurements were

low redshift and high temperature scenarios. For instance, we found that models in which the IGM

was heated to 30, 000 K with hydrogen reionization occurring over 6 < z < 9, were inconsistent

with the temperature measurements. We also constrained the extent to which alternative (non-

photoheating) heating could affect the thermal state, such as heating from TeV blazars, cosmic

rays, and other nonstandard mechanisms. We found a maximum of 1 eV of additional heat could

be injected per baryon by z = 2, and . 0.5 eV at z > 3 above standard models with photoheating.

In Chapter 3, we modeled the extreme ultraviolet and soft X-ray background. The EUV and

soft X-ray slice of the electromagnetic spectrum sets the ionization state of most metals in the

intergalactic and circumgalactic media, and thus shapes the cooling rate of cosmic gas. Despite

their astrophysical importance, the extreme UV and soft X-ray are problematic to observe, espe-
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cially from extragalactic sources, because of Galactic absorption. We modeled the contribution and

uncertainties from quasars, X-ray binaries, interstellar gas, circumgalactic gas, virialized gas, and

super soft X-ray sources, using empirical inputs and theoretical estimates. Previous models assume

quasars are the dominate source to the extreme UV and soft X-ray background, but we argue that

there is up to an oder-of-magnitude uncertainty in their contribution at certain energies. We found

that hot intrahalo gas, a previously neglected source in ionizing background models, likely emits a

notable fraction of this radiation at low redshifts. We also found that emission from the interstellar

and circumgalactic media may contribute at the tens-of-percent level at all redshifts we consider.

We found that corrections for many circumgalactic and intergalactic metal absorption lines that

fall within the extreme UV and soft X-ray are on the order of ∼ 0.3 − 1 dex due to our estimated

uncertainties in the angular-averaged background intensity. Finally, we estimated that in this band,

local galactic emissions roughly equate the cosmic background radiation at rprox = 10 − 100 kpc

from star-forming galaxies.

In Chapter 4, we investigated the effect of ionizing background fluctuations on galaxy cluster-

ing. We estimated that background fluctuations have a fractional effect of

∼ 0.01 − 0.1(k/[10−2Mpc−1])−1 on the power spectrum of 21cm intensity mapping at z ∼

1 − 2. We found that for Hα and Lyα intensity mapping surveys this effect is ∼ [0.005 −

0.1](k/[10−2Mpc−1])−1 at z ∼ 1 − 3, though this effect is much smaller for Hα or Lyα emit-

ter surveys that target sources. We made an estimate how on fluctuations in ionizing background

alter the cooling rate of halo gas, and thus affect galaxy observability, and found a maximum frac-

tional effect of ∼ 0.03(k/[10−2Mpc−1])−1 at z = 1 for low-redshift galaxy surveys in general. We

determined that the effect of ionizing background fluctuations are likely smaller than the thresh-

old to meaningfully detect cosmological parameter effects. We focused specifically on primordial

non-Gaussianity, finding that ionizing backgrounds could result in a bias of ∆fNL ∼ 0.3 for power

spectrum measurements.
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5.2 Future Work

A large part of the goal of my thesis work has been to improve our understanding of the ionizing

background and its uncertainties. Unfortunately, the tools available to the field to produce ionizing

background models presently do not yet reflect these advances. Currently, there is no flexible,

public tool to model the ionizing background or its uncertainties. In the near future, I plan to

construct a code that will model the ionizing background after reionization. Importantly, this code

will quantify uncertainties in the ionizing background, filling a void in the ionizing background

literature. Ultimately, this code will be made open-source and posted on an online repository, such

as GitHub, so that it will be accessible to the field. Much of the groundwork for this software has

already been constructed in bits and pieces for the work presented in this thesis.

One such way to improve on previous models is to be able to customize the free parameters

of the ionizing background. Ideally, the model inputs will be the spectrum of the sources, the HI

column density distribution, and the emissivity history of quasars, galaxies, and other sources. The

output of the code will be a set of background models plotted against observational constraints.

These constraints will be observational estimates of HI and HeII photoionization rates; metal line

measurements on the hardness of the background; and low-redshift X-ray background measure-

ments. Our future code will allow the user to vary the inputs within the bounds of uncertainty to

quantify the sources of uncertainty.

This code will add new elements to our background calculation that have not been considered

in prior calculations. Some possible improvements include

Better models for quasar spectra and galaxy spectra: In previous models, quasar spectra are

modeled with a power-law, but this ignores the multitude of lines in the UV regime of these

spectra. Previous models also ignore the effect of the frequency-dependent escape fraction

of ionizing photons (fesc(ν)) on the emerging spectrum of galaxies. Also, the ionizing spec-

trum of a stellar population is sensitive to parameters such as the stellar IMF as well as the

binary fraction (Stanway et al., 2016), and these dependencies have not been investigated.
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Absorption from metals and dust: These have been ignored in previous studies as only hydro-

gen and helium absorption has been included. While we suspect this is likely a good approx-

imation, we would like to investigate it in more detail.

Contributions of more unconventional sources such as small AGN and hot halo gas: It is still

of significant debate what dominates the ionizing background across cosmic time. It is be-

lieved that quasars supply the majority of ionizing photons at z < 3 and galaxies at z > 3,

though certain models have called this into question (Madau & Haardt, 2015). Other sources

of ionizing photons, such as the ISM, CGM, and hot virialized gas, have also been his-

torically neglected in ionizing background models (though see Chapter 3) and may have

significant effects on the photoionization state of local gas.

5.3 Closing Remarks

Our cosmic history is interwoven into the physics of the ionizing background and the matter be-

tween galaxies. From the light of the first stars and galaxies, to the formation of our own planet,

the photons and matter that fill the sea of space only punctuated by islands of light have guided

the evolution of our cosmic habitat. With the exciting new generation of upcoming telescopes and

the steady improvement of numerical capabilities, it has been a wonderful time to witness and be a

part of the growth of this field.
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